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BELFAStTmAINE,

of Todays journa,.

Miss Florence,
The News of
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
alter C. Shaw, has
resigned as assistant in
E.
:
M.
Ctyiference.
Hast Maine
Mrs. Ella Clark, teacher in the Brick school, t e Belfast Free Library and after a week’s
.The
News
of
BelI
Bells.
IV edging
vacation will enter the office of
Leonard &
The Churches....News of the East Belfast, reports two pupils, Emma Pierce
in an Ailenation and Arnold
Collins, not absent during the past I Barrows.
rinses Verdict
Secret Societies. .Transfers in term.
Arthur N. Johnson of this
’Estate. .The War News.. Per- j
city has been enThe ISon’s of Veterans Auxiliary observed gaged to substitute as first tenor in the cansonai.
j
Western
of
Travels.,
at
j Appomattox Day
their meeting last Monday tata, “The Seven Last Words of
.niscences
Christ.” to be
Grand Bodge N. E. O P... evening by an appropriate program,as follows: presented in City
Hall, Bangor, next Sunday
Mobilize. .Washington
'. rows
\
America; reading, Thomas Gannon; evening. The Festival chorus will be a featI Singing
\s f-isperings.
ward by Sea. .Keep Maine Dry. violin solo, Ethel Dexter; readings, Mrs. Eva ure of the evening.
i utsfield Personals.
Gordon, Miss Arline Curtis and Mrs. Thomas
Miss Gertrude M.
Coombs, daughter of Mr.
Mr.nals. .The News of Brooks.. Gannon.
and Mrs. Robert P.
Herbert
of
BelCoombs, a graduate of the
,;try. .George
The
Once-in-Awhile
St.
Club
was
entertained
Joseph
Correspondence.
County
Convent-Academy of Portland, has
last Tuesday afternoon by Miss Emeroy Ginn. entered the
operating room of the local TeleNews of Belfast.
The
afternoon
was spent with sewing and emoffice.
phone
Wilson.
How
GerMiss Bernice Holt, a pupil in
jpvelt Plays
.The
War.
6
the
Progressive
At
m.
the
hostess
served
fruit
Wages
broidery.
High school, is learning to take a summer
p.
vention. .Gov. Curtis Sized up.. cocktail, crab salad, hot rolls, olives,
pineap- position during the school vacation.
the Same in Corn Belt
iems
Produce at Home and Farm ple sponge, cake and coffee. Later all adThe Emma White Barker Tent Afternoon
New England and South.
journed to the pictures at the Colonial thea- Club was entertained last
.Belfast
Free
Friday by Mrs. WalDeaths
Library. ter.
.rcont
ter B. Dutch, 29 Congress
street, when sewing
M ntpelier Seminary.f
The Delta Alpha class of the Baptist Sunday and sociability were in order.
Only a few
earaport.. Stockton Springs.. .The
.,elfH8t Price Current-Born.... school had a supper at the church last Tuesday were present because of the inclement weathDied.
Married
evening. The supper consisted of cold ham, er. There will be no meeting this week on
mashed potatoes, stuffed eggs, celery, bread, account of the Monument fund fair in
the
IAINE, M. E. CONFERENCE. cream pie, chocolate cake and cocoa. Each Opera House. The next meeting will be on
member gave a dollar, which she had earned April 21st, the
place to be announced.
Returned to Belfast. in some special way, and acted out the
n!aa- k. Sellers
way it
William White, son of Leonard O. White of
John W, Hamilton of Boston
was earned or told how it was done in
rhyme. this
city, who enlisted in January in the UnitFast Maine conference of the
The money will be expended in buying collec
ed States Navy, is spending a ten days’ furned
3rd.
The
April
organi- tion plates for the church. After the supper
p
lough with Belfast relatives. He has been at
ted with the election of D. H. the class attended
moving pictures at the the Naval
Training station, Newport, R. I.
tary, Albert E. Luce as treasur
Opera House.
and on his return will be placed on one of the*
iigan as statistical secretary ;
iwks
irvin wood, wno nas neen
large ^battleships. His brother, Wesley B.
v
Frederick Palladino, super- I
living in Vinalhaven, is moving back here onHucksport district, contained to his farm. His wife will come later_Al- White, and Irving Whitney, son o? Mrs. May
Whitney of this city, are at the training staniion of local churches: Belfred Dutch, who has always lived with Henry
tion. The latter was ill with grip when Wil> ed
its vestry and painted the
has
Wentworth,
gone to Rhode Island, where liam White left for Belfast.
making some improvements on
he has employment.... Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
xpending $405. Searsport has 1 Wood are
English Sparrows. The English sparrow
receiving congratulations on the
lied and modernized its parj birth, April 8th, of a daughter_James Went- has few, if any, friends. Bro. Wormwood of
t of $500,
April 7th the lay worth of Clinton visited
his parents and broth- the Biddeford Journal, who rarely speaks ill
record as opposed to changing
of any one, calls them “alien interlopers” arid
er last week-May Daggett is at home again
rates and to allowing bishops
a nuisance that should be abated, and
from the city, where she has been at work.
they are
The Mississippi amendment I
accused of driving our native insectiverous
Mrs. J. G. Paul entertained the Auction
'hops for different races and
birds out of the cities, etc. Yet we should
Thimble club last Tuesday at her home on
as also opposed
miss them, especially in winter, when there
Miller street, Mrs. Charles H. Crosby substiiicieucc
rrui.
uigaiuz.eu wilii
are no other birds about and their
chirping is
for an absent member. At the dinner
oods of Orono as president; W. tuting
a welcome sound.
Projecting over the sidehour
beefsteak, fried and boiled onions, mashed walk on a level with the windows
.rmel, secretary; and H. L.Gould
of The Jourpotatoes, hot rolls, pickles, custard pie, doughtreasurer.
Eleven, including H
nal office is a sign, held in place by iron rods,
,:ast and A. G. Davis, Penobscot’ nuts, orange pudding, wafers, coffee, confec- on which the
sparrows perch at all times in
The
i to full membership in the con- tionery and salted nuts were served.
the year, and we like to see them there. They
home
decorations
were potted jonquils and tuived some advice from Bishop
are pert and pugnacious little things and do
Mrs. Phoebe D. Crawford and Mrs.
H. I. Holt was transferred lips.
ilon.
not seem to mind the cold and stormy winter
Charles
H.
won
the prizes at auction—
Crosby
Conference. It was voted to
weather. We do not see them often in the
hand-made
doilies.
-essment of one and a half per cent
gardens and grounds. The streets seem to be
v aries of its ministers, to be paid
Edward MacDowell. At the meeting of their feeding and play grounds, and we doubt
rmanent fund for retired preachers, the
Reading Depprtment of the Woman's club if their presence here has lessened the numalso
voted
e
to request the gen- last
Tuesday evening Miss Charlotte W. Col- ber of other birds.
■e to continue Bishop John W.
burn read an interesting paper on Edward
his present relationship for four
Liquor Seizure.
Friday morning, April
MacDowell and the MacDowell Memorial Assoand re-appoint him to the Boston
Sheriffs J. A. G. Beach of Belfast,
ciates. This poet-musician was born in New 7th, Deputy
Frank Webster of Waldo and P. G. Hurd of
wise, it was said he would be re- York in 1861 of Celtic
parents, and Miss Colunt of age.
burn traced the principal events of his musi- Northport made a search of the Commercial
Smith of Camden was elected by
House, Pleasant street, and were joined there
cal career, as a student in Paris and later in
association as trustee of East
later by sheriff Frank A. Cushman. Mr. Beach
Frankfort, Germany, his return to his na;mee seminary.
found a quart and a half of whiskey hidden
tive country .taking up his residence in Boston, j
under the floor in the barn near a cased water
wing officers were elected by the where he taught and
composed some of his
ciation: President, A. H. GregThe deputies also found empty bottles
best works. She also spoke of his beautifully ! pipe.
and jugs in the barn in barrels which gave
: vice presidents, John McBride
situated summer home in Petersboro, N. H.
evidence of recent use. George W. Benson,
Cobb, Calais, John Goldwaith, His last work in teaching was in
founding and
of the Commercial House, was araary, Charles D. Woods, Orono;
conducting the musical department at Colum- proprietor
I rested and brought before the Municipal
er Strout, Milbridge; executive
bia University,in New York, wlu-re from overcourt that forenoon and arraigned on the
D Woods, Orono, C. E, Dow*, work and
worry he broke dowm and died in
serrch and seizure process, found guilty and
Lester Strout, Milbridge, E. L.
1908.
He is buried in his beloved Peterboro.
^ r. Frank O. Martin, Guilford.
It is predicted that of all American composers given a sentence of $100 and costs and 60 days
in jail, with 60 days additional in default of
ence adjourned at 11 o’clock SatMr. MacDoweli’s works will be the most enof fine and costs.
He appealed and
Instead of the usual custom of
during. The Memorial in his honor is located payment
sion Monday morning.
Bishop at Peterboro and is conducted by Mrs. Mac- furnished bonds in the sum of $400, with PerYork and Isaac Staples as sureties.
i the appointments which folDowell, his helpmate in every sense of the ley
•nges were made in the district word for 25
and
who
is
now
years,
devoting
A Thimble Party.
Mrs. Robert P. Coombs
ts, but changes were numerous
her life to his dream of establishing what the
delightfully entertained the Woman's Class of
Rev H. E. Dunnack comes Memorial
really is—a center for artists in cot- the
Baptist church and guests at a thimble
me
Conference and Augusta tage .life amid most beautiful
surroundings. party last Monday evening at her home on
Grace M. E. church in Bangor, His widow was
who
formerly Miss

^tents
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Gamble, who goes to

re-appointchurch in Bangor. Following
e local appointments: Rockport,

>:ev
f
1

\

l

and West

?

Northport,

Horace B.

okBville Circuit, William L, Braspo t and Orland, F. K. Gamble;
enter and East Bucksport, J. E.
Ire, Daniel P. Pelley; Hampden and
rner, Charles H. Johonnett; SearsNorth Searsport, James Ainslie; Win-

;
:

1

Lockhart; Camden, Charles
Palermo, Benjamin H.

hur J.

hina and
ton and

!

Benton, Charles W. Lowell

WEDDING BELLS.
A very pretty home wedHampden, Wednesday evenat 8.30 o’clock, when Frederick

lace in

|

>,

j

rk

of

Hampden, and Miss Ethel*

wley, daughter

•'":k

awley,

|

were

Capt. and Mrs’
united in marriage by

Humphrey at the
harles
Clark,

[

j

is

a

of

home of the
a

brother

groomsman, and Miss

New

Franklin street.

gifted pianist.

Advertisements.

Hurry
clothiers,

W.

the

spoke

Clark

and

& Co., the Main street
announce a
feature sale of Made-to-Measure Clothes
by
special arrangement with the Royal Tailors of
Chicago and New Yor«s. Read what they have
to say of the Royal Tailor clothes and
prices,
and call at 83 Main street and let them show
you-Mitchell & Trussed, 115 High street,
are offering the new floor covering,
Congoleum,
in rugs, borders and 6 feet widths, and in most

a

e'

I
j

j
|
|

bride's
of

the

Beulah Cole

fSciating and using the double ring
They were accompanied by the

arents and the bride’s mother. The
ecomingly dressed in a tan travelill. light coat and hat to match. On
he parsonage they were liberally bewith confetti and rice.
After a
doing trip they will go to their home
dike, where the groom will engage in

SOUTH MONTVILLE.
Hthel Adams is to teach the South
vil'e school this spring.
Oxton is at home from Freedom,
has been attending school.

^-‘’•vrence
t!<- he
1

range Conferred the third and fourth
last week and has other candidatss.
V liavis of South Montville has been
n
tuPerinf indent of schools of Sears-

‘•(r"

^

*

,lney A. Harriman

^

ii

iu*

are

b:“

^

ol

of

Palmer, Mass.,

P,ace* but *B not to

M

has
in

move

in

receipt of a copy of the Marlboro,
Baily Enterprise in which appears the
E.

a.

Merriman

as

manager.

The

uprise is a prosperous looking
J
a
eight-page
trnoon daily and the large amount < f
adver-

s’ ’n8

8h°WB that Mr. Merriman is still the
that he was when in Madison
Bulletin.

aje !l^tler

enjoyed

durin

the work to be done the comine year
many plans were made. The teacher of
on

Commander-in* chief Aid Allen L. Curtis,
accompanied by senior vice kFred Seward,
color bearer William Johnson, and other
brothers of A. E. Clark Camp, No. 43, went to
Castine Friday, April 7th, and installed the
officers of R. B. Brown Camp, No. 03. They
returned after the work in the steamer Golden Rod, which made a special trip.
At the story hour in the Peirce school last
Saturday afternoon Mrs. Horace Chenery told
the story of “The Golden Touch" and Miss
Louise Hazeltine told “The True Story of
How the Seventh U. S. Cavalry Lost its Flag,”
“The Tinder Box” story by Hans ChrisAndersen. Miss Melvins V. Parker and
Miss Sue M. Partridge will tell the stories

and

tian

Saturday.

Arthur A. Blair of the Universaliist
church officiated Monday and Tuesday at three
out-of-town funerals. In Stockton Springs
he attended the funeral of Mrs. James Staples,
Rev.

Sunday on account
storm. He then went to Sandypoint to
officiate at the funeral o‘ Mark R. Ginn, and
which

was

postponed

from

of the

from there to Old Town to attend the funeral
of Miss Alma Knox, a former parish-

Tuesday
ioner.

The total valuation of horses in Waldo county is $565,511, of cows $223,406, and of oxen
$22,126. Belfast leads in the valuation of
horses, with Monroe second, Montville third
and Troy fourth. Unity leads in the valuation
of cows, with Troy second, Montville third and
Monroe fourth. Liberty is high line m the
valuation of oxen, with Palermo second, Montville third and

Morrill fourth.

At the regular meeting of Emma White
Barker Tent, Daughters of Veterans, Wednesday night, April 5th, Appomattox day was observed. No special work was done, but plans
for the coming fair for the mounment fund
were discussed.
Two interesting papers were
redd by Miss Ruth Kimball and Mrs. Mary

Carter,

and remarks

Hasson and

were

made

by Comrades

Bennett and Mrs. Nettie Merri-

thew.

NUMRBR

The Churches.
At

SECRET SOCIETIES.

Diamond Disc Phonosay
graph, “the masterpiece of the greatest man
in the world.'' Call at their store for a demon-

stration
in your

would be

they
home for
or

pleased

to

place

entertainment in connection with the Easier

Wednesday afternoon in Memorial hall
under the auspices of the Universalist society
had not taken place when The Journal went to

sale

one

trial. You would incur
obligation... .The Brooklyn Daily Eagle
will list free in its Resort Information Bureau
a

press last week.

no

all

summer

hotels and

boarding houses,

o’clock when
and it

and

—

Liability Department, Hartford, Conn., repreby Carleton Doak_Relatives of the late Mrs. Mary A. Nickerson publish a card of thanks.... If you would put your

right

bick

where nature started

today, April 18th.

guard,

them,
...

served at 6

whose “voice of

j

not

be

and

authority”

was a con-

reminder that they would
at le to entertain their gentlemen

stant terror

a

friends over Sunday. The cast was as recently printed, with the exception of the “Voice of
Authority,” which, because of the absence of
Mr. W. G. Hazeltine, was taken by Luther W.
Hammons. The quarantine was raised when
the case was pronounced a bad cold by the
specialist secured by the gentlemen on their
arrival, and all was well at the departure for
home. Between the acts the following specialties were given under the direction of Mrs.
C. M. Knowlton: Piano solo. Miss Ruth Knight;
recitation, The Easter Bonnet,” Doris Wilson;
recitation, “Easter Greeting,” and an encore>
“An Early Easter,” Stanley Knowlton; violin
solo, Hele nWescott, Mrs. C. W. Wescott accompanist; recitation, “Twin Brother John,”
John
M. Morrison; vocal duet, Charlotte
Knowlton and Hillard Buzzell, Miss Amy E.
A dance for the
Stoddard, accompanist.
young people, with music by a Victrola loaned
by J. L. Sleeper & Co., closed a very enjoyable
! afternoon and evening.

Joseph S. Mullin of Lincolnville was in Belfast last Tuesday attending Probate Court.
Joseph Berry of Thorndike is the guest of
his daughter, Mrs. Lizzie
Barrett, in Dover.
Charles F. Shaw return ad April 7th from a
weeks’ visit with relatives in
Springfield,
Mass.
ten

Mrs.

Mabelle Paul Farrow of Belmont is
in Brookline and
Sharon,

visiting friends
Mass.

Mias Alice M. Hussey returned to
Camden
last Thursday after a few days’ visit with
Mrs. C. L. Wright.

Mrs, William S. Aldus of Worcester,
Mass.,
of this city, is the
guest of her son,
William O. Aldus.
Miss Evelyn Brown, clerk in the Carle &
Jones store, left last Friday for a short visit
at her home in Newport.

formerly

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel H. Strout and Mildred
I. L. Demmons are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Eastman in W'estbrook.

Principal J. W. Hatch of Montpelier. Vt.,
Seminary, attended the East Maine M. E. conference in Camden last week.
Clarence E. Frost attended the Laymen's
meeting in connection with the Methodist
Conference in Camden laBt Friday.
Mrs. L. E

]

McMahan arrived home last Sat-

urday evening from a visit with her daughter,
Mrs. F. W. Seldon, in Haverhill, Mass.

j

Dr. Adelbert Millett returned last
Tuesday
from Rockland, where he was called as a witin

ness

healing

the

case.

in the

Wentworth will

i-

George

A. Gilchrest, who
spent the winter
Fruitland Park, Fla,, left there April 12th
for home. Mrs. Gilchrest will remain for a

in

week

longer.

or more

Horace C. Pitcher has returned from South
Waldoboro, where he visited friends during
the absence in the west of Mr. and Mrs. Elbridee S. Pitcher
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hoyt Hilton of Chicago
called to Tewksbury, Mass., last Monday
to attend the funeral of Mr. Hilton’s father
were

banquet

p.

the parsonage.

Mrs. John W. Jones has been in Boston and
the past week.
Mrs. Norman A. Read has returned from
a
visit with friends in Lewiston.

vicinity

Mr T.iumur Hilton.

under the direction of a committee from
Mrs. N. H. Small was called to P-angor last
| First Baptist Church, Rev. J. Wilbor Rich- Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., with Mrs. Clifford Thursday by the illness of her mother, Mrs,
minister. Residence, 1 Northport ave- J. Pattee, chairman. The menu included chickardson,
Mattie Dyer McNulty. She returned home on
Madigan of Houlton presiding. It will be a
212-3. In cases ol sickness or en pie, mashed potatoes, hot rolls, cakes and
short sesi ion so far as the criminal docket is I nue, telephone,
the Monday night train.
this
trouble,
church, through its minister, will pies of all kinds, coffee, etc., and was faultconcerned, as there are only a few minor gladly serve
anyone desiring such service, lessly served. After the banquet the
Mr. Ralph M. Johnson of New York was in
Super
cases appealed from the Municipal Court.
A whether or not connected with the church.
the city yesterday to attend the annual meetExcellent
Master’s degree was worked accordAt
number of divorce cases will be entered, one
10.30,next Sunday morning, preaching service; topic, “From a chest of tea to a great ing to the new ritual. Thomas H. Bodge of ing of the corporators of the Belfast Savings
attorney already having nine. It is expected order—or 1773
Bank and left on the noon train.
and 1916.” a special sermon to
Augusta, Grand Master of Ceremonies of the
the jail will be empty today, Thursday, as the Tarratine
Tribe, No, 13, Improved Order of Grand Council made the official visit in
Miss Anne M. Kittredge left New York for
the abRed Men, who will attend service as an
terms of the last two vagrants will expire.
organization. Bible school convenes at 12 o'clock; ! sence of Grand P. C. of Work Franklin P. Boston last Uhursday. She will spend a few
Mrs John C. Pillsbury and Mrs. Elon B. Gilvisitors cordially welcomed. Young- People’s Clark of Portland, who is ill in New
Hamp- days with Miss Helen Kittredge at Beverly
chrest were hostesses at a charming luncheon meeting at 6.30, to which all young ia years
shire.
and return to Belfast the last of this week.
and spirit are
at the home of Mrs. Gilchrest, Church street,
earnestly invited. Evening
Osceola Council, D. of P., No. 47, celebrated
preaching service at 7.30; minister’s topic:
Ex-Sheriff Joseph Littlefield returned Saturat
1
o'clock.
Wednesday afternoon, April 5th,
“Nearness to the ark not much help in times the annual visitation of
the Great Pocahontas, day from Waterviile, where he was called
The dining room wr.s most attractive in yellow. of heavy rain.” The minister will
by
preach at Miss Lillian Bishop of South Portland, to their the illness and death of
his brother, Abner
The favors were yellow jonquils and the place the Northport Baptist church next Sunday at
2.30 p. m.; subject, “Where willingness is
wigwam Tuesday evening, April 11th. Supper Littlefi Id, who died April 6th, aged 69 years.
cards were decorated with yellow grapes. The
smashed by unwillingness.” This, Thursday, was served at 6
o’clock, consisting of cold
Rev. and Mrs. L. H. Jenkins of Corinna
menu
consisted of fruit cocktail, croquettes, evening the weekly prayer service. This is a
roast chicken, salads, hot rolls, olives, pickles, were
guests Tuesday and Wednesday ot Rev.
peas, stuffed potatoes, Waldorf salad, hot rolls, meeting of spiritual power, well attended, and
cream and custard pies, cake and coffee. A short
those who wish a
and Mrs. Horace B. Sellers on their
heart-warming are invited
ice cream, cake and coffee. Thimbles were in
way from
to attend and participate.
address of welcome by Brother W. J. Gordon Camden
to their new charges Round Bond and
order after luncheon. The guests were Mrs.
the
The
decorations
were
supper.
preceded
Bristol.
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Irving T. Dinsmore, Mrs. James H, Howes,
Murillo tulips.
After supper an informal half
Miss Susan "B.
Mrs. Morris L. Slugg, Mrs. Horace Chenery,
Cunningham, who has been
hour was spent in conversation, after which
Mrs. Carl H. Stevens, Mrs, Clyde B. Holmes,
for many years for Messrs. W.
The postponed monthly meeting of Waldo the
housekeeper
meeting was called to order. The degree
Mrs. Haraden S. Pearl and Miss Louise Hazel- I Pomona Grange will be held April 18th with
A. and C. h. bwift, is at the home of her
niece,
staff worked the degree on five candidates and
Sunrise Grange, East Knox.
tine.
Mrs. Cecil Clay in Woodfords, suffering with a
one sister was reinstated.
Before the close of
There was no meeting of Seaside
serious
trouble.
Grange
eye
Mrs. L. T. Shales entertained the Fortnightthe meeting the Great Pocahontas was prelast Friday evening on account of the bad conMrs. Ella E. W'est has returned home from
ly Club, in which she has substituted, last dition of the roads and the program was post- sented with a silver berry spoon by Sister Ada
Friday afternoon. The supper, according to poned to April 14th,
Robbins, the president, in behult of the sewing | New Britain, Conn., where she spent the winThe April term of the Supreme Judicial
Court will convene April 18th, Judge John B.

the

duo's

prescribed

menu,

was

sandwiches,

pickles, angel and chocolate cake, fruit pudding with whipped cream, coffee.
Mrs.

ed

Dirigo Grange, Freedom, has adopted the
following resolutions of respect:

Shales also served

Mrs. McDonald served a six o'clock dinner to
a few friends in honor of the event, but said it
was the last birthday she intends to observe.
Saturday afternoon the Navy Club met with
Mrs. William H. Bray without warning the
hostess, taking with them
which

was

served

at

a

2 o’clock.

Reports indicate

that prosperity is general
manufacturers, but filling of
hampered by the difficulty experienced in securing sufficient quantities of leather. Increased caution is displayed
by some la-ge buyers, owing to the extreme
limits reached by values, and producers wel-

among footwear
many orders is

come the tendency toward
conservatism, some
of them not being inclined to accept contracts

running beyond July 1st.—Dun's Review April
8th.

First Penobscot Salmon.
Bangor, Me., April

so

low,

no more

will

grave

Thou

loin

more our sorrows

Yet

number, thou
know,

our

no

again

we hope to meet thee when the day
of life is fled,
And in heaven with joy to greet thee, where
no farewell tears are shed.

delicious lunch,
The afternoon

which this society is famous. The general was spent with auction and sewing.
committee included Mrs. Giles G. Abbott, Mrs.
The Victrola Supper* The public supper
Eugene L. Cook and Mrs. Frank G. Mixer in Memorial hall last Saturday under the
from the Social Aid, and Mrs. Sarah F. Knight, auspices of the Home and School
Association,
Mrs. Charles E. Johnson and Mrs. Guy L. as a benefit for the Victrola fund for the High
Peavey from the Circle. The tables were in and Grammar Grades, was a success in every
charge of Mrs. C. A. Ludwick, Mrs. Ralph M. particular. The committee in charge consistCarter, Mrs. Frank I. Wilson, Mrs. George A. ed of Mrs. John A. Fogg, chairman, Mrs. S. A.
Leavitt, Mrs. Herbert Knight, Miss Edith M. Parker, Mrs. Edward A. Wadsworth, Mrs. Z.
South worth, Mrs. Guy L. Peavey, Mrs, Phoebe ]J. Hartshorn, Mrs. S. G. Swift, Miss Grace A.
D. Crawford, Mrs. Charles B. Eaton, Mrs. 3. Lord. Mrs. Harry W. Clark made the
coffee,
J. Knight, Mrs. Walter A. Clements and Miss and Messrs, W. B. Woodbury, Z. D.
Hartshorn,
Ethel Heald.
After the supper the tables all the city teachers and several from the
High
were cleared and a bright and
catchy three-act school were pressed into service. There were
farce, “The Voice of Authority,” was present- twelve tables and covers were first laid for
ed under the direction of Miss E. Frances Ab150 and all were filled, and it is estimated that
bott. The stage represented a camp, decorat- about 100 were seated later.
Beans, clams,
ed with banners, etc., to which a
bevy of pret- salads, biscuit, brown bread, relishes, cake and
ty young girls had resorted for rest and rec- coffee were served. A Victrola from J. L.
reation and freedom fromche cares of society. Sleeper & Co. furnished music
during the supAll went on as usual in camp life until the un- per hour. Three long linen table
cloths, three
expected arrival of a girl friend, a worn out dozen dessert and five dozen tea spoons have
bride-to-be, who unfortunately had encounter- been bought for the schools, to use in future
ed a supposed case of scarlet fever on the
way suppers.
and become a suspect. This caused the camp
to be quarantined and a constable was placed on
The Shoe Situation.

sented in Belfast

feet

was

laid for about 100
of the best of the good suppers

s~

PERSONAL.

Universalist church next Sunday
Phoenix Lodge. F, & A. M.. held a stated
morning Rev. Arthur A. Blair will preach a communication in Masonic
Temple last Monday
sermon appropriate to Palm Sunday. Men’s
evening.
Forum and Sunday school at noon,
At the regular meeting of Primrose
ChapRev^ N. R, Pearson, who has been pastor of ter, O. E. S., last Friday evening, the degree
the Pittsfield Methodist church for the past was conferred on two candidates and ice cream
five years, has been transferred to the Metho- and cake were served. There will be work at
dist church in Winthrop and will begin his new the next regular meeting,
April 21st.
pastorate next Sunday.
Timothy Chase Lodge, F. & A. M., will have
Word was received in Portland Monday that a
special meeting this, Thursday, evening,
Bishop Brewster will arrive there about June 1 when the Masters degree will be conferred.
from Colorado to take up hia duties as Epis- A
banquet will be served and Edward Goodwin
copal bishop of Maine, in succession to the of Lincolnville, D. D. G. M .will be the
inspect*
late Bishop Codman.
ing officer.
Services will be as usual in the CongregaA stated conclave of Palestine
Commandery,
tional church next Sunday, with worship and
Knights Templar, was held in Masonic Temple
sermon at 10.45; Bible school at 12,noon.
Spec- last evening for work in the order of the Red
ial Lenten service in the lecture room
this, Croat. The question, "Shall Palestine comat
7.30.
Ihursday, evening
mandery entertain on St. John’s day”? was to
Palm Sunday, Rev. A. E. Wilson at the Uni- be discussed and decided at this
conclave.
tarian church will preach on "The Cost of
At the regular meeting of Belfast CommanVictory.” There will be two solos in the
dery, United Order of the Golden Cross, Thursmorning music, one by Mr. Goodhue, and ■•The
day evening, April 6th, a supper followed the
Palms,” with chorus, by Mrs. Wescott. A colbusiness session. Grand Trustee Fred Waldo
lection will be taken for the purpose of buying
Brown was presented with a Past Noble Grand
Easter flowers.
Commandery’s Commander's badge. Mr. Brown
That the first $1,000,000 toward the $5,000,000 has served the order
nearly six years as finanChurch Pension Fund of the Protestant Epis- cial
keeper of records.
copal Church has been pledged is announced in
At a special meeting of Waldo Lodge of Odd
the current number of Church Pension ProApril 7th Messrs. Herbert
Fellows,
Drinkgress. The diocese of Delaware has set $50,000
water, M, O. Dickey and Otis Ellis were made
as its
contribution, and Pennsylvania has a committee on the observance of
past grands
$1,000,000 as its goal, with $200,000 already night,
April 28th, the 97th anniversary of the
pledged. For the diocese of Western Massa- institution in Baltimore of the Order of
Odd
chusetts the sum sought is $75,000.
Fellows. There are 32 past grands of Waldo
Rev. Horace B, Seilers returned Monday Lodge. The past grands will work the degree.
afternojn from Camden, where he had been
One of the largest fraternal conventions ot
the past week attending the East Maine M. E.
the year is scheduled to take place in Portland
Conference. He was returned to the Belfast
Wednesday, April 19th, when the delegates and
and the East and West Northport
charges. He members of the Grand Commandery, United
was accompanied home
by Mrs. Sellers and Order of the Golden Cross,will assemble for the
their infant daughter Mildred Estelle,who was
annual convention. The event promises to be
christened at the Saturday
morning session by one of the largest that has been held within
Bishop John W. Hamilton of Boston.
the State since the Grand Commandery was
At the Methodist church next Sunday morn- organized, and the several commanderies in
ing Rev. Horace B, Sellers will speak on "The Portland and vicinity will assist in entertaining
Crucified Life.” At 3.30 p. m. the Junior the visitors.
League will meet. At 2.30 Mr. Sellers will
King Soloman’s Ccuncil of Royal and Select
speak in the East Northport chapel. At 7.30 Masters held a
special meeting Tuesday, April
p. m. the subject of the sermon will be "Build11th, at 4 o’clock p. m., when all the degrees
ers.” The regular prayer meeting will be held
were worked in full form.
The Royal and
this, Thursday, evening at 7.30. Tuesday Select Masters
degree was worked in the afevening at 7 30 the Bible Class will meet at ternoon and at 6.30 m. a
was Rprv-

M. E. Foster,
Anne M. Murch,
Gertrude M. Libby,

for

this

buy a pair of the famous Ground Gripper
Shoes,for sale only by The Dinsmore Store.
The late homestead of Aaron B. Ripley in
Searsniont village is offered for sale_T. I.
Huxford of Brooks calls upon all persons indebted to him on accounts standing two years
or more to settle on or before June 1, 1916, after which date accounts will be left with an
attorney for collection.Situation wanted
as nurse or housekeeper by Mrs. L B. Jackson, 7 Bayview street, Belfast_Dog licenses
are now due.
See notice of City Clerk Doak.
....Statement of Millers Mutual Fire Ins.
Co. of Harrisburg, Pa., Ross L. SteVens, agent,
Portland....The Penobscot Bay Electric Co.
presents three good arguments in favor of the
Mazda lamp....Spring lamb from the farm of
S. G. Norton for your
Sunday dinner at Fogg's
market, where you will also find all the new,
fresh vegetables, and strawberries.... Mr. S,
L. Palmer will be at the James H. Howes’
store with suits, coats and dresses for
delivery,

was one

The supper

covers were

i

the

Whereas it has pleased our Heavenly Father,
confectionery and salted to remove from our midst our beloved sister,
Emma Clement; therefore, be it.
nuts. She was assisted by Mrs. J. G. Paul. The
j
Resolved, That in the death of sister Clecolor scheme of tne dining room was yellow ment. Dirigo Grange, has lost a
worthy memand the decorations were yellow potted jonber, one who was always ready and willing to
a
lend
helping hand in grange work, and to
quils. The place cards were the new stand|
and friends at all times. Having a
Richardson, Mrs. Bennett.a guest of Mrs. Rich- ards, decorated with yellow jonquils, and the neighbors
kind and pleasant disposition she always tried
ardson from New York City,
Mrs. Walter same dainty flower decorated the nut baskets to make those around her happy, and will be
greatly missed in the community at large.
Clifford, Mrs. Fred Howard, Mrs. Gorham at each cover.
Resolved, That we as a grange extend our
attractive patterns. The material is durable, Aborn, Mrs. Fred Dutch, Miss Isabel Ginn,
The Navy Club celebrated the birthdays of heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved husband
sanitary and waterproof. You are invited to I Mrs. George Mahoney, Mrs. Ellingwood, Mrs* two of its members the past week with sur- and relatives.
Resolved, That in loving remembrance of her
call andj inspect these goods and will not be j Banks, Miss Banks, Miss Phoebe Cross, Mr. and
prise parties.
Wednesday afternoon, April our charter be draped in morning for a period
urged to buy-Harry W. Clark & Co., the Mrs. Charles Rhoades, Mrs. Kempton Craig* 5th,
walked
in on Mrs. Horace E. McDon- of thirty days. That a copy of these resoluthey
Main street clothiers,are offering Knit-Tex, the | Mrs. George Robertson, Mrs. Gerald Howard,
ald with a picnic lunch which, with coffee, was tions be spread upon our records; also that a
overcoat for every day purpose, light in ! M*s. Nickerson, Mrs. George Holt, Mrs. Morcopy be sent to the bereaved family, one to
served at 1 o'clock. The hostess was the re- The
Republican Journal. Waldo County Herald,
weight and that will outwear two average ris, Mrs. Cook, Mrs. Lizzie Black.
of
flowers
beautiful
and
other gifts, and Bangor Commercial for publication.
cipient
overcoats-Carle & Jones have sometliina
The Universalist Fair. The supper and and the afternoon was spent with auction. Peaceful be thy silent slumber, peaceful in thy
to
about the Edison

<

J

was

class, Charles Rhoades, gave a very enthusiastic talk to the members. The guests
were invited to the dining room where a delicious chafing dish lunch was served. Among
those present were Rev. and Mrs. J, W'ilbor

information will also be printed free in
port acted as bridesmaid. The single
the Brooklyn Eagle's Annual Summer Resort
;ce was used,
The bride was attracif received before May 1st. See
wned in white crepe de chene with Directory
advt., which we are printing for the benefit of
11
runnings. She carried a bouquet of |
those in this city and vicinity who can accom’•
bridal roses. The bridesmaid wore a
modate guests for the summer_Chas. F.
tale blue satin with lace trimmings
Masonic Temple, has choice mixed
rru-d pink roses.
Mrs. Earle S. Mosher, Swift,
sweet peas and nasturtiums in bulk and pack:r ii
of the bride, played Mendelssohn's
garden peas, all kinds of garden
■rK March and Miss Annie Cole helped age, early
and lawn seed... .The Home Furafter the ceremony. Mr. Clark is the seeds, grass
Mrs. ( harles Clark, and has a wide circle nishing Co., 47 Main street, will begin this
morning a half-price Bale of wall paper. Many
t he bride was a graduate of Hanmwill be sold at less than half price
ifa.lemy and attended business college patterns
has a great many friends,^who wish and the stock includes a large variety of pat’■ tn
much happiness.
Mr. and Mrs. terns for bedrooms, parlors, halls and
dining
after an informal reception for a
No exchanging. Terms cash....See
rooms.
r>
wedding trip,
statements of the Aetna Accident & Liability
am.
iir, Charles F. Ames, son of Co. of Hartford, Conn.; the Automobile Ins
-Mrs. Jacob F
Amts of Northport
Co. of Hartford, Conn.; the Masonic ProtecBelfast, and Miss Hazel P. Ham, tive Association of
Worcester, Mass.; the
f Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Ham of
•
were married at the Methodist
Casualty Company of America, New York, N.
ll a. m., April 12th, Rev. Horace
Y., and the Aetna Life Ins. Co., Accident and

j

Music

Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson

and

the

■

*

evening,

Miss Evelyn Tyler of Rockland won the race
Coliseum rink laBt Saturday evening
by a lap over Miss Ethel Rogers of Belfast
and received the prize, $5. The second race
will be run at Rockland next Saturday night.
in the

1916.

1

AWLEY.

d-u

pupil and

Oscar S. Smith is

elan; Searsmont and Center Lin'*t;n N. Palmer; Unity and
Troy
v.; Vinalhaven. William Magwood;

l-

Nevins,

had been his

THURSDAY, APRIL 13,

There was a still alarm for a fire in the
David Cressey house on Bay View street last
Friday night, to which Assistant Chief Clough
responded with members from Hose 1, It was
extinguished with no damage.

next

Journal.

n

_

VERDICT

Jury

IN

AN

)
)

Committee
on

Resolutions.

ALIENATION SUIT.

Return a Verdict of $2123.33 Against
S. W. Paul of Searsmont.

[Rockland Courier-Gazette.J
The first jury trial (April 6th) brought forth
unsavory details involved in the cade of Alfred
G. Hills of Union vs S. W. Paul of Searsmont, a
suit for alienation of affections. It was tried
before a drawn jury, F. W. Conant of Camden
acting as foreman. Charles T. Smalley was
counsel for the plaintiff, and H. C. Buzzellcf
Belfast represented the defendant.
Mr. Hills was married in 1892. In 1900 he
obtained a position as overseer on the defendant's farm in Searsmont, and his wife took
charge of the boarding house there. It interested many persons in the court room to know
that the Paul farm, or Paul ranch, as it is better known, contains 2000 acres, being probably
the largest farm in the State, the stock including 100 head of cattle, 15 horses, 180 sheep,etc.
It cuts about 400 tons of hay, and employment
is given to from 12 to 25 men.
Affairs were very harmonious for three or
four years, when, Mr. Hills says, he suddenly
discovered that his wife's attentions were
being monopolized by Mr Paul. Coming home
unexpectedly he often found them in much
closer
companionship than circumstances
seemed to warrant. They rode out together
nights, and Mr. Paul developed an undue fondness for the young son Ralph, buying the latter’s clothes, and depositing money for him in
the Waldo Trust Co., the plaintiff testified.
‘When anybody wanted Mr. Paul we always,
knew where to look for him," said the witness.
Mr. and Mrs. Hills separated last July, and
when the overseer left the ranch Sept, 27, Mrs.
Hills remarked: ‘‘I hope I’ll never see your
face again." Mr. Hills began alienation proceedings against Mr. Paul, and Mrs. Hills instituted divorce proceedings, in which she

6.

season were

Miss

Bishop responded

chosen words of

thanks.

in

a

few well

thanked the

She also

reception and he rty
midnight lunch of cake and fruit
punch was served, after which the sisters and
brothers departed for home well pleased with

council for their cordial
A

welcome.

meeting.

the

IN

TRANSFERS

REAL

ESTATE.

Lizzie H.

Webber, Monroe,

to Arthur

!

ter

with

She

also

her

daughter, Mrs. W. C. French.
visited her daughter, Miss Sarah
Edith West, in Boston.

Virgil L. Hall will leave to-morrow,
for Brookline, Mass., to visit her sister, Mrs. Grace Thompson. Mrs. John Thompson, Mrs. Hall’s mother, who has been ill for
some time, is improving.
Mrs.

j Friday,

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford

The following transfers of real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending April 12, 1916:
Lercy P. Michaels, Belfast, to Ida M. Webber, do.; land in Belfast.
W.

Knight, do; land

and buildings in Monroe.
Oriana V. Walker, to David E. Walker, do;
land and buildings in Belfast.

J. Pattee

went

to

Port-

yesterday, where Mrs. Pattee will visit
while Mr. Pattee, who is District Deputy
Grand High Priest of the Maine Masonic body,
will inspect the Royal Arch Chapters of Kenland

nebunk and

Bridgton.

Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe arrived Saturday
from New York, Mr. Cobe coming on business
conntcted with the

side.

Country

Club house

at Bayyesterday and
home. Hillside, in

1 hey left for New \ork

Charles M. Erewster, Belmont, to Percy C. plan to open tneir summer
for the season.
Tower, do; land in Searsmont.
I Northport, May 5th,
In mention of the prominent out of town atHorace W. Murphy, Swanville, to Eldora
and Leon A. Murphy, do; land and buildings in 1 torneys in attendance upon the Supreme Court
! in Rockland last week the Courier-Gazette
Swanville.
Grace E. Bachelder Brooks, and Alice L. says of H. C. Buzzell of the Waldo County
Bessey, Zanesville, Ohio, to Abbie E. Dow, Bar: “Mr. Buzznll’s chief ambition seems to
be that Beltast will again have a ball team
Brooks; land and buildings in Brooks.
Maude E. Cornforth, Unity, to Charles E. that can wipe the ground with Rockland.”
Ware, Thorndike; land in Unity,
J. Oscar Olson left la<t Friday for Boston.
Emma M. Cramer and Clara B. Woodbury, where he has a position in the motor truck de;
Northport, et al, to Clarence O. Woodbury, I partment of the International Harvester ComNorthport; land in Northport.
of America. He has been succeeded as
Emma M. Cramer, Northport, et als, to ! pany
Clarence O. and Clara B. Woodbury, do; land i night clerk at the Windsor by Walter Mitchell,
and buildings in Northport.
a student at the Bangor Business College, who
Edwin A. Littlefieid.Thorndike, to Winnie A. j
j takes the position for the summer.
Peavey, do; land and buildings in Thorndike.
Sarah C, Smart, Frankfort, to Maude S
Belfast friends of Mire Ada M. Mitchell,forHopkins, do; land and buildings in Frankfort.
of this city, who has been very ill in
George F. West, Frankfort, to Maude S. uieily
New York this winter, will be glad to learn
Hopkins, do; land in Frankfort.
that she is
IOC,

VI rtK

IME-WO.

The terrific drive of the German forces under the Crown Prince at Verdun against the
French still continues, but with little success.
There was a cessation of the German infantry
assaults to

and

a

the west of

powerful

terrific

attack

French fir.2.

on

the Meuse
the east

Nothing

Tuesday,

failed before

importance

ox

from the other fronts.
A report from Mexico that Villa was dead
our forces would be with| and buried, and that
j drawn, is believed to be only a ruse, and the
pursuit of the bandit will continue.
The Administration is still considering the
Sussex case and if the operations of the German submarines continue, relations with that

country may be severed.
NORTH MONTVILLE.

now so much improved that she expects to r sume her position with Knox, the
well known millinery house, about the first of
May. Miss Mitchell has recently been with
her parents in Pen Yan, N. Y.

Mr. and Mrs, Amos Clement returned last
Friday night from a week’s visit in Boston.
They were accompanied to Portland by their
daughter. Louise R., who has resumed her
studies at the Waynflete school.
Mr. and Mrs,
Clement left yesterday tor Seal Harbor to
spend the summer, going earlier than usual to
open and occupy their new bungalow. Miss
Louise and Stephen will join them in June.
The

engagement of Miss Mabel Johnson,
of Ralph C, Johnson of Washington,, D. C., and Belfast, and Major, George
T. Larghorne of W ashington, D. C., military
attache at the U, S. Legation at The Hague,

daughter

has

been

announced and

the

wedding

will

place at the bride’s home as soon as Major Langhorne can leave his post abroad.
After the marriage it is expected they will
take

Miss Thersa Clark is

visiting

her

father,

Al-

fred Clark, in Unity.

John Taylor from Freedom is working for
charged non-support and a statuatory offense.
The defense was a general denial of the Charles Whitten for a short time.
plaintiff’s charges, coupled with the claim that
Miss Esther Banton is teaching school in
Mr. Hills, himself, was responsible for losing
his wife’s affections. In all about 30 witnesses I Smithton, Freedom, and boa rds at home,
of
men
them being
who
were examined, moBt
J. W, Nutter is working for his son, J. R.
were employed on the “ranch."
The defendant, Mr. Paul, accounted for his Nutter, in Halldale, building a veranda on his

The first Penobscot
landed today at the
and William
Sullivan
Bangor Pool, Timothy
Flanagan, veteran Pool fishermen, being the
lucky ones. The fish were small, weighing 6£
and 7 pounds, but considered fine for eating.
frequent presence in the boarding house by
Both were purchased by a club of prominent the fact that his health was poor, and that he
local Democrats, the price said to be $2 a pound, did most of his correspondence in the apartand were shipped tonight to President Wilson, ments. His testimony was corroborated by
with the compliments of the Bangor Democracy. the
plaintiff’s wile, who admitted on cross examination that she had consulted with Mr. Paul
Dr. I. E. Luce of Augusta, who had for some about his placing money to the boy’s account,
time past been receiving treatment following and that she had not told her husband of the
a surgical operation at the Augusta General
incident.
The jury was out about one and one-half
hospital, is well along on the road to recovery
and left the hospital Friday for his home.— hours, finally reporting a verdict for the plainKennebec Journal.
tiff in the sum of >2128.33.
........
salmon of the

circle.

come

to Bellast for

take up their

a

week

or

two and then

residence in Holland.

good supply of maple syrup, and it is
of the finest quality.
Leon Wiggin, who has been so ill with the
grip, is reported to be better at this.writing
His daughter, Roberta, who was visiting in
Somervi He, Mass., was called home to care for

Wallace R. Tarbox, national senior vice
of the Ladies of the G. A. R. from
Maine, made a charming address to the Army
Nurses, April 5th, at the State House in Boston,,
and elicited great applause from the large
audience present. The Department of Massachusetts was much delighted to have Mrs,
Tarbox as its guest, in company with Mrs.
Catherine De Lacy Roche.
Both of these
ladies received beautiful flowers and were
each presented a handsome fan from the Department of Massachusetts. In company with
the commander-in-chief, Mrs. Roche and Mrs.
Tarbox went Thursday morning to Concord,
N. H., to attend the State convention of New

him.

Hampshire.

store.

Nathan Vose and Harold Nutter

quite

a

are

making

Mrs.

president

ly it waa of short duration, and by start- “ice cream” in the little store window
ing time the thunder was dying away in across the road, looked attractive, bul
Western Travels. distant
echoes, and the rain had ceased. proved to be the only sign of ice crean
The sun was struggling through the in evidence.
BY HELEN M. TODD.
clouds as the stages drove up, and we
The dusk had fallen and the campfire
XX.
felt that luck was still with us, and the was
burning brightly when we returnee
From the Geysers to the Lake.
dust nicely laid for our comfort.
to
and around the fire many
camp,
Next morning found us setting forth
A glimpse only was vouchsafed us of
“highly-colored" stories were related,
in the stages once more, bidding fare- the
Thumb Paint pots, but as the forma- in many ot which “bear” figured largewell to the Geyser camp and its weird
tion and coloring seemed almost identi- ly.
Our driver told an interesting tale
surroundings. Our way led past Old

Reminiscences

ot

cal with those

Faithful Inn, and close to Old Faithful

Basin

Geyser, which was thoughtful enough tc
giving a farewell performance for oui
benefit. Despite the novel and wonder-

trout used to find the processes of
catching and cooking, following each
nate

ful scenes in the geyser basin, it was
with a sense ot relief that we left the
barren and desolate ‘'formation” for the

beautiful, if

more

ordinary,

other in close succession until the practice was forbidden by the Government.

scen-

As

ery of forest and river. Two miles from
camp we reached Kepler's Cascade,
where a platform built out on the rocks
above the Firehole enables the tourist to
a full view of this spiendid bit of

rocky-walled canyon,
of evergreen trees, and
the white foamed river dashing down
over the boulders, is but another of our
The

with its

fringe

along

we

remarked

on

the

amount of

fallen

timber

|

|

AS

1

:uou

me curve at

.'mo-

shone Point, BUI stopped the horses to
allow us to feast our eyes on the won-

derful view. We were high above the
tops of the trees on the slopes below and
beyond us, and Shoshone Lake shone
silver in the distance. The jagged snowof the Teton mountains

capped tops

the horizon line completed
picture. We were brought

on

marvelous

a

quickly

back

thoughts of earthly things, however,
Bill related that this identical spot

to
as

the scene of

was

daring hold-up

a

the

season, and that here the passengers of the hotel stages lost all their
money and valuables. 1 venture to say

previous

there

was

not

“dude” in

a

our

party

who heard that Btory without

taking
personal treasures,

way

straightinventory of his

nervous

a

but calm reflection

told us that no

soon

highwayman

would

be

looking for booty before the official
opening day of the Park I The spot was
ideal for such

occurrence, it was isolated and lonely, with plenty of chance
to rob one stage before the next one
on

an

along, while the detiBe underbrush

came

either side (if the road offered

a

safe

And when, not more than
left the park, we read

hiding place.
a

we

saw

rock

the Natural

spanning

a

an

arch of

little creek that

empties

into the Lake.

Divide.
we drove

month after

we

It

Bridge,
but

was

a

short dis-

lance from this

point to the Lake Hotel,
] a large, comfortable, colonial affair, facing the Lake Shore—and half a mile beyond, also beautifully situated on the
shore of the Lake, the white tents of
! I he Wylie camp, our night’s stopping
I place, were indeed a welcome sight.
This afternoon ride might later in the
season have been omitted, and a trip on
|

of

one

the excursion steamers

the Thumb to the Lake
tourist—for a

portunity

of

Hotel, giving

the

“consideration” —an ophis long stage ride.

varying

A “savage,” whom we promptly christened “Joseph” because of his co. t of
many colors, was the sensation of the
His mackinaw-like coai
supper hour.
was made of hundreds of
cigarette souvenir flags and banners, and the effect was
uizarre in the extreme.
"Joseph” was
the butt of many good-natured jokes,
which

he didn’t seem to

mind in the

least.

One of (he passengers brought in from
Yellowstone to the Lake Camp was a

boy

whose summer
make almost all th.
met, young

or

employment
other boys

would
I

ever

old, green with envy.

He

was

official “camp fisherman,” and his

duty

was

ever

fish

which I think

guide

to

tion.

Of

named

re-

steep grade, and soon we
first glimpse of Yellowstone

fisherman’s “Happy Hunting Ground,’’

or.

the

teen

minutes before

heights above,
our

and

some

fif-

actual arrival at

the Thumb Lunch Station.

It

was

a

it

was

very easy to

see

that the

paraphernalia

with its

sportsmen, and with “Texas” and the

blue

waters

of nearly 140 square miles,
is remarkable for being the largest lake
at

area

its altitude in the

world,

with

one ex-

ception, Lake Titicaca in the Andes.
We could wait for the lake, but not
fi~\r

rlinnur

anti

ho

sound of the bell

hungry

“dudes”

tKo

had died
were

nmlAnmo

away

the

swarming into

the dining tent with voracious appetites
roused by the long ride. Our stage had

brought

from the

girl who

was

to

Geyser Camp a young
be waitress at the Thumb

We had become
during the season.
most friendly on the drive, and what
little kindness
her

was

They

repaid

had been

we
a

had been able to show
hundred fold at dinner.

fishing shortly

before

we

arrived, and while they had not caught
enough for the tourists, the fishermen

a

vailable rods numbered

were

assigned

only four.

These

the most enthusiastic

to

boy in advance, and the rest of us trailing
along as escort, the procession started
for the fishing grounds. The way was
long, however, and before we had gone
than half the distance Will and I
(teemed that looking tor bears down
by
more

the hotel appealed to us more than the
prospect of sharing one-eighth of a fishWe therefore deserted the
ing rod.

fishing expedition,
one

ed

and accompanied

by

two of the others, who had arrivat the same conclusion, we retraced
or

steps to camp, and thence through
the woods to the Lake Hotel. Here in
the vicinity cf the garbage barrel in the
our

woods behind the hotel we were delighted to find a big brown mother bear and
two cunning little cubs, one brown and

one black, as frisky and playful as kitdelight tens. The darkness was fast gathering,
when our little waitress brought in to and the camera was useless, so we could
our especial table, nearest the kitchen, a only play audience.
Mother bear had a
platter of smoking hot, deliciously cook- delectable bone, and was coaxing the
ed salmon trout. She checked the “ohs” babies to eat, but they were far more
and "ahs” that rose at the sight with a interested
in
playing hide-and-seek
“This is for you, but don’t say anything,
among the tree trunks than in bones of
for there isn't enough to go around.” It any description. A fourth party arrived
was a more than welcome addition to in the person of a funny little yellowishour lunch, and the favored few ate thank- brown fellow, looking for all the world
fully and in silence, though somewhat like a Teddy bear come to life. He was
conscience smitten as we looked behind mother bear’s last year’s cub, but she

had

been

selves

planning

later.

a

What

feast for them-

was

our

at the trout-less tables of the less favored ones.
us

The sun had been obscured by heavy
clouds, and as we rose from the lunch
table we realized that our anticipated

of him, and his efforts
to get that bone while her attention was
distracted by the frisky cubs, were highwould have

none

ly amusing. When he approached too
near she growled menacingly, and he
necessity scampered away, only to return in a few

ramble about camp would of
be abandoned, as a veritable tempest
was upon us.
We gathered about the
stove in the office tent and told stories,
while

the

vivid

lightning

and

heavy

thunder, with sheetB of rain and gusts
of wind that threatened to carry the
tent away bodily, showed us what a
•Wyoming tempest could be. Fortunate-

as

soon

as

thrown, and that the

fully

was

the most

enthusiastic press-agents.
Mindful of an early start on the morrow,

we

sought

our

tent well before the

ten o’clock curfew, and as no nocturnal
visitors prowled about to disturb our

slumbers, the first sound that penetrated our consciousness

was

the

"pack-rat” coming
morning fire.

the voice of
to

build

our

IF YOU WORRY, READ THIS

Worry never brought any good to
anybody. But, yousay, “Idon’t worry

because I want to,
I worry because I
can’t help it.” Or, “I worry because
so much to worry about.”
We all have our troubles and worry,
of course, makes matters worse.
The

I have

patient generally recognizes this fact
without being able to profit by it.
The doctor who could

meet this nercondition and cure it would be
the most popular medical man alive.
But he cannot do it because the form
vous

of

nervous

exhaustion known

as

neuras-

thenia, of which worry is a characteristic
symptom, must be cured by the patient
himself. That is why you should write
today for the book “Diseases of the
Nervous System” and read the chapter
on “Neurasthenia.”
So many people
have read it and written back, “This
hits my case exactly, I am giving the
treatment a trial and being benefited,”
that the Dr. Williams Medicine Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y. lias had a lot of
these books printed and will send you
a

copy free on request.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pilis arc

non-

a

alcoholic tonic, particularly suited for
Your
nervous, neurasthenic people.
druggist sells them or they will he mailed

postpaid on receipt of price,
box, sis boxes for £2.50.

50

(

cuts

per

MAINE GRAND LODGE N. E. O. P.

Portland, Me., April 5. The reports
presented at the sessions today of the
Grand Lodge of Maine of the New England Order of
Protection, showed a
membership of 5592, a falling olt of 398
during the year.
Grand Warden James W. Jones discussed the necessity of securing additional income for the order as a whole.
In Maine there was an increase of $237
in income during the year.
The following grand officers were elected: David W. Lewis, Skowhegan, warden; E. Percy Ray, Old Town, vice warden; Forest E. Luddon, Auburn, secretary; C. If. Sullivan, Bangor, treasurer;
James W. Jones. Gardiner, past warden;
Alice L. Pierpont, Madison, chaplain;
Charles E. Rideout, Auburn, guide; Rose
M. Smith, Cherryfield, guardian; W. S.
Cherry, Bangor, sentinel; Nellie F. Senter and Hulda H. Small, Portland, and
M. D. Wentworth, Veazie, trustees.

Westbrook; R. W. Barnes, Brunswick;
Vesta A. Barton, Watervdle; Josephine
A. Hartford.
WHEN CHOWS MUBILIZE.

finny

its clear,
sight,
sparkling in the sunlight, and its
wild beauty reminded us very forcibly of
our own Maine Rangeley Lakes.
Yellowstone Lake, 7790 feet above sea-level,
with

the flies

fishing in Yellowstone Lake
equal to the wildest tales of

denizens of the Lake would soon be paid
The crows are masters of mobilizaa visit.
Alas, the search after supper tion. Such mobilizations have frequentbeen investigated. Usually they prove
for fishing
revealed the ly
sad fact that most of it was probably on
its way to camp in one of the “freighters” we had passed on the road, as the

beautiful

and groom

and

party, and most of the ladies, too, were
very much interested, and as we were
then in what might truly be called the

still

and the unfortunate bride

for another attempt,
A visit to the Lake Hotel proved in-

moments

teresting,

as

did

a

brief chat with

the

head porter, who told ub he had received
instructions to be in readiness for five

hundred guestB to arrive next day, so it
quite evident that the Park season
was opening with a rush. An inscription
was

ator

Washington Whisperings.

long

Washington, D. C., April 10, 1916. These
lively days in Maine activity at Washington. Many Maine travellers have been
passing
this way, some being on the way home from
The

more

numerous

Maine

of New

Hampshire,

one

of his

friends here in public life. But this
cooperation to further the passage of the
army bill and to supply the force in Mexico
funds and authorizations for the best
possible equipment has been along non-partisan
for
the
of
lines,
the Senate have
Republicans
been convinced it was better to help Democrats out of their predicament because of neg
ligence the last three years in providing prop-

are

the South.

Gallinger

so-

journers here of late, however, have been
High school students, generally accompanied
by friends from their home towns. This is always a gala period of late March ana early
April. Thousands of the High school students
throughout New England come here for observation and study during a few days. As
the government machinery is just now running
in high gear, interest in a visit to the
capital
city is intensified.
Practically all Maine visitors come to Senator Burleigh’s offices, where ithey are made

time

[

PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding 8c Transient Stable
Is situated

be for the attack on some enemy.
Thoreau speaks of the crows “bursting up above the woods where they were
perching like the black fragments of a
powder mill just exploded.” When they
are gathered for war purposes their cries
will lead you to the spot where they are
fighting, and these same bursts of black
fragments above the trees, usually following an especial uproar of cawing,
will direct you to the center of the battle.
Walter King Stone, the illustrator, and
Charles Livingston Bull have told me of
a mobilization they once witnessed, when
the crows gathered for hours and the
two observers were able to penetrate the
woods to the exact spot beneath the
feathered explosions. There they found
a great horned owl fiying
low in the
trees with a dead crow in his talons.
Whether this was the original cause of
the battle or whether he had grabbed the
crow in one of the descents of the birds
about his head they, of course, could not
He was evidently struggling to
say.
find a dead tree where he could take refuge. He was saved probably by the
coining of night.
C.ows have even beer, known to attack foxes, as Winslow Homer’s painting is the most famous witness.
A farmer near my home who has observed crows for many years and has the
reputation of knowing more about them
than any one else in the neighborhood,
tells me that almost invariably in his experience the cause of a large mobilization is either a big owl or a hawk. The
little screech owls are also attacked, but
by lesser numbers. He has also personally seen the crows attack a fox while it
was crossing an open field, and once he
watched a flock of nearly 100 crows
worrying a Skye terrier dog, which was
so thoroughly frightened that it was
running in circles. I have seen crows
attack a cat also, but the cat always is
wise enough to make for cover.—Walter
Prichard Eaton, in Harper’s Magazine.
to

AVOID SPRING COLDS.
Sudden changes, high winds, shifting seacolds and grippe, and these Bpring
colds are annoying and dangerous and are

sons cause

to tur. into

chronic

likely
cough.
In such cases take a treatment of Dr. King’s
New Dicovery, a pleasant Laxative Tar Syrup.
It Boothes the cough, checks the cold and helps
break up an attack of grippe. Its already
prepared, no mixing or fussing. Just ask
your druggist for a bottle of Dr, King’s New
Discovery. Tested and tried for over 40 years.
a

summer

stay in the city. He has heen acobtaining for the visiting
students a chance to meet President Wilson,
for the chief point with people of all ages
tive

1

their

this

coming

to

year in

Washington

is

generally

10

have

a

with the President,
political party he represents. President Wilson has been courteous in
granting
all requests of this character Senator Bur-

chance

to shake

hands

whatever

leigh

:

j
>

'*“'*•*

i

857

LET YOUR CROPS
They

£>

will tell you to use E.
in the Best Equipped

JACKSON

&

j
J

j

has made.

this

two

patriotic

course,

Representative Guernsey

is working away
bill to create northern and southern divisions of the federal court for the Judicial district of Maine. If this bill becomes law Belfast would be in the northern district and federal suits, originating in that vicinity, would
go to Bangor for trial. The bill is now before
the House committee on judiciary. Congress
on a

Factory
HALL

Percie Elwell has gone to his home at
Tenant’s Harbor, where he will visit for
weeks. He expects to work at Knox
Station this summer.

The Once-in-A while Club met Saturday
at Walter Gerald’s. The ladies

night

in the afternoon and sewed for their
The evening was passed in conversation, music, singing and games.
Thirty-two were present. The hostess
furnished baked beans, bread and coffee.
Guests contributed the pastry. A bounteous supper and a very pleasant time

met

hostess.

Maine Republicans in Congress were naturally much interested in the recent State convention at Portland, but felt they could not is slow at getting around to Buch legislation
properly spare time from their duties here to ; and it is something of a problem whether the reported.
be present.
While these Republicans are ! change will be authorized at this session of
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Whitehouse and
members of the minority party and conse- ! Congress. It may get through one branch and son Robert returned home March 30th
be
less
with
held
the
over
for
in
other
branch
at
quently charged
from a very pleasant two weeks’ trip.
passage
responsibility for
Congressional enactments, they are all busy the session next winter. The bill would have They spent about a week in Washington,
and have work of some moment to perform. an office for the clerk of the court at Bangor D. C., visiting the many places of inter|
Republicans in this Congress are having more and also an office for the United States est. While there they took a trip down
influence than usually falls to a minority Marshal. If the marshal were appointed from the Potomac river, stopping at Mount
Vernon and Arlington. They stopped in
party, and Maine Republicans in Senate and ; the northern division, he would have his offi g i
Philadelphia, where they saw the objects
House are within this category. The latter j at Bangor and a field deputy in the office at
of historical interest. They also visited
1
have felt that they could more properly be atPortland, and vice versa if the marsha were New York City two days, Providence,
the
to
their
duties
Southern
at
this
district.
R. I., and Boston and vicinity.
critical stage of appointed .from
tending
All

|

the

session

than

hastening

home to

partici-

pate in political proceedings. Representative
Peters, of the Third District, went to Maine
just before the State convention for a flying

eastern Maine business in the

federal court
Bangor.
The resolutions of the Maine Board of Trade

would be tried at

against government ownership and operation
visit, but he hurried back to Washington be- of ship3 in the merchant trade, adopted at the
fore the convention assembled.
He expressed recent Lisbon Falls meeting, have been prehis gratification over being chosen as one of sented in the Senate by Mr. Burleigh and rethe delegates to the Chicago convention and is ferred to the Commerce Committee. It begins
keeping in touch with developments regarding to look as though the protests of Republicans
the presidential nomination.
Being in Wash- against this undesirable legislation may bo
ington where so much transpires in that con- heeded in some measure by the Democrats.
nection, Mr. Peters can probably keep his fel- ! Their course has not been altogether formula1
low delegates from Maine well informed as to ted, hut there are rumors that they may conclude to frame a bill providing tor $50,000,000
what is going on.
Senator Burleigh has been showing active I of merchant ships to be auxiliary to the army
interest in deliberations over the bill for in- j and navy in time of war, but otherwise leased
to private persons or corporation for operation
creasing the regular army. He will support
This would be approxithe Chamberlain measure, which the Senate on new trade routes.
has been debating, although he would have mating, in some particulars, the policy Repreferred that Congress, in both its branches, publicans have long advocated, in that reasonacted finally weeks ago and without so much able terms of lease would operate as a subsidy
delay. While not a member of the Military for transporting American goods in American
Affairs committee, the Maine Senator has followed closely committee developments over
the bill. Mr. Weeks, the New England member of that committee, is his warm personal
friend and the two have advised together considerably over the measure. Impatient as
Senator Burleigh has been at the prolonged

debating,

he has watched it point by point
remained in his seat day after day or at
some near by
place where he could cast his
vote on thejvarious amendments and,likewise,
when the time came, on the final
passage of
the bill. He has been on guard so diligently in
this respect that some days he has had his
mail brought to the Senate chamber to avoid
missing important features of the situation.
Being a strict party man. Senator Burleigh
has cooperated with the minority leader. Senand

DECIDE

FRANK COE FERTILIZERS.

Manufactured
Belfast, Maine.
BELFAST AOENTS.

in the

Country

a:

jj

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORf

]

her.

the most

ISt!

__

dent. In this Senator Burleigh is working
shoulder
shoulder with the Senate Republicans, whc after careful consideration, decided
was

t0

W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor

erly for the army, and then to voice criticism
of Democratic incompetence later on.
The senator takes a similar view of the
I President’s general policy in Mexico. While
j
convinced the President should have proceed|
ed
more vigorously in Mexico long
I
ago for the
I protection of American lives and property :
there, Senator Burleigh believes it more im- I
j portant just now to withhold particular criticism for blundering ;in Mexico the last few
welcome.
The Senator always tries to make
years and to do the best possible to help the
j
the visits of the High school students here as
President and the army with the tasks immepleasant as possible. He takes care to proin hand.
Later
the case

during

8*

Washington

street just off Main street, i have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patron
age issolicited. Telephones- stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Iy28
on

Miss Beulah Waiton has returned from
Representatives to Supreme Lodge,
|
can be
on,
Caribou, wiiere she had been visiting their
j diately
solely to fish, when- Alice L. Pierpont, Madison; R. Cutler vide them with cards to the
of
the
galleries
Portland; George M. Crocker,
were wanted, and
to act as Libby,
j more fully presented to the country, when parents for two weeks.
C. H. Sullivan, Bangor; D. Seriate and, either in person or through his there cornea opportunity to place the managePaul Mosher, who is employed in Wor“dudes” on a fishing expedi- Brunswick;
W. Lewis, Skowhegan. Alternates, Mrs. secretary, makes sure that they have the best ment of Mexican
affairs, as well as of other cester, Mass., spent the week-end with
course all the men
of the D. M. Frye, Springvale; Ella J. Hines, I possible opportunities for seeing and hearing
national business, with a Republican Presi- his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Mos-

simply

After the second crossing of the Divide, 8350 feet above sea-level, the
horses began the descent of another

caught our
Lake, while

the

of the

Yellowstone Lake Company substituted.
These boats run during the season from

in the newspapers about a daring holdup of touiists there, mental pictures
rose before us of lonely Shoshone Point,

might be appropriately
“Highwayman’s Paradise.”

couple, stole the sugar bowl from
dining table and sprinkled its contents liberally about the tent after the
couple had retired. The sugar attracted
the bears by the dozen, more or less,
the

on

many beautiful memory pictures of the
scenic Firehole River. “Bill” by this
! Our drivers at once got busy with the
time knew the weakness of his particuaxes they carried in the “boot,” and
allowed
and
naturedly
lar “dudes,”
good
while we did the "heavy looking on,”
before
sumtime enough for snanshots
carved out a passageway for the stages.
moning us back to the trail again.
A good bit of our afternoon ride lay
The road became a steady up-grade,
close to the shore of the Lake, and lookleaving the Firehole and following
ing across to the distant ranges of
Spring Creek, until it was not even mountains on the other shore we could
|
worthy the name of “creek,” becoming !
easily discern the Sleeping Giants, outa mere trickling brooklet by the roadlined in the mountain peaks. Leaving
side as we neared the first crossing of
; the Lake for a time we plunged into the
the Continental Divide at 8300 feet eleforest again, and for a distance of pervation, Immense bear tracks that were
a mile or more the trees on either
|
haps
plainly visible in the dust of the rood | side were knotted and twisted and full
kept us on the “qui vive” for a sight of of knobs, the effect of a strange blight
Bruin himself, but we watched in vain, at some
period of their existence. Trees
although our friends in the stages ahead from .this section of Ihe forest were
reported a glimpse of hi6 huge black
taken for some of the gnarled and knothulk making off among the trees. At the
ted effects we had noticed at Old Faithtop of the Divide, an unpretentious little ful Inn. We saw
many elk in the disin
the
Isa
of
sheet
Lake,
water,
height
tance, but they kept w'ell out of camera
of its spring freshets, pours water into
range. Once, among the fallen trees by
both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
the roadside, we came upon a band of
A winding descent down “Corkscrew
We counted at least
deer grazing.
Hill” —which,
despite its name, had
seven, but their color was so near that
road
—the
down
winding
“nothing on’’
of the dead, gray timber, that the snapfrom the High Sierras over which we
shot taken of the band revealed not even
Wawona
to
from
had journeyed
Madera, one.
a month before
brought, us safely to
High on the mountain side at the left
the foot of the mountain slope, ready to
climb up again to Shoshone Point, and
the second crossing of the Continental

some

lay awake all night and shivered with
either side of the road and through the apprehension as they listened to the
forests everywhere. The huge pines prowlings and the growlings of their
are apparently very insecurely rooted in
nocturnal visitors.
the soil, and consequently blow over
About nine o’clock the fishermen revery easily. Many had been uprooted turned, weary but triumphant, proudly
by the storm just passed, and presently displaying a string of fourteen red,
we came to a place where a huge monspeckled beauties for our morning’s
arch of the forest had fallen squarely breakfast. They reported the fish so
across the road, blocking our progress.
eager for the hook that they snapped at

obtain

scenery.

drove

we

alarming

bride and groom who visited the
seasons ago.
Some of the
drivers desiring to have some fun with
of a

greatly disap- park

feel

pointed. At the Thumb aiso is the famous Fishing Cone, where the unfortu

be

more

had seen at the Lower

we

did not

we
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FOR sale: 3y

Dunton &Morse
1.

The Mason farm in Montville,
less.
For sale or rent.

more or

The Herbert Flagg farm, 100 act
2.
lesB, well wooded, excellent tillage
buildings, water in barn, late frosts
from Camden, 3-4 mile from Lincolnv
ter, beautiful view of lake and mount

or

3.

The

Lovett

farm

near

Winter;

lage, overlooking Penobscot ltiver an
to its shores, 100 acres, more or less,
buildings, beautifully located.
4. The Flagg farm in Belmont,
owned by Herbert Flagg, 7 miles from
»

1(0 acres,

more or

less.

Liberty,

44

5.

Lumber lot at South

6.

The Warren Sheldon wood lot, 1
or less, on Moody Mountain, Si

more

about 8 miles from Camd.

a

n,

The Ukonroe pasture and wood
fast, on Lincolnville avenue, about
one-half mile from postoffice,
7.

Cottages at the Battery, for salt
tOR RENT Six room flat, Sprii
block, up two flights, steam heal,
electric lights.
8.

9.

DUNTON & MORSE,

Savings Bank Building, Beltast,

I
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and i»•
mat ion.
Recommend'd Ly Lyi
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten
A healing wonder for nasal cat
sore

throat and sore eyes. Econom
cleansing ai d germicidal
50c. all druggist?, or posti1 oil ft Con i'any. Boston. M

'■

^

bottoms.

■

.-

UNITY.
The village
3d.

schools opened

April

bought the grocery hti-J
of J. Mr Auliffe at 39 Mai
street, and will continue buslnesI have

Mr. and Mrs. Guy Morton have returned from a business trip to Boston.

Barclay Record of Hebron
vacation with Albert Fowler.

NOTICE

Monday,

passed

his

Helen Fowler and Vivian Joy are at
home from A|bion for a week’s vacation.
J. F. Libbey has finished sawing lumber and has shut down the mill for the

present.
The many friends of Mrs. L. H. Mosher
are very glad to know that she has recovered from her recent illness.

ness

on a

strictly cash basis.

The stoi

is all new and of the best

quaiil

and will be sold at the lowest cast

price, Come in and see goods an I
I respectfully solicit
get prices.
part of your trade. Tel, 257 3

PRESCOTT D. H.

CARTESJ

3y Sea.

"SouH^ard
the

i

r£U
('i
■T'

be!1

,fr.a
c

the South.”

Old St. Augustine.
sT,ne, Fla., March 29, 1916.

1

A

“Imperial City of

strange

Farm.

cheery whistle

postman’s

he

afternoon there is a
to see who will get

<rttliriiay

Scramble

each column, ad8| prst, and
and all. is eagerly scanned

r,

itisfm

news.

,,hei.r’ne

usual custom we made
Southland this winter
ff|[
to S vannah from
|iy water, going
r
steamship City of Atlanta,
to our

L“

‘l

the
1,1

fl

most

perfectly appointed

1g from

Boston in the south-

!*
I

voyage the ocean

.innoth

our

as

own

was

as

bay, but

a

off Hatteras, rocked us
..•tilv in the cradle of the

1

f

For the greater

trade.

,i.vise
C0»'

were about fifty first cabin
genial and disposed to make
for others as
pus.; pleasantly

...

The weather was
ijt-of-door recreation and
oe preferred a book, cards,
1L. by a nice hot radiator, to a
elves

®

deck.
dable delay of
on

*

urs

sailing

in

made

L"

Savannah, the

*:

uth,”

*

arrived

we

We

were

late

I

pleasHotel

new

and under the

to

as

at the

soon

the beautiful
nster
ni

us

“Imperial

and it was 8.30 Sun-

when
..

than

more

he Seminole Hotel

to native northerners with little
of the negro characteristics.

knowledge
Then

Thunderbolt came next in our drive; a
rather attractive resort in spite of its

appalling name.
signed grounds

l

irtened
so we

our
stay in this
made the most of

■ig the

interesting places

The
and

handsomely

de-

,iii

.■

a

uozen

tarted early the

rly-niile

auto

the little turtles

are

hatched

by the

considered

once

thou-

an

im-

them by artificial

hatch

means, but the proprietor of this farm
has certainly made a great success of
his project. The day before our visit he

The

lUrbs.

so

com-

next

fore-

the stock

ride thro’ the

car

luxur-

was

charming and the company
ith this outfit a good time
VV'e took in all the sights
., the beautiful residences,
gs, parks and monuments,
ivannah is noted, and then
toward the country, the

wes

:ng at the "Hermitage,” a
uion of ante-bellum days.
I

previous visit, but it
attractiveness by rep-

re on a

of its

fine, old mansion is closed
and windows bolted and

>rs

could

‘Me

war.”
ther

easily imagine

interior

the

in

the

the

days

The

straggling rose
neglected shrubs spoke

'? for attention.

The long
t in various stages of decay,
habitable, others ready to

idle

only chimneys

remained

to the negro
o
great barns, once filled to
ith the products of the planta•as

i.11

t
m

standing, but hardly more
Everything seemed going to
-pite of its fascinating nov-

large sign: “Please be

special

no

which

hung
quiet!” Well, as

over

a

I

remarks to make to the

terrapins I obeyed orders and with the
others stepped inside.
After our eyes

week

in

Hotel —from four

I

blue riobons

have taken out any
medals for walking tight

never
or

I he city has been filled with visitors,
boarding houses are

reaping

still

has don

sand

priceless

pits

small mounds heaped up by
the turtles themselves, where the eggs
are deposited, and from there taken to
are

We

the hatcheries.
fresh

saw

of

some

the

obvious—better and safer

are

ion

or

string

served
rt

Mg

for

company.
was

artily
>uch

that held the

clothing
But after

contagious and
at

was

all

city,

this

we

all

BUFFALO

Principal Offices

Railway Co.,

ALBANY

BOSTON

in

delightful auto ride ended with the
home through the suburbs, landing us

is said to be

Flagler. It stands on
pedestal of black marble, a life size
trip figure in an easy, careless attitude, and
in

time for lunch.

day

we

made

a

leisurely

acres

grouping

of

or

more

bright plants are the adThe magnificent foun-

miration of all.
tain

near

the entrance is modeled after
one in Place de la Concorde,

the central
ir. Paris.

Another park which, several

years ago,attracted my attention,though
from another standpoint, was called the

There

debt.

the date even, but as to this
it is not needed; all recognize in

man

other, the life-long friend
and developer of the State.
as

from Jacksonville

over

a

train-load of

and costumes for the

people

making

of

certain films in the great drama, “The
Yellow Peril.” All the nationalities of
the far east were represented, as many
three hundred individuals

a

covered with the virtues of the

no

sight to us the past week
has been the taking of picture films at
old fort Marion. The Selig Co. brought

found it to be

greater number of the stones are marble
slabs, six feet in length and perhaps
three wide, laid flat on the ground and

in

An unusual

cluded.

very old cemetery, the
stones and monuments moss-grown and
the inscriptions almost illegible.
The

fine representation of the
owes her greatest
is no inscription of any

not

Colonial Cemetery Park,
The name
“Cemetery Park” sounded so strange
that 1 at once made a visit there.
I
a

a

whom Florida

to

man

the

Later in

a

as

The methods of

being intaking the dif-

ferent scenes were of much interest to
great crowd of visitors

and towns-

people.
The

annual

entertainment

King’s Daughters
in

took

place

the

of

last week

the Casino of the Alcazar Hotel.

they

usual
was

a

had

a

fine affair.

As

large

company and it
The beautiful ball-

room was handsomely decorated wiih
southern smilax and palm3, and all the
tables and booths were made attractive
by the artistic arrangements of the

charge. There were many de- !
pick up the money. Everything
way of fruits, flowers, fancy arti-

ladies in
vices to
in the

cles and food

for sale, and a small
admission fee of 10 cents netted them
over

was

One great attraction

$100.

was a

turkey supper, which we sampled. Turkey, ham, potato salad, macaroni, pickles and buttered rolls, whether eaten in
Florida or Maine, have about the same

flavor.

The receipts were nearly $1,700,
proceeds going to local charities,
different church societies partici-

the net
all the

pating.

The next week

St. Patrick’s

a

entertainment by the Hibernian Society
was given and
the receipts were over
Isn’t it

$550.

just possible

the tourists’

pocket

books help oui to some extern?
We went out one evening to witness

another

novelty peculiar

street dance.
off

to the

South—a

Cordova street had been

for

the

dancers.

It

w7as

jerky style would seem to be all right in
a freshly ploughed field, from my standpoint. The crowd was only equaled by
the famous Board-walk in Atlantic City,
the fences,
sidewalks, verandas and
windows being crowded wiih spectators;
the dancers were as numerous. This

show you the real

evening

smoke-joy!

iiiuac

was

iiigiica

especially charming,
wntfiJ

me

an

one

iii-uuuib

of

auu

doors seemed just the same.
When
you contrast this scene with our bleak
winds and deep snow drifts of this seaout

son at
vor

home,

the choice is

largely

in fa-

of the former.

We have been regaling ourselves on
potatoes, lettuce, beet greens and

new

strawberries

right

from our

garden,

the

Keep
This is

the

Maine

Message from

Dry.
a

The balance was a dead loss,
saying nothing about the extra police
and judges of courts the city had to support. And then we have not reckoned 1
the homes wrecked, children barefooted
and hungry, poorhuuses crowded, and j
prisons filled with the victims of drink, i
And Ex-Mayor Hanson would have peo- 1
1
pie believe that Maine is suffering untold hardships and hard times because |
you do not have saloons to grind out
paupers, drunkards, thieves and harlots
and double your taxes.
I have heard of j
fellows getting, behind a dead mule and
telling such stuff, and the dead mule J
kicking out their brains.
Keep the old Maine Prohibition lamp
burning. Don’t for Heaven’s sake, let I
it be dimmed.
:
M. H. KlFF,
Los Angeles, Calif., March 22, 1916.
]

Maine-born

Resident of California.

Just received Journal of the 16th, and
pleased to read that Hanson, candidate for mayor, was defeated.
Belfast is not a large city, but Mr. Hanson
has been a big disgrace to your beautiful little New England city.
Do you
know the wet Western papers have been
publishing his rotten siush as to Prohibition in Maine? Why, Mr. Hanson of
Belfast says it is a colossal failure; and
that is all the evidence necessary, because Mr. Hanson ought to know,and he
surely would not misrepresent his State
and his own city.
Well, you have laid
him on the sheif to dry, and there is no
use of his coming out 'his way to shoot
off his mouth. They won’t listen to h:in.
CENTER MO NTVILLE.
This week I read in the Los Angeles
Daily Record that one of the liberal
Mrs. Olive Stewart was clerking in
things in your Prohibitory law is it does
not interfere with the great cider indus- the store of Wiggin & Webb in Freedom
try; that farmers do not have to uproot last week.
their apple trees same as the grape
I. P. Griffies has hired Allen's hall and
growers will have to do if this State
wiil give a series of dances there during
goes dry. This is in line with some of the summer.
Mayor Hanson's false statements. The
Miss Yuba Betry of Center Montville
writer did not know that it is as unlawful to sell cider as whiskey in Maine,and and Frederic Jones of Searsmont were
that prohibiting the sale for beverage married April 7th.
purposes did not ruin the Maine farmM C. Gordon and G. A. Gordon attenders, but old cider presses and mills were
ed the funeral of Rev. Warren Gordon
turned into vinegar factories and the
in Thorndike March 28th.
farmer realizes more for his apples than
when made into cider.
Fred Gay and Wesley Tibbetts have
It makes us Maine folks hot when we been making maple syrup, but so far
read that the Prohibitory law in Maine is there has not been a very good run of
a fiat failure.
It is a pity that some of ! sap.
our western cities and States could not.
Harden Erskine and Miss Grace Luce
experience the same kind of failure; if were married March 29th at Mr. Erswe did we would have more money in our
kine’s residence by Rev. T. R. Pentesavings banks—the hard-earned money I cost.
I i
of the industrious temperate laborer.
Oramandel Morse took Mrs. Ramsey
regret that the law is not enforced in
It is no and Embert to Freedom on their return
some localities as it should be.
£,...11_£
*1_
I_i.
iL
f....D
,.£
L.
I to Pittsfield, where Embert is a student
voter.
If they would elect honest, law- i at the M. C. I.
not
be
there
would
office-holders
abiding
W. S. Mehuren resigned the office
the howl that the law is not enforced.
There are cities in Maine where the law of first selectman on account of illness
has been almost a dead letter; liquor and at a Bpecial town meeting March
sold and very little effort to prosecute 30th J. C. Carey was elected to the office.
the violaters of the law.
am so

j

content where it never existed before! It permen to smoke all
they want without getting
a sore
tongue, without any comeback but real
tobacco enjoyment! The patented process by which
Prince Albert is made (and controlled exclusively
by us) fixes that—and cuts out bite and parch!

right to your taste fair and square! And it
will do for you what it has done for thousands of
men—make pipe or cigarette smoking the cheertulest of your pleasures!

\
S
|

f'ns, JOc; handsome pound

|

i

—

What we tell you about Prince
Albert is a fact that will prove out
to your satisfaction just as quickly
as you lay in a stock and fire-up 1
r. j. Reynolds tobacco co.

Winston-Salem,

n. c.

-——

On the reverse side of this tidy red tin yoa
will read: “Process Patented July 30th,
1907/’which has made three men smoke
pipes where one smoked before!

f
h

I

business

B. J. Slipp and son Frank went to Belfast Saturday for a visit, with relatives.
Edmund Murch has gone to Bangor,
where he has employment for the present.

Frit" ds will be glad to learn that PostS. H. Frost is recovering from
his recent severe illness.
master

Mary Wentworth and Clara Bean returned Monday from Montville, where
they had spent their vacation.

j

1

Charles Bradbury was given a surprise
party at hie home Thursday evening.
March 30lh, in honor of the anniversary
of his birth. The evening was very hapj pily spent with whist. Those present
| were
Harry Condon, Earl Tarbell, Collins Morrill, Walter Hazeltine, Miss Florence Buxton, Mrs. Fjricej Marden, .Miss
i

j
|

ReEtta Bradbury and Mrs. Bradbury.
freshments were served.—Pittsfield Advertiser.
T-
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A STANOAflB FAMILY REMEDY

!

!

For over forty years it
has been used as A TONIC
AND
STOMACH REM-

:

petite and gives
digestion.

4-

EDY.

Peruna aids the apnew

life

to

_

My experience

in North Dakota has been that if a few
Mrs. Christiana Berry has returned
most delicious grape fruit I ever ate, and
men
and women in a community make from Waldoboro, where she had been
be
their
mind
that
the
law
must
obeyIndian river oranges.
While I appreci- up
I caring for an old couple, and is staying
ed, the blind pig and boot legger have to with her daughter, Mrs. John Tibbetts,
ate and enjoy all these luxuries I am still
If you want Belfast a dry, at
vamoose.
present,
loyal to grand old Maine, and the palms, law-abiding city you must get rid of
magnolias and live oaks sink into insig- such men as Mr. Hanson. It is such
men that bring the good name of old
nificance beside our beautiful maples,
Maine into disgrace.
FOR FLETCHER’S
horsechestnuts and stately elms, and a
Pardon me for mixing up in your State
Maine hay-field in July can distance any- affairs, but being native born and havthing the South can produce in any ing helped to put your prohibitory law
in the statutes I think I may say some
month of the year.
things with propriety. If the RepubliBut perhaps my letter is growing
can party
would do more actual work
wearisome to your readers—or such of
and less political pledging it would do |
more
them as may see it—so will close by exgood. It is easy when running for ! Belfast People Have Found that ill Health
office to
the strict enforcement
Follows.
•
tending a cordial welcome to any good oi law if promise
we are elected.
It gets votes,
Belfast friends who may chance to find
Do you ever feel that you simply can’t go
but soon as the election is over candithemselves in the vicinity of 86 Cedar dates forget the oath they took to en- any further—that you must have reH from
force the law.
I see by the napers that
street.
the liquor forces are trying to upset j that lame and aching back—relief from the
We were much disappointed in failing
your prohibitory law. It don’t seem constant, dead-tired feeling—freedom from j
of a visit from our friends, Mr. and Mrs.
possible that you could find a corporals those stabbing, darting pains? Likely your |
Dinsmore, on their way .north. We ex- guard that would lend themselves to such ;
are worn and tired and need help.
The
j
pect to see the Masons when they come a wild scheme in face of the fact that 19 kidney
States have gone dry and seven more kid .eys woik night and day, removing uric !
from the south.
a. s. f.
will go dry as soon as they can vote, and
I
from the blood and other waste created by j
the nation will go dry in 1920. You acid
have been the beacon light of the civil- expenditure of strength and energy. NaturalThe Blood is the Life.
ized world in bringing happiness, pros- ly a life of unusual activity doubles the duties !
The blood is tbe life because it is the nutriperity and good cheer into darkened of the kidneys and in time the strain general- j
tive fluid. If the blood becomes very impure, homes, made so by drink. Surely you
ly tells. Doan’s Kidney Pills have brought new
the bones, the muscles and other parts of the
will not take any backward step in this
body are impaired and finally become diseased. matter. If some of the advocates of strength to thousands of bud backs and quick
Slighter variations in tbe quality of the blood,
saloons in Maine could look into Los An- relief to weakened kidneys, so users say. Let
such as are often brought about by breathing
the bad air of unventilated rooms, have equally geles and see the ruin and desolation and them do the same for you.
Hiram W. Hamilton. Hill Street, Ellsworth
sure though less plain ill effects on tbe nerthe expense to tax payers they would i
vous system.
get the scales off their eyes.
Falls, Me., says: “I was troubled by kidney
Persons that have any reason to believe that
Last year’s chief of police, now Mayor
complaint for quite awhile. A friend recomtheir blood is not pure should begin to take
Sebastin, made the statement that over mended Doan’s Kidney Pills and I began using
Hood’s Sarsaparilla at once. This medicine
arrests were made for drunkenness
50,000
has done more than any other in cleansing, enthem. They benefitted me greatly.”
and it cost an average of
riching and revitalizing the blood and giving in 12 months,
Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply ask
strength and tone to all tbe organs and func- $10 for every arrest, making about half
million dollars expense to the city. These for a kidney ren edy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills
tions.
If you want to be entirely satisfied, insist on drunks paid some money as fines, and —the same that Mr. Hamilton had. Fosterhaving Hood’s. Accept no substitute.
the saloon licenses amounted to about Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
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;

j

comes

a

Dr. E. C. Bryant of Augusta was n
for an over Sunday visit wdth relatives. He was accompanied by his little
grandson, Bryant Anderson, who had been
visiting a week in Augusta.

j

the national joy smoke

Judge 0. H. Drake was
caller in Burnham Friday.

town

WHEN TEiE KIDNEYS FAIL

X

Mrs. Karl Cottrell has gone to Boston
for a week’s visit.

Mrs. W. R. McGilvery and son William
returned Friday from a week's visit in
Brookline, Mass., with her sister, Mrs.
S. R. Haines.

OASTORI A

mits

PERSONALS.

—

Childreu Uxy

T3RIMCE ALBERT was made to create tobacco

PITTSFIELD

$300,000.

j

Q"d half-pound tin humidors
and—in that classy pound
c
ystal-glass humidor with
sponge-moistener top that
beeps the tobacco in such
'tne shape
always !

^E

within the
handsome bronze statue of

Vince Albert will

Prince Albert is to be had
everywhere tobacco is sold in
fonpy red bags. Sc; tidy red

^E

B
B

I

I

straight and without car tracks and its
smooth, asphalted surtace was an ideal
place for dancing, although the present

|

S

B

buildings

roped

road to

j

has been erected

past year a
the late Henry M.

monkeyish
sights seem specially entirely
their

B

clear, mellow, smokeless light.

Still many of those
relics that made St. Augustine

the Florida East Coast

They

em being taken out of your
ir appearance was most fanseemed as if at any moment

B

are gone and cannot be replaced.
In the center of the station grounds of

cl be hard to describe.

only made worse,— the
the more they wanted,

B

famous

negro

clamoring for
were willing to sing or dance
veted pennies. The tour-

B
9

and wider streets.

pure, white round egg
eggs,
about the size of an English walnut.
It
was altogether a novel
sight and well
worth the attention of visitors.
Our
—a

NEW YORK

rebuilding from

the disastrous fire ot two years ago, and
as is always the case the improvements

I

STANDARD OIL COMPANY of NEW YORK

The past year

ropes or planks, but I was there and intended to carry out my part of the contract, coming out victorious, not once
tumbling into a terrapin bed. in these

ragged, dirty, grinning
auto

harvest.

a

much toward

B
■

We recommend the following oil-burning devices as the best of their kind: New
Perfection Oil
Cookstoves and Water Heaters, Perfection Smokeless Oil Heaters, Rayo
Lamps and Lanterns.

and the hotels and

him,

our

The

pretty sight.

to the glossy green shrubbery
which surrounds and fills this be utiful

a

creatures.

a

means

■

Why pay high prices—when SOGONY Kerosene saves money
and labor? No coal, wood or ashes to bother with.
But be sure you get SOGONY.
It is clean and pure, burns without smoke, odor or wick crust.
Remember the name SOGONY and look for the grocer whose store
shows the SOCONY sign. »

gay sweaters and sacks in green, yellow
and red, worn by the ladies over their
white dresses, make a brilliant fore-

spot.

were

SOCONY Kerosene in lamps

the grounds of the Ponce de
to five-thirty

o'clock —and it is

plank
quite

these sand beds which

the

Leon

ground

little distance below us, and
where huddled thousands of these little

and other brilliant

roses

poincettias are everywhere, concerts in the parks, and carriages filled with sight-seers constantly
passing. It has been the custom here
all winter to have garden dances twice a

had become accustomed to the semi-darkness I found it was
necessary to walk a
over

several times since we

Waving palms,

in the very heart
of the city. Its stately pines, native
shrubs, winding walks and an artistic

climbed into the car, and a
your purse and bags only

I

door,

us

flowers like

twenty

ot

Ml

low, barn-like looking structure

with one small
had

hatchery

build-

on

came, but it was oi short duration and
when you go out, or look from your windows, you would call it mid-summer.

kind,

was

I

a

The

immensely.

life

’Tis true that Florida has turned the cold

stroll through Forsythe park, the pride
It. is a wonderful park of
of Savannah.

erous, and the coins were
,nd with a lavish hand, but

:

ing is

hand.

on

enjoying

are

shoulder

But life there
sorry signt.
slinct. by any means; such

t.nd
ii

home

once

city.
February found us on our
Florida, old St. Augustine,—a

and

I

No need of worrying about coal supply
or coal bills.
SOGONY Kerosene in a Perfection
Heater keeps a room warm all day for
a few cents—portable,
always ready heat
—whenever and wherever vou need it.
SOGONY Kerosene in a New Perfection Cookstove
cooks the family meals for six for about three cents a meal.

The 22d of

ter

S
I

and SA VES YOUR MONEY

embraced

another local resort and a most interesting one. The greatest novelty here is
the diamond-back terrapin farm, where

I
I

—HEATS YOUR HOME
—COOKS YOUR FOOD
—LIGHTS YOUR HOME

pleaspark-

way to
ride of about five hours.
We are occupying the same apartments as last win-

shipped $2h0 worth in value to New
York and this did not materially shrink

or

carried away with us none but
memories of this delightful,

Savannah Yacht Club, said to be unon
the Atlantic coast, are located here. Then to the Isle of
Hope,

had

—

we
ant

clubhouse of the

equaled

absolutely fire-proof, sand. It was
Our delay in starting possibility to

j,

bat the strangest part, in my
was the fact of its being in
regular playground. It was

drove down the long avenue of use as a
a
century old, leading from fairly alive wim children romping around,
the mansion toward the
city, a drive well laughing and screaming. These stones,
worth the trip.
“sacred to the memory of” departed
Then by way of the city and the cele- friends were set out
with rocking chairs,
brated automobile race-track, where the dolls, dolls
carriages, tea-sets and other
fastest time has been made, we
proceed- childish impedimenta, while the more
ed to the well-known Bonaventure Cemedaring ones were sliding down the sloptery, once considered the most beauti- ing roofs of the old brica tombs. I was
ful city of the dead in the South. The shocked! This
time 1 saw a great change
immense live oaks that line the main for the better. A handsome marble arch
avenue from the entrance are dresssd
with a suitable inscription had been
with the Spanish moss that hangs
nearly placed at the entrance in 1913, by the D.
to the
heads
of the passersby and A. R.’s to perpetuate the memory of the
gives to these old trees a dignity befit- patriotic citizens buried there, many of
ting their surroundings. There are no whom gave their lives for their country.
stiff-straight walks, laid out at right The paths had been cleared up, the
angles, but short, winding paths and stones straightened, and a quiet air percircular and semi-circular lots.
The vaded the place, in keeping with this
sacred spot. A large playground nad
monuments and stones are in keeping;
the shrubs and flowers marvels of bril- been set apart in a remote corner and a
liancy. A quiet, Sabbath stillness pre- jolly good time was in progress when we
vailed, broken only by the soft chirping were there.
Our visit in Savannah, though a short
and twittering of the hundreds of birds
one, had been filled with enjoyment and
flitting round at our very feet.
we

live-oaks,

and

d

deceased;
early visit,

THE SOCONY

KEROSENE.

For the protection of the public as
well as to identify distinctly its own product, the Standard Oil Company of New
York is conducting an extensive advertising campaign to direct attention to
socony Kerosene, which is claimed to be
as
much superior to ordinary kerosene
as dairy but ter is to the “processed” ar
tide. This special distillation of crude petroleum has been trademarked so that it
may he distinguished from the inferior
grades of kerosene. The popular error
still exists to some extent 'hat all kerois alike, when as a matter of fact,
sene
there is as much difference hit ween them
as between grades of milk.
Socony Kerosene gives a brilliant illumination without
smoke or odor, and in the oil stove or
heatei its heat units are greater thar.
any other kerosene on the market. Remember, too, the use of kerosene means
a large saving of coal.
10 RIO CHILD OF WORMS.
Don’t

scold

Often its due to

giving

one

half

the

fretful,

worms.
to

one

nervous

child

Get rid of these

by

lozenge Kickapoc
worm candy.
Give

Killer, a laxative
only plain nourishing food, lota of out door
exercise and put to bed early. Watch stools
and continue giving KickapooWorm Lozenges,
Worm

they will positively
at

emove

the

worms.

2oc,

Druggists.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears
Signature of

Republican Journal

The
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PI BL1SHED EVERY

The

THURSDAY

SANDYPOINT.

TWO

BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.
Terms.

ADVERTISING

The Democrats are to stand Pat. Attorney General Pattangall is to manage

campaign.

their

Last week the Administration was fulsatisfied that the Sussex was sunk by

ly

German submarine and stopped writing notes to give Germany opportunity
a

formulate

to

evasion of

“diplomatic”

a

This week Germany says she
didn’t do it;so there now! And now what
is to be done about it?
the truth.

The Mexican war

news as

censored by

orders from Washington is

contradictory than
conflict in Europe.

the

news

even

more

of the

great

We read that Carranza hss demanded that our troops be
withdrawn from Mexico; that Villa has

been surrounded; that he is miles away;
that our troops were not sent to Mexico
to kill or capture Villa, but to disperse
the bandits, and would return to this

country when that was accomplished,
etc.
The censorship has gone so far as
to forbid the publication by a local newson
paper of any report of Villa’s raid
Columbus, New Mexico, or “war news

of any
forced

description, and the patter
to
suspend publication.

savors

of German methods.

a

was

This

Have

we

Kaiser?
The

as a

and Peptiron
Course of Treatment.

The News of

eral

days of

last week

on

course none of the nominees of the Progrtssive convention can be elected, but

can

will have the handling of
paign fund.
one

a

A committee of Bangor citizens appointed last March to investigate alleged
grafting in the city departments made a

report April 7th covering the street and
pauper departments, which are characterized as “rotten to the core.’’ The report, published in full in the

Bangor

warrants that charac-

newspapers, fully
terization. It shows up grafting in every
conceivable form —padded pay rolls, mis-

grafting

nished.

Tammany

the past attracted wide attention, but
we have always believed that the graft-

opt: ion.
r>n: h

igatior

t n zena w no maue

mis in-

declined to receive any

pensation for their labor, which

com-

must

disagreeable as well as arduwhile unable themselves to give
ous,
further time to the work are clearly o?
haw been

Ihe

<i

Mr.

Mrs. Weymouth and Miss Mabel Weymouth
Bangor were guests of D. A. Herrick and
family two days last week.

of

Automobile Registration.

sev-

business.

against the sum of $89,404.50, for the corresponding period last year, an increase of $10,858.75 over last year. The registration for the

year up to the present time include the following: Registration of automobiles 6 899;
operators’ licenses, $9,000; trucks, 803; automobile dealers, 203; motoi cycles, 197; motor
cycle
dealers, 22.

Mr. Tarr of Gardiner, Maine., has rented
part of the post office block and will open ice
cream parlors, carrying also a line of confectioney, fruit and cigars.
Our notes of last

;

Vt-

motto is “A

could view the evidence

store

The Portland Press in

and is

run

their affairs.

A

re-

comparatively

to

in

fatten their

pocketbooks

at

the

ex-

in a

great variety of patterns and sizes.
terial is durable, sanitary and waterproof.
without fastening.

The

a

Plummers,

the

In

drugs)

Up-to-Date

Most

83 Main

You

invited to call and

are

You will not be

urged

to

St., Belfas,

"1

1

Bulk

and

in

Packages.

Early Garden Peas
The Best Line and all Kinds of Garden Seer

Grass and Lawn Seed

Replaced

of all kinds

Chase & Doak,

_Chas,

j

as

low

they

as

can

be

bought eisewhert

P, Swift, Masonic

Temple

-^Optometrists,^
Belfast, Maine,

j

#

t

inspect these goods.

buy.

J
worth of food and property
and mice and stop jour loes with

Mitchell & Trussell,
115 High

rats

|

RMCpRN^fd

bat b«rmle,i1»

Street,

im

Belfast, Maine.

Hi: i,

■

rririmrt
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Hang your slipholcler on the kitchen wall. Mrs
Housekeeper, or wherever it is most conven

i•

It is part of

SWAN-WhllTEN-BICKfOKD COMPANY

Brick Block
On Phoenix Row
cent investment.

for sale, showing ten per
Now occupied by Jones &
Snow, plumbers. Sale carries five year lease
of block if desired.
Bargain price tor quick
sale. Apoly to
DICKEY-K NO WLTON
2w 14
REAL ESTATE COMPANY,

Nancy Nickerson is in poor health.

cake of a trained nurse
nd attended by Dr. F. C. Small of Belfast.

fever. He is under the

schools in town will begin Monday,
April 17th, with the following teachers: Dietrict Nos. 1 and 2, Mrs. Mabel Averill; district No. 5, Miss Ona I. Kimball, Albion; district No. 8, Miss Mabel Turner, Palermo; district No. 9, Mrs. Henry Thompson.

j

j

-WANTED

■

We say that Kyamsa is the best
Finish fe? yets* floor? art! furniture

I
\
!

It will make

f

home like

every inch,

c-:

woodwork in your

Kyanize is the
You can easily put it

most

new.

finish made.
and seven colors.
If

you

we

buy this

1 Oc. brush

give you rree our

Tegular 15c. can of

about

—

on.

durable
In clear

well tell

We

give

r

you

you

t

—

with

you

re not

v

DOG

delighted

TO LET
A Five=Room Tenement.
INQUIRE OF

Mrs. W. C. Mason. 43 Pearl Street.
tfl4

Kyanize.

Then again don’t overlook Kyanize
White Enamel—for all white woodwork ia the parlor, living room
for
—

the white bedsteads, bath room, etc.
Once applied, a damp cloth keeps t.
new and fresh.

FOF^SALE

McCaskey System

to you.

N. D. ROSS, Center Lincolnville, Maine.

Belfast, a house, stable, about 3 acres land
and a half interest in a good mill privilege
Would make an attractive summer home. Mus
sell on acccunt of sickness. Price $400. Applt
by letter. Address
tfl3
“L”, JOURNAL OFFICE.

|

Water
Eggs

Glass

are

Now is the time to

put

Cheap

them down.

We have the best Water Glass

on

the market.

A. A. HOWES &
GROCERIES

DRUGS

CO.,
MEDICINES

In

CARD OF THANKS
relatives of the late Mrs. Mary A. Nickerson wish to thank all who sent flowers in
late
their
bereavement, particularly the Emma
White Barker Tent, D. of V.
The

HALL-ELLIS HARDWARE CO., Belfast,Agents

The One Writing Method of handling accounts. By the ust
of The McCaskey System we furnish each customer with
sale slip after every purchase. This sale slip shows wh it \\
bought, the price paid for each item and the iast previou
balance, all tooted up.
Our customers liave the same, record of their accounts awe, and in the same handwriting. Our customers always knov
what they owe, their accounts cannot grow over night.
The McCaskey System protects you against error,
saves time and labor for us.
\\ e would like to have an opportunity of explaining our

iCENSES

Are now due and should be paid at the City
Clerk's office at once; otherwise legal measures will be taken to collect the same.
CARLETON DOAK, City Clerk.
2wl5

enough

I

BELFAStT

r

and we’ll refund the

ten cents it

CiTY OF

all

Kyanize to rennish your favorite
chair

situation

as nurse or housekeeper.
MRS. L. 15. JACKSON,
[No. 7 Bay View .Street,
Belfast, Maine.
lw!5p

A

Come in

Activity. Trade, industry and transportation pushed to full limits. Cold
William M. Damm has returned to Dartweather or bad roads only checks to unimouth College.
form expansion. High prices seem to
Mrs. A. W. Damm is suffering with blood
stimulate instead of checking buying,
though some reports indicate conserva- poisoning in her hand.
tism bred by high levels of costs. New
Mrs. Isaac McKeen spent several days rehigh records in c earings. Building ac- cently in
Waterville, where Bhe was called by
tivity growing. Stock market professional, weakening late. Fewer failures the death of her brother-in-law, Abner Littleand
liabilities. —Bradstreets, field.
lighter
April 8th.
E. C. Marden is very sick with billious

The

it

the aid of

25 Main street,

Son of the Murdered Re-

SWANVlLLE.

a

Week and

OF BELFAST

Moore, living

Potatoes have not come in ao very fast during the past week, but this Wednesday, with
the help of good sledding again, have come
rapidly. The price has been maintained right
along for four or five weeks at about $2.76 for
Green Mountains and $2 50 for Irish Cobblers.
—Fort Fairfield Review, April 5th.

t

Broken Lenses

Lies flat

survived

Idaho.

Mrs.

Reception

and Nasturtiums

At Reasonable Prices.

ma-

vessels.

Aroostook Potatoes.

Eyes

Glasses

Rugs, Rug Borders and Floor
Covering

cluse of the Same Name.

State of Trade.

CO.,

ient.

GEORGE HERBERT
Believes He is

Come here Royal
prove it.

By Modern Scientific Methods

line of

j

nursing.

Dover, Me., April 4. Sheriff Charles
H. Norton has received a letter from
George Herbert of Belfast, who says he
creasingly difficult to get men of stand- believes that George
Herbert, the aged
anu
influence
to
ing
accept city offices, recluse who was murdered in his camp at
where a? in the past it was considered an Five Islands, Schoodic Lake, several
weeks ago, was his father.
honor, and the men chosen honored the
The Belfast man states that he was
positions. In recent years the laws of born in Belfast and that when a small boy
tlw State and the ordinances of the city his mother died and his father
disappearhave beer, openly violated without pro- ed and has never Deen heard from. His
father was a seafaring man and had been
test from any quarter, and these are the
employed as cook on coasting
con htions
that have brought disgrace His
age would have been about Tffyears.
ar.d
necessitated the presSheriff Norton replied to the letter
upon Bangor
from
the Belfast man stating that if he
ent
With the Porthouse-cleaning.
could substantiate his claim the Piscataland Press we hope that “Bangor’s unquis officials would see that his interests
fortunate experience may have some in- are protected in the
probating of the
fluence in other Maine cities and compel estate of the murdered man. Over $700
in bills was found under the leaves in the
more attention being paid to
municipal I Five Islands
cabin and was
in a
government on the part of those who bank by Sheriff Norton to deposited
awaiffa legal
are usually forced to pay the larger porclaimant.
tion of the bills, but who generally take
If George Herbert is correct in his
very little interest in the manner in clai m the murdered man has a daughter,
which the money they pay into the city Mrs. Howard
in
treasury is expended.”

The

I

brothers.

In this
pense of their fellow citizens.
city we had for several years a one-man
city government, and it has become in-

And so we can say to you again, in
spit
increased prices everywhere—Royal Tai
still offers you the utmost in made-to-mo;
clothes at $16. $17. $20, $25. $30 and $35.

Choice Mixed Sweet Peas j

yvyvvvvv

eration for

three

our

|

accom-

Bernard Rockford, the six-years-old son of
Charles K. and Verna Rich Philbrook, died
April 9th in the Eastern Maine General Hos-

small group of men have been left to
manage the city as best suited themselves and their main interest has been

in

-Congoleum-

1

pital, Bangor, of peritonitis, following an opappendicitis. The remains arrived
sponsible. It says: “What has happened here on the Monday evening train and the fun eral was held at his late home on
Bridge
in Bangor is due wholly to the indiffers tr et Tuesday at 2 p. m., Rev. Horace B. Selence of the great body of the taxpayers
lers of the Methodist church officiating. He
as to the kind of men who : re selected
is
survived by his parents, one sister and
holds the citizens themselves

complete

a

display

now on

We Examine

And

cottage on Merrithew square, j
she spent her summer vacathe daughter of the late Albert
j

(Bird) Dickey,

For in the long run, service to the Pub
shrewd business policy.

with their

HARRY W. CLARK &

(without

by her sister, Mrs. Flanders, and one brother, i
Howard Dickey, who lives in the West.

impartially.
discussing these

Simply this:—The Royal tailors,

Belfast, Maine.

We have

panied by her brother-in-law, Mark Flanders.
Miss Dickej was well and favorably known

M

That, is why this business is growing
leaps and bounds year by year, breakin,
records in the tailoring business.

What makes it possible for The Royal Tailors
price list in the
face of sweeping increases throughout the
whole clothes world?

NORTON,

might print.

ers.

huge buying power, their big cash reserve,
their spot-money buying system, their foresightedness, bought a mar afteerd^-almost their

Congoleum

Miss Etta Dickey, who died
Rockland April 6th at the home of her sister, Mrs. Delcra Flanders, were brought to
the South Btlf st cemetery last Saturday af-

and Helen

values

to continue to maintain their

uur

we

The Roy'al Tailors area public servicec
They have dedicated their businethe better service of the clothes
buyers,
if they effect a saving—or they secure at
vantage theyr pass it along to the clothes v.

Why?

!

oratory

ation,

How?
;

possibly ho;
business, tilling

can

better

any fine

ailored-to-Measure clothes rethe same in price as a year ago!

Royal

|

That simple fact, it seems to
us, des
the character of The Royal Tailors

M—MW——■MiTiliwMMiMMiiliiii'wiBiMBi'i

The remains of

>

should go on.
Peril.:; tht best way to continue the invesgain: would be to secure the services
o:
expert from abroad,who would not
be ii fluer.ced by local affiliations and

i

W ..I.■■»■■■■■■.. lll««^

in

a

;|

|

I

in

profit than they
moke by running their
orders and serving you.

gross

hi

!

_

employed

Royal T
absolutely

If anything', the Spring 1916
bigger than ever.

Deal and Right Prices/’

Front Street,

j

vJJDl 1 UM I

owned

Square

B. O.

drove through with his team.

was

a

are

!

Sanborn and Adrian Lane are buying
old iron, etc., and will soon be ready to
buy waste paper also, the Government having
notified the people to save all such waste as
the supply of paper material is small.

She

norses.

nana

Ralph

where s^he

Next we ek we
shall receive a
bunch of horses di
rect from the woods
of New Hampshi re,
right out of work.
We also have constantly on hand a
good supply of
fresh and second

j

rags,

were

the next two years—they could take
theii
material purchases and re-sell them at

And believe us. wholesalers and retailers, for
the most part, have got to include these increased prices in their prices to you!

week should have read that

They

Consider this tremendous and
unique fact
If The Royal Tailors wished
to close tW.
shops and refuse to accept a single orde*-

Alpacas, silks, haircloth and all other ingredients have leaped 30 to 90 per cent!

Yet,

]

season.

*

main

v

contracted for twelve months
before th.
creased prices came into effect.

The lining cloth that cost him 35c a yard last
Spring is costing him 50c to 60c this season.

of M.

S

cash

chases—linings, trimmings, haircloth,
threads, buttons, woolens and worsteds

instance:—The fabric for which your
local tailor paid $2.56 per yard last Sprng is
costing him $3.25 to $3.50 this Spring.

Last year a successful newspaper institute
was held at the University of Maine, and another will De held this year, the dates
being
Friday and Saturday, May 19 and 20. Among
the speakers will be Don C. Seitz, businessmanager of the New York World. Un the 18th
a meeting of the Maine Press Association will
be held in Bangor, the home of the
president,
E. M. Blanding of the Industrial Journal.

\

was

interment.

this

shops

material requirements for
botl
and Fall of 1916.

raw

More than two million dollars in

For

HORSES

transporting the scholars
from South Brooks, the route driven by Harry
M. Brown last year,

for

are

YorK

Spring

s

!

Florida, expect to start home this week.
Walter Mat-on has moved to the little house

fore night.

U.

entire

Linings

The facts speak for themselves.

Miss Crawford, a nurse, who was at C. M.
Conant's for ten days to care for Miss Mildred,
who had a light run of pneumonia, returned
to Bangor
April 5th. The little patient is con-

Institute at

New

have gone .up—you know that.
scarce— you know that.

the men’s

Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Clements arrived at
C. M. Conant’s last
Thursday after a short
wedding trip and are now at home to their
friends at the Clements homestead.

Newspaper

know that.

and

And clot hier s an tailors, woolen mills and
textile makers everywhere are raising their
prices. You know that too-if you’ve been
reading the pape. s and inspecting the prices in

valescent.

the first of the present year to April
10th the State of Maine received the sum of
$100,263 25 from the registration of automobiles

Payson suffered a serious ill turn
Monday and is not quite so well as befbre,
Ira Bowden and son Ray, who spent the win-

he re,

ca’’ dto

B.

Herbert Crane

Dyes

high—you

are

and trimmin

Mr. and Mrs. M. A, Haley and Miss Phyllis
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Beaa in
ixmont last Saturday and Sunday.

ett’s mother.

John E. Blake and wife were recent guests
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C, Boody.

ternoon

were

Woolens

Misses Louise Libby and Laura Bickford
have returned to Bangor High school after a
two weeks' vacation.

Wintsrport Friday by the death .f Mr, Crock-

investigation should Bayside, where
certainly is for the interest tions. he was

go "it. and it
Bang r that it

to

and Mrs. Wilbur Crockett

Chicago

Lyndon Nealey, who has employment at the
State Hospital in Bangor, spent several days
at his home
recently.

Frank Perkins has returned to his home in
Milo, having completed his work here on the
new mill.

The Royal Tailors

With

Northern Light Grange celebrated the 42od
anniversary of its organization by holding a
Bocial at the hall April 6th.
Albert, the young son of Mr. and Mrs. L. A.
White, has been quite seriously ill with the
prevailing epidemic.

visit

night.

Dow’s store is offering bargains in spring
timely necessities.

:tiion that the

rn.-.tters

a

By Special Arrangement

Congratulations are extended to Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Bartlett upon the birth of a son,
April 8th.

Mr. and Mrs. George Crocker, who spent the
winter in Augusta, arrived home Saturday

tn

ing it smaller places was, proportionately, tquallj as great, nr greater, and the
investigation in Bangor sustains that

roe.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barrows returned to
their home in Hampden Tuesday morning.
Charles Towers, who is employed in Lincolnrille, spent the week-end with his family here.

Percy Bryant, who has been employed by E
Carpenter at his farm in South Brooks for j
appropriation of city property, and the A,
the past year, has completed his work there
auditing and payment of bills for maand returned
to
Aroostook county. Mrs.
teria’. and supplies that were never furBryant and baby went by train and Mr, Bryant
of
has
The

vest

recently.

ter in

general

Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Nealey spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stevens in Mon-

on

N. C. Par triage returned last week
of several days in Belfast.

Mrs.
from

underwear and other

anti almost wholesale fall-

here

Mrs. Elvie Harriman and Miss Florence
Harriman spent Saturday in Bangor.

C. H. Snell of Portland, Maine, has been in
town for the past week tuning pianos.

Mrs. A.

was

From

owned by George Ryder near the blacksmith
ing away of the Progressive following in shop.
the State of Maine as shown by the regCrockett’s picture house is proving very
istration at the polls is said to be due to
popular,
having an attendance of about 200
fact
that
the leaders
recognition of the
la. t Saturday evening.
of that party have stood first, last, and
The funeral 01 Mrs, Annette George was
ail the time more for political office than
held at Union church last Sunday afternoon.
for Progressive principles, and Oxford
Rev. David Brackett officiating.
county,which was one of the strong ProJohn Mannuccia and wife have returned
gressive counties of the State, came up from Boston, where Mr. Mannuccia has been
w:th a protest against a third party
receiving medical treatment.
ticket at the recent convention, but was
Henry Reyholds and wife have moved to
vote.: down by the followers of the of- South Brooks, where Mr.
Reynolds will be
fice seeking leaders. This must recesemployed by E. A. Carpenter on his farm.
a
further
of
to
defection
sariiy lead
Several inches of snow fell in Sunday’s
those who regard Progressive princi- storm and
sledding was brisk during the foreOf
the
first
of
as
importance.
ples
noon, but all were glad to return to wheels be-

got:.e

3usiness

Foxcroft

A Feature Sale of
Made-to-g
Measure Clothes

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Campbell April 4th.
Mrs. E. H. Nealey and little son of Monroe
spent April 5th and 6th at C. W. Nealey’s

P. L. Bates went to Rumford last week
few days.

were re-

in Thomaston

was

a

Dana Danforth of

cent

Mrs. Charles Forbes

Sear* Littlefield is busy taking an inventory
of the taxable property in this vicinity.

Mrs.

for

Brooks.

Mrs. Bert Hamlin and son of Etna
guests of Mrs. Howard Webb.

WHITE’S CORNER, (Winterport.)

foot of anow fell here last Sunday.

John Perkins of Milo visited here two days
ast week.

For instance. Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
the standard blood purifier, is recommended for conditions that are scrofulous or dependent on impure blood.
Peptiron Pills, the new iron tonic,
are especially recommended for conditions that are anemic and nervous.
Many persons suffer from a combination of these conditions. They are
at’lieted with swellings of the glands,
bunches in the neck, eruptions, and
sores on the body, limbs and face,
and are besides pale and nervous.
If these patients take both Hood’s
Sarsaparilla and Peptiron Pills they
are reasonably sure to derive fourfold benefit. These two great medicines supplement each other, and the
use of both, even in cases where only
one may appear to be indicated, is of
Get them from
great advantage.
your druggist.

For one square, one
25 cents for one week

inch length in column,
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
mouths.

*

Together, Produce
Marvellous Results.
Sarsaparilla

Pills

a

Fred Hodkins has moved hia family to Cape
[silicon.

Well

Hood’s

PILBBURY.{BuBi^Manager

ChARLES A.

GOODJtEMEDIES

Working

About

NOTICE
All persons indebted to me on account standing two years or more are requested to settle
After will be left
on or before June 1,1916.
with an attorney for collection.
T. I. HUXFORD.

Brooks, April 10,1916—3wl5

LADIES!
Pin money for youi
solution to this
Green stamp for descriptive cir>
CHASE SALES CO

HOMEWORK.
time. New
Maine.
2wl5

prohh

Box 188, Auburn, Mai

1

<

j

J

Harry Bowker, who has been very ill from
typhoid fever for nearly three months, ia improving, although he ia not yet able to ait up.

-—

march

as far
his feet will let him.
And that’s about the
way with the “rest of us.”
can

as

The stores generally, markets,
etc., will be
day Patriots’ Day, April 19th. The
book stores will be open after the arrival ol
the morning and evening trains to distribute

closed all

words, we can be
efficient just as our feet
in other

daily

efficient. If you would
put your feet right back
where nature started them
fry a pair ot the famous

My Lady’s Slipper, written by Cyrus Townsend Brady, is the big feature to be shown this,
Thursday, afternoon and evening at the Colonial* theater. This is a blue ribbon picture
featuring Anita Stuart and Earl Williams.
Miss Lucy A. Leavitt, who clerked for some
time for the Direct Importing Co, and wac
obliged to resign on account of ill health, has
succeeded Mrs. Harry McKinnon, who had

are

Ground Grippers

■

1

"TV

!—

SALE—-

Men’s Suits, one, two, three of a kind. Regular $10.00
and $12.00 Suits. Your choice at $5.00.

papers.

Hart,

Schaffner & Marx and Leopold Morse Co. Suits
and Overcoats 1 -4 off regular prices.

with the company for several weeks.

been

1

I

rUQmDATIONi

Miss Carrie Greenlaw, who had been confined
her home on Northport avenue by illness foi
the past week, is better and was able to
sit up
Saturday for the first time.
to

Soldier

--—

■

Alphonso

Ritchie writes home from Boston
the U. S. S. Virginia is supposed to remain in Boston harbor until July 10th and that
I he and Thomas G. Randall are looking for a
! short furlough in May, which they will spend
; in Belfast if they are not in the meantine
; transferred to some other ship.

|
X
9
X

jP

# Boys’ Mackinaws, Suits and Overcoats 1 -4 off.

Z

0 Good Work Pants, 98c.; Dress Pants, 50c. off regular price; Boys’ 50c Pants, 35c.; $1.00 grade now
0

X
S

X

X
X

that

X

0

•

Brown, who has been emtime in the office of the Leon-

Miss Florence M.

ployed

know they not only
relieve but they correct—
and correction is what
you want. For sale only by

for

some

X

factory, has resigned hei
position there and will enter the James H.
Howes dry goods store April 17th sb bookkeeper, to succeed Miss Maude M. Matthews.
Miss Louise Innes has been engaged as clerk

ard & Barrows shoe

ou

j
!

WM. A.

X

benefit to the monument fund, under the direction of the allied G. A. R.,‘bodies, opened Wed-

nesday afternoon,

Boys’ Sweaters, 48c.; 98c up to $4.50 for
$6.00 grade. Men’s best Work Shirts, 45c. Men’s
Heavy Jersey Shirts, 48c. Odd Vests, 75c.
Many Odd Garments at less than wholesale prices.
Men’s and Women’s Raincoats 1-3 off regular price.

|

j in the Howes store.

i

Men’s and

too late for

a

Clark’s

CLARK,

Corner,

X

Belfast, Maine.

PHONE 69-14

4wl3

X

#
V

S
•
X

^000000000000000000000000^:

report in this

issue. The hall is decorated exclusively with
red white and blue bunting and flag6 galore.
The concert was given last night and the military ball will take place tonight.

he News of Belfast.

i

U. will meet tomorrow,Friday,
with Mrs. Ida E. Aborn.

>e-Mortimer

loying

some

Fertilizer company is
150 men, and the plant is

busiest places in the city,

:.e

j>. assessors

!

have taken the books and

:.eir work of

Messrs.

assessing.

doing

are

Bray

the outside work and

|

the estate.

indictments made public in the
jnty S. J. Court April 6th was that oi
a
Dickey,Camden, assault with intent
the

4

Suits, Coats and Dresses

Pythias,

to be

big miligiven this, Thursday, evening in

House

era
i.

Red Men and their auxii-

invited to take

.re

part

the

in

American

Today, Thursday, April 13

for the benefit of the Monu-

!und,
opens April 15th, and the
: the Lubec Sardine company has been
iy for what promises to be an excellent

-ardine

season

year's stock has been sold out,
'her prices are expected this season,
will ensure running the factories to
full capacity.
Last

aring in the

case of the City of Belfast
Water Co. has been set for 2
n the afternoon of the first
day of the
me Court,
April 18th, before Judge Madi-

>

Belfast

1

An

injunction was granted stopping
from shutting off the water for

o.

ses on

April 1st,

as

it

the
fire

bad threatened to

Dyke, quartermaster of thesteamnocket, was brought to the Waldo
General hospital April 4th by Dr. H.
an

■

The

J

patient

found to be suf-

was

from acute
ion was

appendicitis,
performed by Dr.

and

a

timely

W’ilson
fast and Dr. H, M. Small of Stockton
The patient is doing as well as could
rcted.
E. A.

marriage of Lieut. ChaB. B. Hazeltine,
A., and Miss Margaret Cahill of KalaMich., announced for May 15th, will,
to

g

later

take

reports,
St.
place
Hotel, San Antonio, Texas, April
James C. Durham, the groom’s
in San Antonio and will leave for
ier the
ceremony, which will be priat

rs.

Pagan

Chantey," Huzzy-Muzzy”
close of
were

the

served,

and Mrs.

Elon

Hazeltine

and

Belfast this week Mr. Ira M.
Cobe,
'hers, decided definitely as to the locathe Country Club house at
Northport.
i*e on the same side of the
old county
the station of the
Northport Mountain
*:'s
Company. The building will be about
from the road, in the
woods, but will
mand views of Little
River, Belfast and
port and

the bay.

Mr.

Mrs. W. A.
ga, who so
successfully managed The
'ton at
Eddington just above Bangor,
‘■een
engaged as caretakers of, the club
and

annual meeting of the Pythian
Building Association, April 11th, Messrs. R. F
Dunton, Clifford J. Pattee, James C. Durham,
Wm. H. Hall, M. R. Knowlton, Sanford Howard, Wm. H. Bray, E. P. Frost and Ralph H.
Howes were elected directors; Mr. Howes
At

At the

and fancy cakes

Mrs. Morris L. Slugg pouring,
B. Gilchrest, Misses Marian
Clara B.

silver collection

was

Keating serving.

the

president,

A

and Mr.

Pattee,secretary

and treas-

urer.

taken.

The L. & B. Base Ball Team. The Leonard & Barrows Athletic Association held a
meeting at the factory last Saturday afternoon after the factory shut down for the week
for the purpose of dealing with base ball the
coming season. The Association heard the
report of Manager Peters, which showed the
team was equipped with fifteen uniforms,
gloves, mask, protectors, etc., costing over
$100; that all bills are paid and that the team
ended the season with $69.40 in the treasury.
Mr. Peters and the other foremen feel that
the team this year should be run by the mem-

Alliance of tbe Unitarian churcn held their
last meeting of the season Thursday afternoon, April 6th, with Mrs. Wilmer J. Dorman.
After a short business session the religious
intelligence was read by Mrs. William B.
Swan. Mrs. Dorman read the special paper,
“Thomas Mott Osborne—the Man and his
WorK.” Mr. OsDorne is the W’arden of the
Sing Sing, New York, prison, whose introduction of new and more humane methods for
caring for prisoners led to charges being preferred against him on which he was tried, and
and while they intend to stabd behind it
acquitted. The subject was selected beforfi bers,
in all ways they do not want to take active
his trial. The papers of the Alliance the
past
part. The team this year will be better train*
season were the best in its history and its
gened, will start early and have time for praceral work very satisfactory.
It was decided
and has been strengthened through the
to give a musical entertainment early in June tice,
winter
new
under the

auspices

of the

Alliance,

by

players that ought to make a
good team, especially McClellan of last year’s
town team, who wiil pitch for L. & B. A. A.

and Mrs.

Clement W. Wescott, Mrs. Edward A. Wadsworth, Mrs. Elbndge S. Pitcher and Miss
Marian Hazel line were appointed a committee
of arrangements.
Proposed

Sewer

Construction.

At

a

this year. The team
in Belfast about

son

j

special meeting of the City Government last |
Monday evening to consider sewer con- |
struction Mayor William K. Keene was instructed to engage Hiram P. Farrow to survey the section down Northport avenue from
the foot

to the water.

Bids will be called for this

Wheeler

High

the section

on

snowfall

the Parks &

private ground

to the water.

hard

on

much

Harbor, down Harbor to Bay View,
Capt. J O. Hayes’ field, where it

cross

was

The recent heavy
the birds and the bird-

Birds.

different sections of the city spent
time feeding them. Edmund Wilson,
who lives at 49 Congress street, spent practically all day Monday preparing feeding places
for the birds. He began to shovel snow about
5.30 a. m. and continued, regardless of blistered hands, until he had cleared 8 patches about
10x20 feet, over which he scattered a large
amount of chaff from nearby stables, about 17
pounds of chicken feed, large quantities of
crackers, Franklin rolls, shredded wheat biscuit, etc. Then the birds began to appear in
pairs and in docks, until from their windows
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson saw feeding on their
grounds the fox, song, chipping and English

the foot of the square on
to Bell street, down Bell to Union, over

Union to

the

The

whichever route is found to be the most feasible
Estimates on the Court and Church street
sewers will be obtained and considered at the
next meeting.
The matter of clearing the
rock about the rock crusher on the Otis property near the Marsh road was left with the
finance committee and street commissioner
Peirce school will be connected with

George Weymouth.

robins, juncos, purple finch, evening grosbeaks, chickadees, blackbirds and cow
birds, the latter very rare in this vicinity.
About four o’clock they would have been fully
repaid, if that had been any consideration, in
sparrows,

BECAUSE

the concert the hundreds

|
!

1

ertain parties employ more
of the

or

less of their time in

talking disparagingly

W

have been asked to give our opinion of the talking
machine. As a matter of fact this kind of talk does
not in. -vest us for the EDISON MUSICAL INSTRUMENT has no competitor.
It is in a class by itself
and there is no comparison between it and a talking
machine. The EDISON DIAMOND DISC Phonograph
stands to the talking machines in the same ratio as a
pure bred Great Dane would to a mongrel cur of uncertain origin and still more uncertain future. The
Edison Diamond Disc Phonograph is the masterpiece
of the greatest man in the world. A man whose aim
has always bean to build the'best regardless of cost
—not the cheapest but always the best—and you, in
buying, whylnot buy the best, BUY AN EDISON.
Hear one anyway. We would be pleased to put Ve in
your home for a trial. You would incur no obligation.
Yours

truly,

CARLE &

JONES,

Edison Phonograph Distributors for Waldo County
*

as they gathered for their evening
Sunday morning a plump robin was

seen

to dive

deep,

at

No. 1

into the snow, about 3

inches

Northport avenue and bring out
angleworm, which made the

early in May to open the Wayside
Tea House for the season.
The Octagon Club was entertained Thursday evening, April 6th, by Miss Carrie Gilmore at her home on
High street, and a most
enjoyable evening was spent. Mrs. George I.
Keating and Mrs. Ben Hazeltine were substiThe first prize a handsome
pitcher,
by Mjss Grace A. Lord, the second, a
framed picture, fell to Mrs. Samuel H.
Lord,
and the consolation prize, a
dainty pin, to Mrs.
George I. Keating. Delicious refreshments
were served by the hostess.
tutes.

was won

Veteran’s Meeting. The Waldo
County
Veteran association will hold their
May meeting May 4th at Sunrise Grange hall, Winterport. If stormy, the next fair day. As no
meeting was held in April we shall look for a
rousing turnout at this meeting. We have always been royally entertained in Winterport
and have no doubt but that they will furnish

beans, bread and Coffee. Bring along
goodies.—A. Stinson, Sec’y.

(J

a

ri

with

j

A large

dining

some

-ill

—i

if"

change,

I

traced.

the

If

your eyes are

ing they
ing.

of patterns for

bedrooms, parlors,

halls and

Regular

Regular

Regular

8c to 10c paper

12c to 15c paper

18c to 20c paper

25c to 30c paper

8c to 25c papers

large enough

Plain Oat Meal

for

room

less

papers, reg. 18c

a

at

Broken lenses replaced while
you continue your

1

C

KULL

was originally launched as a
Thomaston in 1878, later becoming a
bark and afterwards being converted into a
schooner. She measures 1,529 tons, and not-

No

HalfPrice
for the bundle

yC
KU1..L

A complete grinding
equipment is at your service.

FRANK F.

exchanging—Sales

j

BELFAST, MAINE,
Successor to F. L. Adams,
I. O. O. F. Block.

j

S0ME REAL ESTATE BARCAINS
THE RENTING SEASON IS AT
HAND.—

Many calls are being received for apartments
and single houses, both in
Belfast ami outlying
districts. People having routable
property are

Great Britain with fish to make up for the deficiency in the North Sea catch, hence the
reason of this wholesale transfer of vessels
The four-masted schooner Augustus H. Babcock has just been chartered to load a full
cargo, including a big shipment of New England rum, at Boston for the African gold coast.
The Babcock is now on the passage from 1a
Vela de Coro, Venezuela, to Jacksonville and at
the latter port will load lumber for Boston.
Other charters: Sch Ella M. Willey, Virginia
to Para with coal, at or about $15. Sch Governor Powers, Norfolk to Pernambuco coal, $19
Sch Methebesec, Palatka to Portland, with dry
..

ypress,

$11.

with

us.

We

give personal

clients.

BUILDING LOTS,—located in Belfast and
in prices from $100 to $700.

|

;

OVERLAND TOURING CAR-wiU
exchange
or personal
property.

for real estate

«

■

IARM WANTED.—Is your farm for
sale?
us full
description, lowest price,
there's a purchaser waiting for it. We

I

1

§
j®

| selling

borders,
a11 cut ready to

If so, send

are

more

listed free;

Maine farms, than
sale, no charge.

Farms

ever.

no

SHORE ACRES IN NORTH
PORT.—Thirteen
cottage and wood lot.

acres,

PARK ROW, NORTHFORT-Ten room
cottage with grand view of Penobscot
Bay, second
from wharf.
SIXTY ACRE FARM —Five miles from
city,
with good buildings.
2wl4

Dickey-Knowlton Keal Estate Co..
Pythian Block, Belfast, Maine.

yard,
c^c yar(|

must be final.

Terms cash

14 Main street,
BELFAST,
MAINE.
TELEPHONE 241

dm 14

TO LET

trip to the Atlantic coast... .Several moderate
three-masted schooners that have lately

England fishing vessels were recently sold to
Newfoundland, namely: the schooners Nellie
Dixon, 111 tons; Lucania, 147 tons; Preceptor,
123 tons, and Independence II, 145,tons. Newfoundland fishermen are said to be supplying

our

vicinity,

sized

the Atlantic with similar cargoes.... Four New

same

attention to all

her advanced age is said to be in
good condition. She is now at Sydney, N. S.
W and her new owners may charter her for a

changed ownership have been chartered to
load deals at provincial ports for Great Britain.
New York parties were in Portland
recently
looking over the three-masters C< lin C. Baker
and Susie H. Davidson with a view to
purchase,
and they may possibly soon be speeding across

GRAVES,

GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST,

invited to list

out

l)lar

shop-

ping.

Sii/cr

«”■"

carrying pi’ing from Parrsboro, N. S.,
Boston.... The five-masted schooner Snow
& Burgess, which lately changed ownership at

Cut

causes head-

aches.

|
|

ROLL_ROLL_ROLL_ROLL
Lots

worth havworth sav-

FOR SALE

Ij

Regular

are

Strained vision

at less

rooms.

Odd Rolls

_

and also took from the cel-

4c 7c 9c 12i

used in

withstanding

--—■ —

quarts of raspberries. Recently the
i watch was identified in the possession of a
I man in Liberty and has been traced back to
i some six different owners and is still being

The whole stock will be divided'into 8 lots, as follows:

....

line the steamers Belfast and Camden

variety

n

lar five

These papers were included in the stock of furniture bought by us
from the F. A. NYE store at Searsport. As we do not stock wall
paper, we have cut the price on this paper way below the wholesale
cost that we may close the same at once.

arrangement of the engine
house, galley and crew's quarters will be different from any other sailing vessel on the
coast. It is expected she will be ready in June.
During the present steamship season about
22,000,000 Amabels of grain have been sent
from Portland to Europe.... As an instance of
the fdrtunes now being made
by shipping
owners one of the Luckenbach steamers has
just been chartered to load 145,000 cases of
petroleum from Philadelphia to Japan, April
loading, at $1.85 a case, the freight money
amounting to $268/ 50-The two masted sch.
Izetta, built at Brewer m 1865, 189 tons net,
has been sold to Albert Allen of Boston to be

at

week, leaving
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday at 5
and
p. ra.,
leaving Bangor at 11 a. m. on Monday, \\ ednesday, Thursday and Saturday. On
the Bar Harbor line the steamer Boothbay
will leave Rockland Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
Fridays and Saturdays at 5,15 a. m., returning
will leave Bar Harboi Mondays and Thursdays
at 10 a. m., and Tuesdays and Fridays at 12
noon.
On the Bluehill line the steamer Catherine will make trips the same as last year.
The Camden went up to Bangor April 5th, in
command of Capt. Brown, remaining in that
port over right and leaving Thursday forenoon on her trip out.
On arriving in Boston
Friday morning she went into dry dock for an
overhauling, coming on the route again Monday. The Belfast, Capt. A. E. Rawley, arrived
at Bangor last Friday from Boston and left
Saturday on her return....The Belfast was
prevented from sailing from Bangor for Boston on her regular trip Monday, her engineers
leaving her in obedience to an order from the
Marine Engineers' Beneficiary association, a
strike having been declared owing to a disagreement over wages. Other steamers of
the Eastern Steamship corporation were delayed at Boston. The difficulty was adjusted,
at least for the present, and the Camden left
Boston at the usual hobr Tuesday, arriving
here yesterday morning, and the Belfast left
Bangor at 11 a. m, yesterday for Boston.

11 (

”

Street, Belfast, Maine

_

~~T C\ I

■

[n

Southworth Co.

K

12 Main

iyj_*

Many papers will be sold
than half price.

|

masts, and the

Francisco,

on

“The Home of Good Values

WALLPAPER

capacity of 3000 tons and cost about
$180,000, is being built for Fields S. Pendleton.
It will have a steel keelson and be
strapped
with steel inside, and the
planking will be five
to six inches thick. The vessel will be
equipped
with an oil-burning engine, will have no
top-

ship

Boston

Mothers or fathers who buy for
Roys should bring
them here now—today, and be
convinced of the biovalues we are offering. Telephone
67-2.

a

San

a

subscription to your valuable
which I’d miss if it failed to

O

Last fall someone broke into Mrs. Mary F,
Turner’s house in West Liberty and took a
watch and chain valued at $20, a pocketbook

an

check for

omrriiNii

some

Suit.

1-2 PRICE SALE OF

Mrs. Gertrude Stevens.
irons,
mere is building at.
Noank,
five-masted schooner which will have
unusual features. The vessel, which will

a

also prepared to show
to go with his

are

Boys’ Furnishings

Beginning This Morning

daughter, Mrs. Thomas Small, Mrs. John Ryder, Mrs. Stephen Pierce, Mrs. Emma Hatch

Steamer Notes. The spring schedu’e of
Eastern Steamship Corporation for its
Bangor, Mt. Desert and Blue Hill lines went
into effect April 10th. On the Bangor-Boston
are now

your

prise to her. The guests were Mrs. William
Keene and daughter. Mrs. Amos Lora and

have

new

■

Subscribers.

weekly visitor,

Woodbury
urged to go into one of her neighbors’
homes, and while there the guests went to
her home and arranged
supper, so that when
Mrs. Woodbury arrived
everything was in
readiness, and the affair was a complete sur-

Conn.,

you a nice line of

Mrs. George O. Holmes, who has been living
past winter with her daughter, Mr:. Eben
arrive on time.
Twenty-five years ago I had | F. Littlefield, in the Arthur I. Brown house on
many friends and acquaintances in Waldo Miller street, has bought the Percy Bradford
county and I regret the absence from your house on Elm street, and after repairing it
columns of many familiar names. I was ad- will occupy it. Mrs. Littlefield and little
mitted to the bar in Belfast in 1888, but drift* daughter June will remain for some time with'
ed into foundry and manufacturing business her mother before joining Mr. Littlefield in
and politics.
My father is still practicing law Augusta, where they plan to spend the sumin Searsport at 81 years old.
Col. Fogler and mer.
Judge Williamson, two of the members of the
Seventeen memoers of the Travellers Club
Bar Committee which officiated at my admisgave Mrs. Amos Clement a surprise shower
sion, are dead—as are many others of my last
Saturday afternoon. The gifts were many
early friends; but The Journal still continues and were specially
designed for her new sumits regular visits, and although I’ve never had
mer home at Seal Harbor—a bungalow, which
the personal pleasure of the editor’s acquaint- has been
christened the Half-Way House.
ance, I hope the paper will continue these
They included linen, creton, glass and basketry,
visits for many years to come." In another
and were presented by Mrs. John R. and Miss
column we print an article
commendatory of Margaret A. Dunton with bright and original
Mr. Runnells as a legislator from Practical
Mrs. Clement is cne of the four surpapers.
Politics, a Journal of American Statecraft, viving charter meimbers of the ciub and an expublished weekly in Boston, It will of course president. Miss Annie V. Field, who is ill at
interest the friends of Mr. Runnells in this sec- her
home, was the only resident member abtion, and it places him in the list of Waldo sent. Punch and wafers were served by Mrs.
county boys who have made good.
John R. Dunton and Miss Maud E. Mathews.
you

was

and

We

j

=

Fancy

Mixtures and Blue Serges.

large flakes

In sending his 47th
Ames, Iowa, subscriber writes:
‘The Journal is a welcome visitor each Saturday, but^ very few are left of those with whom
I was acquainted. I am most interested in the
Monroe news. Some of the farmers here are
ploughing. It has been the warmest March I
have ever known." ...William F,
Runnells,
treasurer of Albert Russell & Sons
Company,
Newburyport, Mass., writes: "I am enclosing

Mrs. Carrie Woodbury was given a
surprise
party last week by some of the employees in
Leonard & Barrows’ shoe
factory. On her
way home from the factory Mrs.

to

making four trips

j

will return

large sized
bird’s breakfast.

the

e

*

of feathered song-

sters gave

meal.

a

i-'dison Musical Instrument

Mrs. Ada E. Wildes will leave the last of
this week to visit relatives in Waterville. She

lovers in

plan from

thence to the
would

Rhoades; secretary, George Darby; directors, M. L. Webber, Roscoe Black, Henry
Brown; manager, H. B. Ladd; captain of team,
McClellan.

Chas.

Feeding

sec-

expects to open the seaMay 80th with the Bel-

fast band, etc., and hopes to give everybody
their money’s worth. The following officers
of the baseball club were elected: President,

of the square to Mayo street, thence

tion and also for
in

and “If.”

tea

program

From

FOR DELIVERY

| Notes, Miss Marian Hazeltine read The Charge
selection from his

a

show you this season the
largest
line of Boys’
Clothing that we
have ever carried, in both

and it continued to snow all day. The surface
of the ground was not frozen, ana the temperature was above freezing, and much of the
snow melted as it fell or settled down so the
amount that fell could not be easily
determined,
but it must have approximated 12 inches. A

‘subscription

and the Bridge Guard on the Caroo,
Mrs. Arthur Ritchie read from Plain Tales
is
in
the
State
Insane
Dickey
Hospital from the Hills, Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker, with
g two attempts at suicide.
j Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest accompanist, sang “On
mmittee wish it understood that the the Road to
Mandalay," and Mrs. Arthur E.
j
bodies of the Masons, Odd Fellows, Wilson read his short
poems—“The Latt
if

WITH

~

We have our new
spring line of
Suits for Boys in the latest
patterns and styles. We are able
to

I

i
!

:

Here’s a boys’ store planned to
make friends of
boys-just as
much as to make friends of
their
mothers.

| Ralph
|

James H. Howes’ Store

A

Harriman read

coming

down in

j

Mothers of Boys

Snow Storm. The noon weathei
report of last Saturday said: "Fair tonight and
tomorrow;” but Sunday morning the early
risers looked out upon a landscape covered
with two or three inches of damp snow thal
clung to the limbs and twigs of the trees
making a beautiful, but wintry scene. The
then

Boys
AS WELL AS

An April

snow was

Store

a

For

country on runners, but must have found it
o
hard travelling on their return as the sun
melted the snow rapialy and in\the afternoon
the streets were like rivers. The snow must
have surprised the birds who had
just come
from the Sunny South on their annual migration. This late snow acted as a poultice in
drawing the frost from the ground, and is also
a fertilizer, and now that it is out of the
sky i
we may look for warmer weather and better
I 1*
conditions under foot.

WILL BE AT

series of

This is

|

sleighs were about during the day, and
Monday morning some teams wer£in from the

MR. S. L. PALMER

Kipling Afternoon. The third in the
At Homes as benefits to the WoDoak is in the office.
i man’s Club was given last Friday afternoon
Higgins, Hiram Farrow and Daniel
! by Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens at her home on
nave been appointed appraisers in the
! Church street, with twenty-six present. It
f the late Maitland B. Smith.
The
: was a Kipling afternoon, and Mrs. Stevens
-ust Co., has been appointed execu! read a brief sketch of his life. Mrs. James S.
don

|

A Call from farmer Norton. The Journal bad a call last Thursday from ex-Sheriff
S. G. Norton. He has been on the sick list
and this was his second visit to town since he
began to mend. Mrs. Norton iB still an invalid, because of injuries received by a fall,
and has been obliged to give up butter-msking and the milk from their herd of six cows
now goes to the creamery.
Mr. Norton has
always kept sheep and is usually one of the
first in this section to market spring lambs.
He has two now, one that will weigh 35
pounds, dressed. One of his cows recently
gave birth to twin calves that are so exactly
alike that it is impossible to tell them
apart,
This was true of former twin calves, except
that one had a small white spot on the tail
Twin calves are not common and those men*
tioned, which were born on his farm at Little
River, are the only ones from Mr. Norton’e
herds during his many years of farming.

few

The Imperial Quartette, with the assistance
the following well known artists, Bessie
Keyes, Edith J. Nichols, Ross Hammons and
McKeen’s orchestra will present the minstrel
sketch, “A Study in Black and White," at the
Colonial Theater, April 18th and 19th, in connection with the pictures.
Special electrical
effects and scenery. A “children’s candy matinee” will be given on Patriot’s Day.
of

C. T.

At the April business meeting of the Woman's Club Monday afternoon Mis. Giles G.
Abbott, Mrs. den Haseltine and Mrs. 8. A.
Parker Were made a nominating committee to
report at the annual meeting )in May a list of
officers for the coming year. It was voted to
close the club room from April 15th to May
1st, when it will be thoroughly renovated, and
Mrs. John O Blsck, who has charge of the tea
room, will take a vacation during this time,

Tenement of 7 rooms at 49 Cedar street.
! C'ity water, flush closet, good cellar. Wood
and coal all under cover.
Advertised Letters.

The following let-

remained uncalled for in the Belfast post
office for the week ending April 11th. Ladies
—Hattie J. Bates, Miss Hattie Bell, Miss Alma
Tower Gray, Miss Annie Hodgdon. Gentlemen—Harold L. Berry, A. Blackmore, J. E.
Drinkwater, Ephraim Johnson, Mr. C. P. Silliman, Edward
ters

Vo^e.

The April term of the Probate Court for
Waldo county opened in the courthouse Tuesday a. m., Judge James Libby of Unity presiding. The hearing in the Nichols will case, announced for the first day of the term, was
again postponed to May 9th, the first day of
next term. The hearing in the will case of
Mrs. Julia A. Young of Lincolnville, who died
several months ago at the home of Ray Packard in Searsmont, leaving an estate of about
$3,000, was cancelled by Oscar H. Emery of
Montgomery & Emery, Camden, for his client.
Florence G
Thompson of Lincolnville, a
daughter of Mrs. Young. The will was allowed Tuesday.

The Junior Alliance of the Unitarian church
will hold ite regular
monthly
tomor-

meeting
at Miss Margaret

premises.

suing

an

to the program
election of officers for the en-

year.

Mrs. John O. Black has sold her
residence,
No. 16 Mayo street, to Mr. John
Chalmers, who
has been living at 49Cedar street. Mr. Chalis employed as baker in the
City Bakery.
The sale was made by the
Dickey-Knowlton
Real Estate Co.

MUSIO SHOP,
47 Main

Street,

Belfast, Maine.

MUSIC MDSE.
RENTING

LEE

J.

TEACHING
REPAIRING

PATTERSON, Proprietor.

Farm for Sale

April loth will be the first Maine post card
day and it is desired that every resident of this

Dickey.

the

PATTERSON’S

mers

State should remember friends in other States
on that day, and most of all that an
invitation
by post card be sent to those w ho might be interested to visit Belfast.
Locally the Belfast
of Trade is back of the movement to make this
post card a success in this section, borne attractive cards in advertising fo-m have been
printed by the Board of Trade and all residents
of the city who desire these cards may have
them free of cost by application to Secretary

on

Belfast, March 29, 1916—tf 13

row, Friday, at 3.30 p. m.,
Chenery’s, where in addition

there will be

Inquire

THOMAS GANNON.

homestead of Aaron B. Ripley at
village. About one-half mile from
postoffice. Contains eighty-five acres, more or
less. About twenty-five acres of
tillage land,
about thirty acres of pasture and about
thirty
acres of

The late
Searsmont

woodland.

Convenient and commodi-

buildings in good repair. Never-failing
good water. For further particulars
enquire on the premises.

ous

well of

LUCRETIA W. RIPLEY.

Searsmont, Maine, April 5, 1916-4wl5

head conducts its foreign affairs and
handles its army and navy in accord ince
with these principles, will encounter preHe Foresees '‘Ghastly Misconduct” If We
cisely such experiences as this nation has
Are Ever Menaced by a Foreign Foe.
encountered during the last three years,
the possibility of
Colonel Roosevelt issued the following and will earn for itself
the most terrible disgrace and disaster in
statement last week:
“I have received many requests from the future.”

HUMPHREYS’

Roosevelt Flays Wilson.

good American

citizens in Mexico

asking

if there is not some way by which the
American people may be made to under-

Koosevelt on

Wilson.

[From the Boston Transcript.]
stand the utterly baseless character of
The arraignment of Mr. Wilson’s recPresident Wilson’s recent charge that
from Mr. Roosevelt is
American property owners in Mexico ord in Mexico
terrible because it is true. It is characwere
responsible for stirring up the teristic
because it is courageous. It is
trouble therein. All that is necessary is
his very extremity
to ask President Wilson to answer these significant because by
of utterance Mr. Roosevelt serves the

Witch Haze! Oil

Calling In

(COMPOUND)
Fop Piles or Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or

Bleeding, Itching

or

the Efficiency

Experts

WHEN I BOUGHT M'l'
FARM IN THE EIGHTIES
I WAS ABLE <0 GEY GREATER
YIELDS PER ACRE THAN NoWI wanT you chaps To HELP
ME MAKE THE OLD FARM
COME BACK

Burning

One application brings relief
Two sizes, 2Sc. and $1.00, a.
all druggists or mailed.
Send Free Sample of Oil to

-

fiflsHmifei
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,

for Infants and Children.
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareProps and Soothing Syrups.
It is pleasant,
t contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic substance.
It destroys Worms and allays Feverishness.
It
relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, all
Troubles
and Diarrhoea.
Teething
It regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

foric,

perfectly simple questions:

at the expense
“What American or other property cause of national honor
the
in Mexico secured the killing of of his own popularity. Throughout
his presidency, remarkthe 276 Americans who have been killed i seven years of
able as was that record. Mr. Roosevelt
by Mexicans?
vital value
“Does Mr. Wilson mean that it was rendered no service of such
the nation as he is rendering toda / in
to
American property owners who inspired
an
ugly
him to permit the shipping to the Villis- telling the American people
truth about themselves. Mr. Wilson, of
tas of the thousands of rifles and muniExecutive
as
their
chosen
Chief
course,
tions of war which they have now used
is primarily responsible for the crisis the
to kill our people?
“Does Mr. Wilson mean that American country faces today, but the people of
the United States share in a measure his
property owners inspired his then friends,
set suthe Villistas and Carranzistas, shooting responsibility because they have
while he conducted his epistolacross our border on different occasions pinely by
and dodged
to kill on our own soil nine American | ary campaign with Germany
his every duty across the Rio Grande.
soldiers and wound many others?
“Does Mr. Wilson mean that it waB
Until there comes from the White
the American
and foreign owners of
an
answer to Mr. Roosevelt’s
property in Mexico who inspired the Vil- House
listas and Carranzistas in repeated af- questions, until the President publishes
frays at Naco, by shooting over the line the names of the alleged plotters against
into American
territory, to kill and the peace of the United States, and sets
wound, all told, some fifty-seven Ameri- in operation the machinery of the Government to punish them, he will receive
cans, including American women, American soldiers in the American uniform, and deserve the general suspicion that
and the American collector of customs? his Sunday statement represented nothing more than an effort to draw a red
The Embargo.
herring across the trail of the “ghastly
“Does Mr. Wilson mean that it was misconduct” in Mexico of which his Adthe owners of property in Mexico who ministration has been guilty for the last
secured the attack on American and other three years. Ours is a self-governing
foreign men, women and children at Tam- democracy in which the only sovereign is
pico, and secured also the direction by the great body of public opinior. Our
President Wilson and Secretary Daniels people are entitled to the truth regardto the American war vessels at Tampico ing conditions in Mexico, and this they
to steam away and leave German and have been denied ever since Mr. Wilson
English vessels to protect the American entered the White House. Official recivilians to whom Mr. Wilson had denied ports have been suppressed and distorted,
the protection of the Stars and Stripes?
army and navy officers have been gagged,
“Does Mr. Wilson mean that property and now,as a last defence, the President
owners in Mexico were responsible for issues a proclamation in which he warns
his alternately placing and lifting the the nation “against crediting any story
embargo on the export of arms and mu- coming from the border.” Is it surprisnitions to Mexico until every bandit who ing that the nation demands proof of the
wished arms with which to shoot Ameri- President’s sensational charges?
cans had them?
Col. Roosevelt Sums Up Wilsonism.
t_ruz.
vera
j
owners

Wilson

Mr.

“Does

mean

that these

property owners got him to go to war by
taking Vera Cruz after fighting in which
several hundred Americans and Mexicans
lost their lives, this war being entered
into for the purpose of getting the flag
saluted, and then abandoning it, without
getting it saluted?

“tor three years there has been murderous anarchy, frightful destruction of
property, frightful destruction of life,
nameless inlamies committed on women,
and every element telling for law and
order systematically hunted down and
destroyed or driven out of the country.
“Mr. Wilson through these three years
has actively interfered in Mexico and
throughout the time he has consistently
interfered on behalf of some representative of banditry or the forces of anarchy,
He has done everything he could against I
or
in disregard of the men who represented the only chance to get peace and
orderly liberty for the Mexican people.
War in Mexico,
“He is now engaged in a second war in
He is waging a war against
Mexico.
Villa, with whom but a little more than
a year ago he concluded what was in effect a treaty of peace and friendship
formally entered into through one of the
highest officers of the United States:
army, General Scott, by President Wilson's direction.
“Photographs of Villa and General
Scott and the other participants in, this
extraordinary bit of treaty-making were
published broadcast throughout the press.
You can find one of them in the files of
the Metropolitan magazine of about a
Second

J

year ago.
“I most earnestly wish peace in Mexico and with Mexico and every step .V.r.
Wilson has taken with regard to Mexico
for the last three years has tended to
make peace impossible.
“The great war in Europe has now
been waged for twenty months. Mexican armed forces have been killing and
wounding Americans at intervals for
five years, yet under the President’s lead
our Government has failed to make the
smallest measure of preparedness.
As
regards Mexico, our Government has apparently believed it could insure peace
by helping first one and then another
among the warring chiefs of banditry,
and now it is endeavoring to prop up
Carranza .against its former lavorite.

Villa.

lie

ICMUCIII

III

IllUillt.

"In his message to Congress of December. 1914, President Wilson asserted we
wire thoroughly prepared to defend our
rights, and that it was hysterical and
panicky to talk of the need of further
preparedness. He has since forced out
of the cahuient a Secretary of War, because the President would nut even hack
small and insufficient measure of preparedness winch liiv Secretary of War
advocated.
In consequence, as Mr. Wilson himself said in one of Ins speeches last February, he has been exposed to the humiliation of being unable t > patrol our own
borders to protect It against bandits. We
broke down completely even in the preparedness necessary for the minute expedition that has gone into Mexico. Our
the

aeroplane
previously

service

went to

pieces just

as

our
submarine service had
gone to pieces. The army and navy officers are not in the least to blame, but
the President and his subordinates, whose
actions for the last three yenrs have
caused these calamities, are woefully to

blame.

"Our troops are now 300 miles in Mexico and it is announced that the Government is trying to buy automobile trucks
for them in Michigan.

Ghastly

Misconduct.

‘The President is right to use the word
‘humiliation.’ It is that and more than
that for the American people and it represents ghastly misconduct on the part
of our Government officials in the last
three ye irs.
“If there ia this complete breakdown
on
the part of the Government of this
great, wealthy nation of 1(10,000,000 inhabitants in dealing with a bandit raid,
think of the hideous disaster that would
befall us under such a Government if we
ever were menaced by a serious foe.
“Immediately after the sinking of the
Lusitania President Wilson made his famous speech about our being too proud
to fight.
A few days later, on May 27,
as
reported in the New York papers, he
that
he was not willing to speak
explained
about patriotism at Independence Hall,

Philadelphia, on July 5, saying: This
perhaps the very time when I would
not

care

to

arouse

Cured of Worms
Familiar signs of worms in children are: Deranged stomach, swollen upper lip, sour stomach, offensive breath, hard and fuil belly with
occasional gripings and pains
about the naval, pale face of
A
\
B
leaden tint, eyes heavy and
dull, twitching eyelids, itching

itching of the recturn, short dry cough, grinding

of the nose,
of the

teeth, little red points
Start§» sticking out on tongue,
Trade Mark
ing during sleep, slow fever.
If YOUR child shows any of these symptoms,
start using Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family Lax-

ative and Worm Expeller AT ONCE.
“My little son is gaining every day and I
think more of Dr. True’s Elixir than all other
such medicines put together,” writes Mrs. Ida
Gagnon of Manchester, N, H.
At your druggist’s, 35c, 50c and $1.00. AdWrite me.
vice free.

the sentiment of pa-

“The other day in his speech at the
Gridiron Club he was reported as saying
that he would be as much ‘ashamed’ of
being rash as of being cowardly—which
stands on an exact par with a statement
by a woman that she would be as ashamed
of being quick-tempered as of being unchaste.
“These three sentences are equivalent
to the statement that patriotiBmJiB sometimes a dangerous virtue and cowardice
• venial vice.
A nation whose official

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

Sick Animals

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law
BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice in all Courts.

aispedaltv-

Probate practlci
2ft

The Kind You Have

The treatment

of diseases of Horses,
Cattle, Sheep, Dogs and Fowls, is given in
Dr. Humphreys’Veterinary Manual, mailed
free. Humphreys’ Veterinary Remedies,
156 William St.. New York.

n

Bears the

Always Bought

Signature of

THE PROGRESSIVE CONVENTION.

In Use For Over 30 Years.

The Maine Progressives held their convention in Bangor April 5th. The meet
ing was called to order at 1.30 p. m. by
State Chairman Irving E. Vernon of
Portland, and George C. Webber of Auburn presided. Thanks were extended
the Progressive national committee for
financing the pre-convention arrangements.
Halbert P. Gardner said the

committee believes the outlay worth the
money as it is really national advertising for the Progressives, Maine being
the first to Jhold an election. The vice
president for Waldo county was D. L.
Dyer of Winterport, and A. P. Goodhue
of Belfast was made a member of the
State committee. Halbert P. Gardner of
Patten is chairman and Roland B. Clark
of Houlton, secretary.
A resolution to nominate Senatorial,
State and county,tickets for the September State election was adopted and announcement was made that
George C,
Webber of Auburn would be the candidate for United States Senator and Edward M. Lawrence of Lubec candidate
for Governor.
There were repeated demonstrations
for Theodore Roosevelt, the delegates,
numbering 587 out of a possible representation of 750, cheering at every men! tion
[From the New York Evening Sun,]
of the ex-President’s name.
In his communique to the press given
Praise of Theodore Roosevelt and adout at Oyster Bay last evening, Colonel
vocacy of his nomination for President
Roosevelt sums up with deadly clearness by the Progressive party occupied a large
and precision the case against President part of the address of Chairman WebWilson, his Administration and his party. ber. In outling the present position of
The facts are stated coolly, temperately the Progressives, Mr. Webber said:
and with unquestionable accuracy. The
“We come here today to hold together
inferences are drawn with inevitable an organizatiomwhich might be at once a
logic. What rhetoric there is seems al- source of strength to those of other parmost weak and inadequate as applied to ties who are seeking to do right and be
the fatuous vacillation
and criminal right, and a source of fear and hatred
wrong-headedness established in the re- for those who place personal profit becital. Colonel Roosevelt has never put fore their country’s welfare.
We have
forth a more masterly effort of political burned our political bridges; we have
handicraft; its overwhelming effect arises cast our political future to the winds,
with an abiding faith that we are doing
largely from its moderation of tone.
President Wilson and his advocates the right thing; that we are taking a
cannot evade this arraignment by plead- strong stand; that we are issuing a
ing that it is indiscreet or perilous or dis- warning and a defiance to those who wish
loyal to the country to assail the Govern- to set aside popular Government.
ment in a critical conjuncture.
“We do not pose as reformers; we do
This
would be equivalent to saying that the not pose as agitators, we simply say to
deeper the President and his party drag the world that we have an earnest conthe nation into embarrassment and dan- viction in our hearts; that we have a
ger, the more they become immune from certain definite point toward which we
criticism or rebuke. Plainly this is non- are moving; that we are not s< eking
sense.
No one can shelter behind his office or the hope of reward, nor no we
own blunders and crimes; nor can nationfear any punishment that any group of
al safety be found in keeping up a pre- men may desire to hand out to us.
We
tence that all is well when the terrible have spent time and money, but we have
fact is that the country’s concerns have compelled both old parties to take adbeen and are going steadily from bad to vanced positions for the good of the
worse
with a blind and incompetent country.”
Administration in control, a blind, venal
Asserting that it would be a miracle if,
and degenerate party behind it, the pub- after the European war, we did not have
lic misled by false information and torn the world upon our backs, ex-Congressby a conflict of selfish and often un-Am- man Victor Murdock paid tribute to Col.
ericar, interests and foreign governments Roosevelt, who, he said, was "the one in
tempted to regard us as a people unable j a hundred million who had the foresight
or unwilling to assert our rights or upand the fearlessness, the wisdom and the
hold our honor.
courage to see the National danger and
At such a time, full exposure of evil sound the alarm that all men may hear.”
Resolutions prepared by the State commay well be regarded as a high public
service. Frank recognition by citizens mittee were reported, with two additions
at large of what is the matter is the first
by the committee on resolutions, and
indispensable step toward correction. adopted by the convention without deColonel Roosevelt has in fact done little bate.
more than
A nlank exnressinu- helief in the nhnformulate ideas and convictions which are widely held by men who lition ot the drink evil without comprolack only his skill and authority to put mise in both State and Nation, was
them into words.
What he has said, amplified by the addition of the follownearly all the country is thinking, all but I ing:
a handful of fanatics of peace and peda
"Therefore, reaffirming our belief in
gogy. Nor does the fact that we are on the principle of proh bition, we cordially
the brink of a presidential campaign Send support a resolve submitting to the peo
any color of impropriety to the Colonel’s pie the question of National prohibition.
A resolve advocating the adoption of
utterances. On the contrary, this is the
lime to speak; this is the time to sum up some measure which will prevent the exthe Wilson policies and their practical portation of gasoline and other materials
const quences.
Now is the day to pass on to such an extent that the result is detriineptitude and decide whether the coun- mental to the American consumer’’ was
try does or does not wish to prolong its also inserted in the platform.
Six Presidential electors were nomireign.
naleu and 12 delegates, each having half
HOW GERMANY W AGES W aR.
a
vote in the National convention at
Chicago on June 7th, and 12 alternates
With the beginning of the war Emper- were elected.
or
W illiam threw all conaideratiotia of
The Presidential electors nominated
national honor to the wind*. Treaties were: George C. Woods, Bangor; Lafaywere torn
up and “frightfulneas" was ette B. Waldron, Dexter (at large); Kenmade the keynote for the conduct of neth W. Sutherland, Saco; Prank C.
military operations. The only limit set Knight, Rockland; Rev. Henry E. Dunupon officers was the ability of the enemy nack, Augusta, and Roland B. Clark,
to make greater reprisals. Belgium,with Houlton.
the wholesale shooting of private citizens,
The following delegates were elected:
the destruction of Louvain, the introduc- Prank H. Haskell, Portland; Edward M.
tion of poisonous gas, the use of liquid Lawrence, Lubec; Charles L. Morang,
tire, 'he spraying of oil on enemy E Is worth; George C. Webber, Auburn
trenches and then tiring it with incendiary
(at large); Charles E. Nason, Gray; Hershells, the use of Zeppelins with which to bert R. Jordan, Saco; Eugene E. Flood,
bomb undefended cities, the sowing of Farmington; Daniel E. Bisbee, Damarthe sea with floating contact mines, the iscotta; Stanley Q. Grady, Eastport;
use of the submarine to slay right and Charles B. Pineo, Bar Harbor; Walter
left neutral and enemy alike, are some of J. Mayo, Foxcroft; Charles D, Whittier,
the methods resorted to by Germany, the Passadumkeag.
The alternates elected were: William
perpetration of which hitherto would
have been thought possible only by un- R. Perkins, Addison; E. B. Mclllister’
or
civilized barbarians
by the most de- Rockland; E. D. Merrill, Foxcroft; R. L.
based type of civilized man. —Boston Cummings, West Paris (at large); Herman S. Gerrish, Portland; Howard Frost,
Transcript.
Springvale; William N. Tutus, Aina;

is

triotism.’

Humphreys Homeo. Medicine Co., 156 William
St., New York.

Thomas Hawkins, Rockland; E.
nard
vey,

N V

GOV.

CURTIS

The impression has been quite general
the State during the past year that
Governor Curtis does not measure up
very cloBely to the intellectual standard
of his predecessors in office, and this
opinion has been shared, aHeast locally,
by Democrats as well as Republicans.
Had there been any doubt, it would have
been dissipated when the Governor, in
speaking before the Democratic convention last week, compared Woodrow Wilson with Washington and Lincoln. Many
things may be pardoned a politician aflame
with enthusiasm for his party and his job,
but a Governor is expected to restrain
himsslf; at least to the extent of refraining from the fantistic and irresponsible
in his public addresses. The robes of
office sit over-loosely, we fear, on the

over

form of Maine’s chief executive.—Eastport Sentinel.

CITY

Steamship

--r

Lines.

Flower

ALL THE WAY BY WATER.
SPRING SCHEDULE.

Leave Belfast Mondays,Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 2.00 p. m., for Camden,
Rockland and Boston. Leave Belfast, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at
7.30 a m., for Searsport,
Bucksport. W'interport and Bangor.
Return: Leave India Wharf, Boston, Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays at 5.00
p m. Leave Bangor, Mondays, Wednessdays,

PROBLEMS THE SAME PRODUCE AT HOME AND
IN CORN BELT STATES FARM BETTER, ADVISED

Thursdays

New England farmers who have been
told of the rich soils and virgin lands
of Illinois and the other middle western states will lie interested in the
following editorial from the Illinois
Farmer, whieh demonstrates that conditions there are little different from
those in many parts of New England.
The problems taken up as the most important before the farmers of the state
today are the economic marketing of
farm products, the conservation of soil
fertility and tire increased productiveness of tlie land.
The editor says in

part:
“In Illinois and every other state we
have taken more from the land than
we have returned.
Even in fertile Illinois we have done this to such an extent that, notwithstanding better methods of cultivation, our production per
ncre has been at a standstill or has
actually decreased in some localities.
Conditions as regards price of land,
farm labor, etc., have made it absolutely necessary that we adopt more
intensive methods. We must set ear
nestly at work to discover how lust
not only to increase the fertility now
in our lands, but also to increase the
productiveness of that land effectually
and economically.”
Factor In Potato Growing.
I belie! e that Prof. W. J. Green of
tile Ohio Experiment Station was right
twenty years ago when he said that lie
believed phosphoric add was the controlling element in a potato fertilizer.
It is the controlling element in a fertilizer for practically any crop that
I believe that If
needs a good soil.
land is made fertile it will produce
most crops adapted to the region, and
when a soil is infertile phosphoric acid
is the controlling element in a complete fertilizer that must be used until
the helplessness of such a soil has
been taken away by lime, phosphorus,
clover sods and some manure.—-Prof.
Alva Agee in National Stockman and

Limiting

Parmer

Dewey Manes
of Ohio

SEVENTEEN
YEAR OLD
champion
^
corn grower who is speaking at farmers’ institutes and at the Ohio Farmers'
week, telling how he raised 154.2 bushels
of corn on one acre, using GOO pounds of
high grade fertilizer and four loads of
manure. He is shown here with his next
year’s seed corn, with which he hopes to
beat his present record.

BELFAST

ASTONISHED

!

agricultural advantages." says Director
|

Real estate..
None
Mortgage loans..
$ 91,758
Collateral loans. 83,000
Stocks and bonds. 680,609
Cash in office and bank.
34,107
Agents’ balances. 17.234
Interest and rents.
7,089
...

NEW ENGLAND AND
Dangers of Southern

Gross assets.$913,798 83
Deduct items not admitted.
25 46
Admitted assets.$913,773 37
Liabilities December 31, 1915.
Net unpaid losses.
7,041 33
Unearned premiums. 304.693 18
All other liabilities.
3,929 02
Surplus over all liabilities. 59h!l()9 84
liabilities and surplus.$913,773 37
JAS. PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast

Total

|

3wl4

iie

insurance

travelers

December 31, 1915
$ 2.291.350 00
34.403.118 52
282.110 00
46,913.249 50
Cash in office and bank,
2,938,828 68
Agents’ balances,
76.877 55
Hills receivable,
37.291 84
Interest and rents,
1,487.370 93
All other assets,
16,581,803 42
Assets

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,

Gross assets,

matter it

tion,

mixed in Adler-i-k*.
such

Admitted assets,
$103,947,662 80
Liabilities December 31, 1915
Net unpaid losses,
1,108,745 29
Unearned premiums,
69,215 83

stomach

or

gas.

BOTH lower and upper bowel, a few
doses often relieve or rer. ove appendicitis. A

acts

on

short treatment iielps chronic stomach trouble.
The Old Corner Drug Store Co.
DEAiVS RHEUMATIC PILLS for Hbeumaism and Neuralgia. Entirely vegetable. Safe.

$103,947,662 80

Land

I

am

streets,

prompt attention.

and

a

specialty.

they will receive

Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO,

126 Waldo

in all lines.
Ask for catalogue.

A. A. Howes&Co.
Groceries, Drugs
and Medicines.

SHERIFF S SALE.

>T \Ti; OF MAIM
\\

11.DO, ss.
Taken this fifth day of April, A. D. 191t>
execution dated the twenty-third day of Mar
A I>. 1916, icsued on a judgment render?.:
the Supreme Judicial Court f.>r the Count
Waldo, at Ihe term thereof begun and held
the third Tuesday of April, A. L> 1913, to v.
on the thirtieth day of April, A. l>. 191
favor of James S. llarriman of said Be
against Charles A. Logan f said Belfast,
forty-three dollars and twenty one c?
debt or damage, and nine dollars and eig
nine cents, cost of suit, and will be sol
public auction at the office of James S. Harman Hi said Belfast, to the highest bidder,
the tenth day of May, A. l> 1916. at ten o’ci
in the forenoon, the following described
estate and all the right, title and inter?
which the said t'hailes A, L-gan has in anthe same, to wit:
A certain parcel of land with the build
thereon, situated in said Belfast and hour
as follows.
Beginning on the easterly side
Bridge street at the intersection of Gr?>
thence
east five rods to stake a
street;
stones; thence northeasterly at right an*,
with said Green street eight rods; thence w
five rods to said Bridge street; thence sou
westerly by said Bridge street to the place
beginning, and being the homestead of the
Thomas 1’. Logan.
3wl4
FRANK A. CUSHMAN, Sheri'

Sealed proposals will be received on or
May 1, 1916, at 7 o'clock p. m., by the
for sprinkling the city streets, for

fore

Clerk,

Timberlands,

Topographic and
Hydrographic Surveys,
General

Engineering Work.

fications:

The

ORRIN J. DICKEY,
Notary Public.
ESTATE

following

Investigated

Deeds Executed

PROBATE NOTICES
l>MiMrtiKATKlX’SNOTl<

A er hereby gives notice that sin* has been
appointed administratrix of tin* estate ot

Kents,

a

NOAll P. SaKoKNT late of Momoe.
in the (Vufity of \N aldo, dee**a
and
bombs as tin* law directs. Ail person* liav
demands against tin* estate <>| said dcceas.
desired to present tin* same bo >» tt'riin id.
all indebted thereto are requested to make
went

Nummer Homes and

Pythian Block,

sp

reserve the right
3wl4
DOAK, City Clerk

-<

Titles

immediately.

Auburn,

v<

map r:
March 14. linn.

••

toi sF.N"

UATUIXW MUMP
the
scribe: hereby gives notice tliht "lie
been «ln.y appointed Hdinnri" It ati x id lit
tate ot
I t IW*K \ I.. I’I t*KIt, late ot Belfast,

\!)MIMs|

Belfast,'Me’

ill the t oiinty of Walco. deceased. and
bonds .1
| he law < 111
A* pel sous ha'
demands against tin* estate ot "aid decease*;
desiied to present the same lor "etllemeiil
all indebted tlieieto are requested to 111 tk*
ment immediately to B P. IMintonof Bei:
I M
Me., my aiitlionz* agent n the -i n
<; |{ \< p
w i Lso v
N.
1
March
Old.—3w14
Y..
Brooklyn.
14.
n

OFFICE
Inquire

Municipal Officers
or all bids.

any

CARLETON

*

To iel in

to the

..

reject

REAL

according

Church street, its entire length; High str
from Northport avenue to Field street; No
port avenue, from end of Square to W
street; Main street, from westerly line of
postoffice lot to Front street; Front sti
from Main ptreet to the Maine Central dep
Washington street, from Main street to Da\
blacksmith shop; driveway on westerly suit
the shoe factory; Beaver street, its ent

length.

lyrll

Odd Fellows block.
ot

He con a-

Leave orders at the staoie. corner of Main
and Cross

Best Varieties

RALPH H. HOWES.

prepared to do all kinds of trucking,

moving

III Bulk act! Package

current year,

Avenue, Belfast.

pot
1

luuo

goods of every deFurniscription.
ture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If yot
have anything It
sell drop me ;

TRUCKING
Furniture and piano

I

Seeds

City of Belfast.

Surveying,
Valuation of

and

Garden

SEARSP0RT, MAINE,

Children

ONE

Adler-i-la

5.000,000 00
8,808,802 11

Total liabilities and surplus,

surprising foul

Because

88,S6o!s99 57

All other liabilities,
Cash capital.
over all liabilities,
Surplus
I

Economy” Being Repeated.
Last yea on account of the very low
price of cotton at planting season,
the Southern farmers reduced their
amounts of fertilizer applied per acre
in order to effect a saving. Instead of
giving tiie plants plenty of food so that
they could make a Quick start and
grow rapidly to maturity, they reduced
the applications an average of 40 per
When .he crop was made, the
cent.
price of cotton had returned to V2yt
cents per pound, but the yield had de
creased 32 per cent.
New England farmers who have been
thinking of reducing the amounts of
their applications of fertilizer because
of the increased prices caused by wartime conditions on the raw products
markets should consider the effects of
such an action, as shown by the results
in the south. With present high prices
for farm products and foodstuffs in
general and with indications that the
same prices will continue, it is generally conceded that it is "false economy” to reduce the productive capacity
of the soils.
Although the prices of fertilizers are
higher, if tlie increased cost per acre_-i
which means from 30 to 50 cents
200 pound application to
acre
on
a
$1.50 to $2.50 nil acre on a half ton application per acre—is considered In relation to the increased prices of products, the economy of maintaining the
same applications is demonstrated. As
long as one or two bushels pay for the
additional expenditure and the fertility of the soil is maintained and in
creased, the use of lerttlizers continues
to be highly profitable.

BY

relieves almost ANY CASE constipa-

sour

1U6.O12.00O 34
1.064.337 54

Deduct items not admitted,

SOUTH.

FOR FLETCHER’S

as

company,

Hartford, Connecticut.

Farmers' "False

CA STORI A

removes

19
00
00
57
63
44

3wl5

SIMPLE MIXTURE

gly cerine, etc.,

for

Assets December 31, 1915.

that has developed, conserve our soil
resources and make the most of our

Belfast people are astonished at the INSTANT action of simple buckthorn bark,
SPOONFUL

a. rn.

Quincy Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Quincy, Massachusetts.

{

-1

11.00

STEAMSHIPS NORTH LAND
AND NORTH STAR.
Reduced Fares. Reduced Stateroom Prices.
Schedule disturbed. Information
upon request.
FRED Wr. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine

peri Cottages, Farms,

1——

at

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND NEW YORK

nearest to 1 icing self supporting. The
agricultural problem of Massachusettu
is to take care of the industrial life

prosperity."

Saturdays

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE

“The individual, state or nation till t
is most prosperous is the one which Is

William D. llurd of the extension serv
Ice, Massachusetts Agricultural college
Director Hurd points out tHo signiti
cant fact that the markets in Massachusetts are not supplied with the
things they want and need, even
though the same products could lie
raised on the land within the state.
That the state only produces one-fifth
of the poultry consumed and less than
two-thirds of the vegetables is shown
by tile government records. Much ol
the 140.000 acres within the state that
are unimproved are adapted to the
growing of vegetables and to the pro
duelion id' poultry.
Dean Watts of the Pennsylvania
Stale college says that the greatest
need of the eastern farmer, as com
pared with the farmer of the corn
He points out
belt, is better farming
that there are it number of good farms,
but insists that the other farms be
managed better.
"Experience has
shown that proper tillage, the right
use of fertilizers, barn manure, good
seed, crop rotation and liming when
insure farm
necessary
Whether it be in New England or in
Ohio, attention most lie given to the
needs of the soil and of tlie plants hi
the soil before large crops of high
quality may be produced most economically and with greatest profits.

and

Boston and intermediate landings.

Fertility Must Be Increased to Hurd and Watts Give New
Make Soil More Productive.
England's Farming Needs.

Farm

BANGOR LINE
Steel Steamships Belfast and Cam-

Turbine
den.

May-

SIZED UK

VOWK

■

Eastern

Thompson, Augusta; Ralph A. PeaBelfast; Nelson C. Martin, Oakfield; M. J. Brown, Blaine.

Third district committee: Charles B.
Pineo, Bar Harbor; Ellsworth E. Peacock, Readfield: Harry E. Greene, Waterville; C. G. Mosher, Augusta; Rev. N. R.
Pearson, Pittsfield; E. B. Smith, Fairfield; E. P. Pennell, Skowhegan; John
F. Wood, Biuehill; F. C. Call, Ellsworth;
W. R. Perkins, Addison; John N. Henwood, Eastport; Dr. R. H. McCready,
Dan forth.

NKW

d you will rece ive a prompt call.
WALTER H. UOMK8.
64 Mfcin Street, lielfast.
hone 249-3
ird

MEN

ai

DENTIST,
37 Main Street,

E. H. BOYINGTON
Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THF

wanted-to:bring OR MAIL

their Safety Razor Blades to me to be sharpened better than new. Single edge, such asGenes, 2Ec Gilltttts. 86c; Durham Duplex
50c. per dozen. C. E.'Sherman, 72 Main street
Belfast, Me.

Belfast, Me

BOYINUTON OPTICAL CO..
44 South Main Street, winterDort, Maine
OFFICE

DATS, MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS

^

KtCENT ueaths.

funeral service of John P. Bragg
who died March 27th,
ih lsletboro,
"f Vf,, at his late home March 30th,
*
Kodick officiating. Mr. Bragg,
„f the most active of men,
„„„,! and body, was stricken
r
,ivtic shock nearly five years
*
shock he recoverron, ibis first
r,.at measure, so that he was
out of
,et about, and even go
two
one or
,r, he suffered
t shocks, but each time would
l ouver from it, so that he was
tllki n out of doors on pleasant
,„Lr the past winter, however,
gradually failing, and his
I triends realized that he could
.Jiem much longer. Through
he was
..g months and years
uih unfailing tenderness and
wife, who has the sympathy
t friends in her great sorrow
Mr. Bragg was born
ivement.
v.lle, in July, lc48, and waB
large family, four sisters of
vive him: Mrs. Harriet Coombs
vile, Mrs. Abbie Coleman of

I

e

.GIRL COULD
NOT WORK

Vasa

Vegetable Compound.
Taunton,

s'

aiidery, Knights Templar,
and his presence was ever
delight at the meetings of
.1 orders, as he was a gifted
: always ready to ao his part
sociability and good teeling
He was sadly
members.
these gatherings during the
cars when ill health kept him
other social activities of the
also he was a bright and
gut, and his ready smile and
i of greeting will be greatly
all his friends and fellow
e.
Always a great lover and
: Nature, it seemed eminently
at as his body was tenderly

S

!

One day

f

;
!

when thy summons come to join
rable caravan, which m**ves
terious realm, where each shall

I
?

the silent halls of death,
ike the quarry slave at night,
his dungeon, but, sustained and

:n

|

ring trust, approach thy grave

l

wraps the drapery of his couch
and lies down to pit asant dreams.”

|

!■. Billings, one of the most esmd active business men of
He startc, died March 26th.
■Jgwick about 8 a. m., in his
t-,dth, and at 9.30 word was rettiat he had been found dead in
at

v"’

Downing’s Corner, Sedg-

Tht- deceased was

a

son

of John

lavilla (Bartlett) Billings, and
n
;n Brooksville, August 31,
1

«

attended school in Brooks; after completing
his studies
; he blacksmith trade in Otis and
that trade for twenty years,
ght the homestead farm of his
and in 1892 opened a general
l iiree years later the store was
Then he built a larger store
allied trade, which he continued
leiith, also his farm, which he
stocked. He had served the
selectman, collector of taxes
al years and constable. Last
was appointed deputy sheriff,
active in politics, a Btaunch Recasting his first presidential
He leaves a
James G. Blaine.
ne
daughter, Mrs. Alice E.

1

|

an

aged father,
an
a sister,

one

brother,

Mrs. F. W.
;
Sedgwick. The funeral was
■ ne
Baptist church March 28th,
iel Kimball of Sedgwick offi-

:i.,

Grady of Weeks Mills died
after a short illness, and al-ne had been in poor health for
;. ears her death came as a great
tier many friends.
The funeral
She
at the home April 7th.
mourn their loss one daughter,
1
G. Brown, one son.W. H. Grady
! aicrrno, and three grandchildren.
also survived by one sister, Mrs.
idle, and four brothers.
ta

i

!
j

j

special meeting
Association at the

of the

On

every month rather than consult a phyIf girls who are troubled with

sician.

painful or irregular periods, backache,
headache, dragging-down sensations,
fainting spells or indigestion would take
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, a safe and pure remedy made
from roots and herbs, much suffering
might be avoided.
Write to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine
Co., Lynn, Mass, (confidential) for free
advice which will prove helpful.
-----

tseitast Free

Library.

MARCH, 1916.

NEW KOOKS.

Sociology.
Angell,
Angell

Lane

Norman

(Ralph

Norman.

)

The world's highway; some notes
on
America’s relation to sea
power and non-military sanctions
for the law of nations. 1916. 327 An 4-2

Science.
Fabre, Jean

Henri Casimir.

The life of the

spider.

1913.

Literature.
Colcord, Lincoln.
Vision of war. 1915.

595.4 F

811 C 67

Description and Travel.
Bigelow, Poultney.
Prussian memories 1864-1914. 1915. T 43 B 48

Comstock, Sarah.
Old roads from the heart of

New

York.

1915.T 74.72 C 7
ForbeB-Lindsay, Charles H. A.

French, Allen.
Old Concord 1915.T 74.44 F 8
Hammond, John Martin.
Quaint and historic forts of North
America.T 73 H 18

Hamilton, Clayton Meeker,
On the trail of Stevenson. 1915.B 2 St 48-8
Monypenny, William P.
The life of Benjamin Disraeli. Vol.
3.
1915.B 2 B 35-3
•

William Roscoe.

The life and letters of John

Hay.

..

B-H 33

History.
Loon, Hendrik Willem
The

rise

van.

of the Dutch

kingdom.

1795-1813.949 2 L 8-2
Weigall, Arthur E. P. Brome.
A

Maine

Bangor House

May afternoon, it was voted to in■r---" the
rates, beginning May 1st,
s
g the minimum $3 a day on the
at'ci an plan and $3.50 a day for room
hath. This will apply to the folg imtels in the State already listed
icrs which are expected to join
gr-emerit at a later date when the
presented to those not repre0 Thursday:
The Bangor House
■bscot Exchange in Bangor; the
and Lafayette in Portland; the
1 mse in Brunswick; the DeWitt
n
Lewiston; the Augusta House
Pe capital; the Elmwood House
-rville and the Hotel Rumford at

history of events in Egypt from
1798 to 1914. 1915. 962 W 43
Fiction.

Bennett. Arnold,
These twain. 1915...
Brainerd, Eleanor Hoyt.
Pegeen. 1915.-.
Daviess, Maria Thompson.
Over Paradise Ridge. 1915...
Farnol, Jeffery.
Beltane the Smith. 1915.
Kingsley, Florence Morse.
The heart of Philura. 1915.
Orczy, Emma (Baroness)
The bronze eagle. 1915.
Runkle, Bertha.
Straight down the crooked lane.
1915
Eltham House. 1915.
Webster, Jean.
Dear enemy. 1916.

Widdemer, Margaret.
Why not? 1915.
Wiggin, Kate Douglas.
Penelope’s postscripts. 1916.

B 431-6
B 725-3
D 285-7

229-6

F

K 61-8
Or

18 3

Rv 87-4
W 21-18
W 4 6

686-2

W

W 63-20

Juvenile Books.
Burgess, Thornton W.
Adventures of Johnny Chuck.1915.
Adventures of Unc’ Billy Possum.

J-B 91 2
J-B 91-4

1916

lHield, Mary.

Living

pages from many ages.

920 H 6

IMiller, Olive Thorne.
Little folks in feathers and fur.
1880

590 M 6

Stratemeyer, Edward.
Dave

Porter at Bear Camp.

It 15.

J-St 8-18

Wells, Carolyn.
Patty’s

IWood, J.

romance.

ytung

1915..J-W 45-16

G.

Illustrated

history
people.590
natural

for

W 8-6

1 Presented.

Quick Action in a

Iamson
AND

HIBBARD
f6a/s°^(3cps

4. Arrested
tried before
the court and on the way to jail inside of
30 minuteB is in brief the record of John
Douglass of this town, now in Piscataquis county jail at Dover for 60 days.
Sheriff Patrick Conley saw Douglass
make a sale from a bottle of whiskey at
2.55 yesterday afternoon and promptly
arrested him.
Recorder William H.
Dwyer heard the case and sentenced
Douglass to jail for 60 days. At 3.25 p.
m. he was en route to Dover in custody
of deputy Conley. It was the stiffest
sentence for a single sale imposed in
Piscataquis county courts in years.

KEEP YOUR SKIN CLEAR AND
HEALTHY.

By

I*ou>

mff !i

DWIGHT P. PALMER

came

*

,
pal of the school,

“Why

There ie only one way to have b clear
healthy complexion and that is to keep the
bowelB active and regular. Dr. King’s New
Life Pills will make your complexion healthy
and clear, move the bowels gently, stimulate
the liver, cleanse the system and purify the
blood. A splendid spring medicine. 25c. at
your Druggist.
I

Mot

A

man

\EV

convince you

^

a

pretty fix.

But he knows the value
and takes good care to

627,207 93

^asn in omce

nterest and rents.
sills receivable.

141,769 78
4.181 46

)ther admitted assets.
Gross

123*031

44

assets.$25,176,066 51

deduct items not

Admitted

admitted..

445,463 84

assets.$24,730,602 67

surplus.$24,730,602

67

Losses paid in 97 years.
150.705,781 16
3wl3

Liability Company

650 Main St., Hartford, Conn.
Assets December

Collateral loans..
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.

Agents’ balances.....
Bills receivable and suspense acct.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

0 00
872,950 00
418,950(0
2,031,105 00
475,413 76
489,388 94
9,103 85
43,081 34
93,372 71

Gross

assets.$4,433,365 60
Deduct items not admitted.
49,556 37
Admitted assets.$4,383,809 23
Liabilities December 31, 1*15
Net unpaid losses.
458,078 61
Unearned premiums. 1,457,712 25
All other liabilities.
247,964 41
Cash capital. 1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,220,053 96
Total liabilities and surplus.$4,383,809 23
CARLETON DOAK, Agent Belfast.

0 00

Gross assets.$2,388,170 90
Deduct items not admitted.
10.313 51
Admitted assets.$2,377,867 39
Liabilities December 31, 1915
Net

unpaid losses.

43,345 86
Unearned premiums.
360,611 53
All other liabilities.
63,456 06
Cash capital.
1,000,000 00
over
all liabilities.
Surplus
910,443 94

Bangor.

Benton.

05
10
20
32
44
50
58

t7
7
t7
7
7
*8 08
8 20
11 45
8 39
8 48
8 54

3wl5

PM

PM

1,550,155 78

accounts.

28,204 66
158,264 68

Interest and rents.
All other assets.

113,058,204

66

Gross assets. 12.4,347,237 98
Deduct items not admitted.
108,685 05
Admitted assets.$124,238,552 93
Jlabilities December 31, 1915.
Net unpaid losses.
2,860,357 06
Unearned premiums.
3.483,739 08
All other liabilities
99,927.243 97
Cash capital.
6,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 12,977,212 82

716
7 00

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, leave. 8 35
Winnecook. *8 45

Total liabilities and

surplus.. $124,238,552
CARLETON DOAK, Agent, Belfast.

93

3wl5

8 54
9 02
*9 10
9 25
t9 35
t9 45
9 50

3 29
5 50

3 00

AM
8 60

7 00

12 25

AM

{

10

02

10 08
1017
10 30
tlO 40
10 55
11 05
til 15

3
1
3
3
3
4
4
4

15
60

24
34

50
00
09

17
f4 25

1135

4 40

til 45
111 55
12 01

t4 50
f5 00

Assets

Cash in office and bank..
In terests.

Gross assets.
items not admitted.

Deduct

Admitted assets. $
Liabilities December 31, 1915
Net unpaid losses and expense of
settlement.

of

America,

2,271,140 00
8,171,046 58
175,W0 00
4,0003100 00
5,830,472 93

liabilities.
Gash capital.

68 William

Belfast; Alfred Johnson, Boston.
Known bondholders’ mortgagees and other security holders, holding 1 percent or more
of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or
other securities—none.
CHARLES A. PILSBURY, Editor.
Sworn to and subscribed before

me

this 3rd

expires March 1, 1923.)

December 31. 1915

568,394 64
13.449 44
554,945 20

Admitted assets......$9,152,148 66
Liabilities December 31,1915.
unpaid losses. 2,738,563 09
Unearned premiums. 3,025,899 61
All other liabilities. 1,007,369 62
Statutory deposit. 350,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,030,316 43
Net

liabilities.

Assets December 31, 1916
P.eal estate.$ 1,170,000 00
Mortgage loans.
2,700 00
Collateral loans.
q 00
Stocks and bonds. 25,732,639 00
Cash in office and bank.
2,384,51* 84
Agents’ balances. 1.269,477 30
Bills receivable.
210,689 31
Interest and rents.
116,549 81
All other assets.
105411 75

Net unpaid losses. 1,481,832 65
Unearned premiums. 1,174,845 88

216[891

750^000

13,607

Gross assets.$30,981,686 01
admitted.
122,528 16

14
00
21

Deduct items not

Admitted assets.$30,859.167 85
Liabilities December 31, 1915
surplus.$3,637,176
Netunpaid losses.
525,857 15
Surplus to.policyholders March 31,
Unearned premiums.
47
.1916.$ 870,000 00: All other liabilities. 9,812,331 46
900,890
The management of the company has for- Cash
capital. 2,000,000 00
mulated plans for the further strengthening
Surplus overall liabilities. 17,620,078 77
of the company by the addition of
surplus
funds, thereby replacing the free assets which
Total liabilities and surplus_$30,859,157 85
have been absorbed in the largely increased
Capital increased on January 11, 1916 to
reserves established for the protection of tne
Total liabilities and

policyholders.

88

$10,000,000

HALL,

306_Searsport Ave.

Parly lying Out of Town
Owe balance of $124.50 on a $400 Upright
Grand Piano. It is yours for the balance.
THE GIBBS PIANO CO.,
(31 years in one location)
71-73 Main Street,

12Springfield.

Mass.

NOTICE.
and

Shampooing.

Also

m<

MISS EVIE HOLMES

A Farm lor Sale
1 90

acres* 2

fields, 2 pastures, 2 wood lots.
Buildings in good condition. Fine
view. Good supply of water. Orchards yield
from 100 to 250 bbls. of apples, mostly Baldwins. Pear and cherry trees
Telephone, and
R, F. D pass the house. Inquire on premises
or address
MRS. J. O BARTLETT,
R. D. No. 2, Brooks, Maine.
4wl4p

Commissioners’

Notice.

M irch 14, A. D. 1916.
WALDO, SS.
We, the undersigned, having been duly apthe
Honorable
James Libby,Judge of
pointed by
Probatewithin and for said County,commissioners to receive and decide upon the claims of the
creditors of John W. Davis, late of Northport,

in ^said County, deceased, whose estate has
been represented insolvent, hereby give public
notice agreeably to the order of the said Judge
of Probate, that six months from and after
March 14, A. D. 1916, have been allowed to said
creditors to present and prove their claims, and
that we will attend to the duty assigned us at
the office of James S. Harriman, in Belfast, in
said County of Waldo, on Saturday, the twenninth day of April, A. D. 1916, and Saturday,
the ninth day of September, A. D. 1916, at ten
of the clock in the forenoon of each of said

WANTED

8ANDER8 ENGINEERING COMPANY

Assets December 31, 1915
.$
5,876 00
Mortgage loans.
114,710 00
Collateral loans.
o 00
Stocks and bonds. 5,570,376 60
Cash in ffice and bank.
327,919 40
Agents’ balances. 473,691 94
Bills receivable.
0 00
Interest and rents.
40,432 07
All other assets.
61,311 48
Real estate

..

Gross assets. 6,594,317 49
Deduct items not admitted.
391,942 08
Admitted

assets.$6,202,375

Liabilities

41

December 31, 1915

unpaid losses.$ 408,878 26
Unearned premiums. 3,478,363 48
100,362 04
500.000 00
1,714,771 63
Net

Total liabilities and

surplus.$6,202,375

41

3wl3

Facial Work

Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phcenix Row.
32tt

Company.

All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

Guaranteed work In Chiropody, Manlcur
nfl

3 wl3

100 William St., New York, N. Y.

Sand and gravel delivered at
reasonable price.

lei

00

Westchester Fire Insurance

For Sale
a

i

3wl5

86,354 15
of regularity
Unearned premiums.
140.299 67
get the mails off on time. In mat- All other liabilities.
14,703 36
ters of health the postmaster’s ex- Cash capital.
100,000 00
241,357 18
ample is a good one to follow. Keep Surplus over all liabilities.
$9,152,148 66
your habits regular, and when the
Total liabilities and surplus... .$
554,945 20
R. W. ROGERS, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
stomach, liver or bowels need help, be
3wl5
sure to take the right remedy in time.
3wl4
REUEL W. ROGERS,
days.
Neglect to do this makes matters
JAMES S. HARRIMAN,
worse and harder to remedy.
Many
3w13
Commissioners.
in
New
postmasters
England will tell
you that “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
is a fine remedy to keep the system in
RELIABLE-ECONOMICAL-PERMANENT
order. It is a great regulator, acting
DESIGNED AND CONSTRUCTED BT
promptly in cases of indigestion, sick
BUILDERS, WOOD WORKERS and
headache and constipation.
BOAT
MACHINISTS. When applying, give exBuy a 35c bottle at year nearest store,
perience and wages wanted.
or write to-dey for free sample.
CAMDEN ANCHOR-ROCKLAND
PORTLAND, MAINE
L. F." Medicine Co,
MACHINE CO., Camden, Maine.
Portland, Me.
WRITE US FOB INFORMATION. PLANS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

BRIDGES OF REINFORCED CONCRETE

all

The Continental Insurance Company,
80 Maiden Lane, New York,

Admitted assets.$3,637,176 88
Liabilities December 31, 1915

IN CENTER M0NTV1LLE.

United States Branch of the
Employers’ Liability Assurance Corporation
Limited, of London, England,

over

Total liabilities and surplus.. .$20,447,659 51
3wl3

1916.

W.J. DORMAN.
Notary Public.

Surplus

Gross assets.$3,737,700 95
Deduct items not admitted.
100,524 07

All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

93

91,97774

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.

Assets December 31, 1915

A. Pilsbury, Belfast; C. O. Poor, Belfast;
Charles H. Twombly, Belfast; Ralph M.
Johnson, Belfast; Mrs. Louise J. Pratt,

Gross assets. 9,152,148 66
Deduct items not admitted.
0 00

December 31, 1915

Bonds.$

194 018

Admitted assets..$20,447,659 51
Liabilities December 31, 1915

RAILROAD,

CHAS. M.

411.467 50
149,685 41
7,241 73

Worcester, Massachusetts

Casualty Company

ager—Charles A. Pilsbury.

commission

192,740.02

Gross assets. 21,093,037 93
items not admitted.
645,378 42

Mortgage loans.$ 338.000 00
Collateral loans.
26,883 42
Stocks and bonds. 1,549,901 03
Cash in office and bank.
666,zl8 52
Agents’ balances. 899,142 43
Bills receivable.
6,720 32
Interest and rents.
25,590 30
All other assets.
225,244 93

47
59
05
13
*1 23
1 35
3 00

Stocks and bonds.$7,369,105 31
Cash in office and bank.
9,124 20
Cash deposited with Kidder, Pea&
Co.
body
118.276 98
Agents’ balances not overdue. 1,537,239 28
Interests and rents.
98,402 89
N. Y. W. C. fund.
20,000 00

Association,

CENTRAL

1 719 716 98

Deduct

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Publishers—The Republican Journal Publishing Company, Belfast, Maine.
Owners—Charles E. Knowlton,Belfast; Charles

Assets

The Masonic Protective

MAINE

STATEMENT OF THE

(My

to

t2 35
2 47
t2 59
3 05
3 13
t3 23
3 35
5 05
5 11
5 20
6 25
8 25

12
12
1
1

Belfast, arrive.
5 05
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger AgentG. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Maine.

day of April,

or

Street, New York City, New York.

Etc., of the Republican Journal, published
Company, Accident
weekly at Belfast, Maine, required by the
Liability Department, 650 Main
Act of August 24, 1912,
St., Hartford, Connecticut,
Editor, Managing Editor and Business Man-

Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable and suspense

CENTRAL,

1,429,693 06

receivable.

Interests and rents.
Allother assets.!!

2 20

Aetna Life Insurance
and

office and bank.
Agents’ balances.

\2 25

Ownership, Management, Circulation,

I.

capital..
q 00
over all liabilities.
1,123,737 13

Lash in
Bills

12 20

ARl

Citypoint.

s!939

Insurance Company of North America,
Philadelphia, Penn.
Assets December 31, 1915
Real estate.$
305,682 20
Mortgage loans.
177,724 25
stocks and bonds.
16.981,484 75

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

PM

Portland. 12 00

Ti orndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.

3,224.667 90
101,901 37

369!

Total liabilities and surplus.$3,122 666 53
8wl3

*12 25
tl2 35

Boston.*... 10 00

Unity.

Gross assets.
Jeduct items not admitted.

Cash

MAINE

BELFAST

Waterville.

assets...*..!!

304 309 61
196 69
1,866 63
25 307 90
02

All other

Waterville.
Portland. 1150
Boston, p m. 3 20

Bangor..

bank.

Admitted
assets.$3,122,666 53
Liabilities December 31, 1915
Met unpaid losses.
174,884 10
Unearneu premiums. 1,764,768 36
\11 other liabilities.
59^76 y4

BELFAST

Clinton.

Total liabilities and surplus.$2,377,857 39
CARLETON DOAK, Agent, Belfast.

Camps

’Communications regarding locations
are invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent- of, the

follows:

Winnecook.
Burnham, arrive.

office and

lills receivable.
interest and rents.
Ml other

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

Unity.

in

Agents' balances.

Good Farming Land

PM

All other assets.

^ash

Undeveloped Water Powers

AM

TO

Collateral loans.
q qq
stocks and bonds.7.7. 2.515.948 05

AND

Waldo.
Brooks.
Knox.
Thorndike.

1915

Surplus

Belfast depart. 7
Citypoint. t7

3wl5

The Automobile Ins. Co. ot Hartford, Conn.
650 Main St., Hartford, Conn.
Assets December 31, 1915
Real estate.$
0 00
Mortgage loans.
69,500 00
Collateral loans.
65,00l 00
Stocks and bonds. 1,350,125 00
Cash in office and bank.
790,921 13
Agents’ balances.
95,797 30
Bills receivable and suspense acct.
187 62
Interest and rents.
16,639 85

Sites, Farms,Sites

Unlimited Raw Material

FROM

Society.
Norwich, England.

December 31;

Assets

life.

On and after Sept. 26. 1915, trains connecting
at Burnnamand Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
run as

of

the

ot

Insurance

q qq
estate.$
Mortgage loans.0 00

give opportunity to those desiring" to
make a change in location for a new start

BELFAST AND BURNHAM.

Boston, will

hire)

leal

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
in

branch

a.

Union

Limited,

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

MAINE CEN1RAL RAILROAD

31, 1915

estate.$
Mortgage loans.

Real

Norwich

Locations

and

j
The Aetna Accident and

Quarries,
Factory

for Summer Hotels

Arrests Inflammation.
Prevents severe complications. Just put a few
drops on the painful
spot and the pain disappears.

the results

ity. He has many things to look
after, and watches the time for the
arrival and departure of the mails
very carefully. If he didn’t follow the
regular schedule, things would be in

estate..$
toe a e and

bonds. 20,071.148 56
and bang. 1 376 313 32
lash in hand of Agents and in
transit..
2,332,409 02
>

Sloan’s
Liniment

f

/

in the commun-

the 31st day of December,
1915, made to
the State of Maine,
ncorporated 1819. Commenced business 1819.
Wm. B. Clark, President.

Assets December 31, 1915

M
M

single bottle will

Assets December 31,1915
Hadley and Dwight.”
Real estate.$
9,618 93
Chancellor Hamilton, in introducing Mortgage loans.
3,695,540 00
his subject, said: “This certainly is an Collateral loans.
29,380 00
occasion that we Bhall never forget. Our Stocks and bonds.
4,746,029 81
1.171,839 46
friend Hatch has proved that he can Cash in office and bank.

important

Hartford. Conn.,
( )n

J j

raxed.

\

tones
He used to

an

j

leal

JWhy bear those pains? S

“I

is

1

f

Maine.

E. J. Sloan,
Secretary.
Capital paid up in cash, $6,000,000.

Mill

Rev. A. W. Hewitt officiated as toastin his own original way.
Rev.
R. F. Lowe, in representing the truscommended
the school for the suctees,
cess attained, and pledged the cooperation of the trustees.
Bishop Hamilton said: “I have been
interested in the spirit of sympathetic
reverence you have shown for your Alma Mater, and now, with a man here and
a
^business management, I would take
this company of people and run any institution in New England, including Boston University.”
He urged the school
to stand always, as it does now, for the
highest ideals and the true spirit of democracy represented not in the words of
the mar who said

Your Postmaster

|

E..»!lvj5

master

com-

Abstract of the Annual Statement of the

etna insurance company,

milled Ohio Red Winter
wheat flour that makes
everything better and goes
farther—the all’round flour
for bread, cake and pastry

mmrrm

Chancellor Franklin Hamilton, D. D., LL D.
“Vision and Achievement,”
Dr. Hatch
"The Faculty,”
Emily '.. Glover, M. L, A.
“A Boy’s Life at Montpelier Seminary,”
Mr. Robert Plastridge,’18
“A Girl’s Life at Montpelier Seminary,”
Miss Mary Welsh, T8
“Dr. Nutter’s Song”

mended the students and faculty for their
unswerving loyalty, and said: “Our goal

|V

_Belfast,

^

U.

ing,”

Montpelier Seminary!”
Dr. Hatch reviewed briefly

IN

enough.Youcanmakesuci:
pastry with the specially

8]

FOR SALE AT YOUR CROCERS

Eleanor Pepper Sands, A. B.
“The Conference and its Institution of Learn-

hatch the egg of inevitable bankruptcy
into an American eagle!
The future of the State is inextricably interwoven with the prosperity of Montpelier
Seminary. When you remember that
out of the bosom of this school has come
men
like Hewitt, who wields such a
classic pen that the slightest production
of that pen is gladly accepted by the
most exclusive magazines in America;
when you have great edltorB like Walter
Davenport, great preachers like Frost,
you never know what, is borne in the
bosom of a school.
Put vour life, and
your heart and your prayers into Montpelier Seminary. I say, “Long live the
alma mater of the Vermont Conference,

tender crust that melts into
the filling so perfectly that
even two pieces are n 't

Surplus for policyholders. ...$ 12,584,515 59

Seminary.”

but in those of the man who replied:
“I’m from the town of New Haven,
The home of the truth and the light.
Where God speaks to Jones in the very same

Insurance Agents,

S
81

wholesome,

a

QUIMDY,

Aggregate, including capital

Bishop John W. Hamilton, D. D., LL. D.
Vocal Solo, Selected,

am from dear old Boston,
The home of the beans and the cod.
Where the Cabots speak only to the Lowells,
And the Lowells speak only to God.”

should have

and

Rev. R. F. Lowe

Christian

a

FIELD ft

unpaid ioeses.$ 1,262,479 00
^et
Jnearned premiums.
10,618,608 08
U1 other
liabilities.
365,000 00
.ash
capital. 5,000,000 00
>urplusover all liabilities.
7,584,515 59

yell like—anything!”

Again.”

==f

Liabilities December 31,1915

And they
certainly did, marching
about the tables with their spirits at the
highest notch.
The program follows:
Rev. A. W. Hewitt
Toastmaster,
"The Trustees,”

Il

A whist party was held at Grange hall
Friday evening. March 31st. Raymond
A woman has been found in Poxcroft Wjrthing and Miss Eva L. Worthing
who killed her cat because she thought won the first prizes and Miss Edith Pinkit would be taxed.
“War taxes” have ham and Erskine Northup, the boobys.
been put on a great many things but catB Home-made candy was served, after
have so far escaped taxation —Piscata- which dancing was enjoyed. Doe’s orchestra furnished the muBic.
quis Observer.
Cats

"Waldorf salad, cold ice cream.
We are not blue, we are not green,
We are just as happy as we seem,”
A Jgroup of Alumni bravely attempted
some of the old slogans, which, if a bit
weak in spots, ended with a viin. The
Wesleyan University alumni declared:
“We have no yell.
But when we yell,

obtained in the past three years,

Liquor Case.

Greenville, Me., April
for a single sale of liquor,

'

Seminary. The students and faculty
in a body, and were enthusiastically greeted by those present. Dr. Hatch,

“Home

Diograpny.

2 vols.

at eleven o’cl ock the meetturned over to the interests of

was

We

1915.T 64 M 92

Wharton, Anne Hollingsworth.
English ancestral homes of noted
Americans.T 42 W 65

Thayer,

members.

three years ago to be princiat a time when the situation was so
discouraging that there
was a general
feeling that the school
was
breathing its last,” and who has
achieved remarkable success in
building
up the school to be a live and vigorous
institution, outlined in his report the
work of the school during the three
year
period, and spoke of the general, encouraging outlook for the future.
He
stated that at the close of this school
the
year
Seminary will have met all its
expenses for three consecutive years,and
during that time considerably improved
the property; that within the same
period
the available resources will have increased by about $20,000, and the debt
reduced by $2,000. He also stated that
the school graduated in 1915 the
largest
class in the history of the institution.
These facts, showing the growing
strength of the Seminary, give promise
of a bright future.
Before the meeting
adjourned, the students gave their rousing school cheers and songs, and those
members of the Conference, who, before
“Old M. S.” made itself heard, might
have been somewhat indifferent, were
strongly convinced that the spirit of the
school spelled “Victory.”
The results of the meeting were plainly seen on Friday afternoon, when many
members of the Conference took advantage of the invitation to inspect the
school and the work of the different departments. The visitors left with the
impression that “They are doing things
up there on Sem. Hill,” and things
worth while.
The climax of Montpelier Seminary’s
part in the week’s activities was reached
on Saturday evening,
when the Seminary banquet was held in Armory Hall
with nearly 300 present. The very air
was charged with enthusiasm, and the
Bpirit of M. S. rang through the hall until it threatened to dislocate the roof.
The success of the evening may be summed up in the words of Bishop Hamilton, who remarked: “I have attended
between fifty and seventy-five banquets
during this last quadrennium, but this
beats all the banquets I have attended
in the six New England States.” The
students kept things humming with
songs and cheers for everyone, while in
the balcony a merry dozen of fair co-eds,
who were not able to be seated with the
rest because of the large number present, vowed that others might eat:

government.T763L64

Munson, Arley.
Kipling’s India.

the

vivid-

came

Washington, the city and the seat
of

of

brought

the

woman

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound?
My
mother bought it and the next month I
was so well that I worked all the month
without staying at home a day. I am
in good health now and have told lots of
girls about it.”—Miss Clarice Morin,
22 Russell Street, Taunton, Mass.
Thousands of girls suffer in silence

was

Thursday

ing

Ward, Mary Augusta.

Maine Hotels Raise Rates.
a;

a

came to our house
and asked my
mother why I was
suffering. Mother
told her that I suffered every month
and she said, Why
don’t you buy a
bottle of Lydia E.

Greenwood cemetery by
brothers whom he loved, and
words of their beautiful
ice. The rays of the western
warmly and brightly across
spot, bringing with them not
ought of spring, the earth's
but of that more glorious
when we shall all meet BeRiver.

pains in both
periods came I had

to stay at home
from work and suffer a long time.

in

n

Montpelier Seminary
ly before the minds

Mass.—“ I had

sides and when my

at

at Montpelier
Seminary will be long remembered by the students and all t hose
connected with the School.
It was the
Week of the Vermont Annual Conference
of the Methodist
Episcopal church, and

Pain by Lydia E. Pinkham’s

y, Washington, Mrs. Roxie
.1,1 Mies Helen Bragg of Bos

He came to Islesboro when
'•man. leaching several terms in
De.fit s hools of the town.
’"73, he married Miss Anna
in
: settled
Islesboro, building
store, where he waB engaga:
business
for many
goods
also running a livery stable
with the summer hotel and
Kyder’s Cove, where he was
figure and very popular with
sklents. Always interestuse of education and in the
town, he was superintendis for several years, and also
He
mminent town offices.
aster of Island Lodge, F. &
,rier member of Lone Star
K. S., and a member of Pal-

the Opening of the Spring
Term. What the Principal, Ur. J. W.
Hatch, has accomplished in Three Years.
The opening week of the Bpring term

How She Was Relieved from

..

;

Exercises

I,

will not change until we reach it, then it
PALERMO.
will go forward.”
Miss Glover, instructor in French and
The aelectmen have started on the anHerman, gave a clever resume of the nual listing.
the
vocal
teachfaculty, and Miss Sands,
C. A. Phillips is in Portland serving on
er, showed what some of the faculty can
the grand jury.
do by singing, as only Miss Sands can,
two pleasing selections. Robert PlastOrman Downer and Ordbry Stevens
ridge of the class of 1918 in speaking for ! have gone to Gardner, Mass., where
the boys, presented in an able manner they have employment.
the different phases of a boy’s life at
J. R. B. Dinsmore has resumed work
Montpelier Seminary from the mental, on his
grist mill with a large crew of
social and spiritual standpoint, and Miss
men. Daniel Clark of Freedom is one of
Mary Welsh, also of 1918, told of how the
employed.
much M. S. comes to mean to a girl.
Throughout the evening, the power of
Raymond Dowe has gone to BoBton,
the Montpelier Seminary of today, and where he is attending Grey’s School of
the vision of the greater Montpelier Embalming. Allie Bradstreet is clerking
Seminary of tomorrow, became so ap- J. R. B. Dinsmore’s store in his absence.
parent in the atmosphere, that_ at the
Misses Beatrice Worthing, Eva L.
close of the Montpelier Seminary banDulcie Crommett, Edith Pinkquet, everyone could echo the words of Worthing,
Kitchin and
Chancellor Hamilton, “Long live the ham, Doris Kitchin, Stanley
Estes
have returned to their
alma mater of the Vermont Conference, Stanley
studies at Cony High school after a
Montpelier Seminary!”
week’s vacation.

Montpelier Seminary.

United States Branch

Hamburg-Bremen Fire Insurance Company
of Hamburg, Germany.
Assets December 31, 1915
Stocks and bonds .$1,539,735 00
Cash in office and bank.
34,569 37
Agents’ balances.
255,713 15
..

Interest and rents.
All other assets.

22 416 .87
66 02

Gross assets.
1,852,520 41
Deduct items not admitted.
9,176 83
Admitted assets.

$1,843,343 58

Liabilities December

31, 1915
Net unpaid losses.
109,114 00
Unearned premiums. 1,094.905 98
All other liabilities
38.750 00
surplus over all liabilities. 600.573 60
Total liabilities and surplus-$1,843,343 58
3wl3

National Fire Insurance

Company

of Hartford.
Assets December 31, 1915
Real estate.$
582.444 73
Mortgage loans.
1,692.325 00
Collateral loans.
0 00
stocks and bonds. 10,789,399 49
in
office
and
Cash
bank. 1,506,566 50
Agents’ balances.
1,543.833 89
Bills receivable.
270,525 f 1
Interest and rents.
209,074 99
All other assets.
56,662 03
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted

16,650,831 14
424,746 76

assets.$16,226,084

December 31,1915
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

38

Liabilities

804,667 39
9,324.661 44
600,510 43
2,000,000 00

3,496,345

12

$16,226,084

33

__

2wl4

Total liabilities and surplus
3wl3

...

At thie writWEST FBABKFOKT.
ing, Monday, symptoms are favorable, coloi
Mr*. Daniel Kimball baa bean on tbe aick
more natural, and indications point to a reHat tbe paat Week.
covery, after several weeks. Much sympathy
is extended to the neighbor io this severe inCharier Thayer of Swanville haa been in
jury.
| town recently rawing several lota of wood.
In the esrly morning of Friday, April 7th,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grant, who have both
our sored and highly respected “Mother-inbeen on the sick list, are much improved and
Israel,” Mrs. Jane Staples, widow of the late are able
to be about.
Mr. William Staples of Church street, passed
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Life
after
a
to
the
gradual
quietly
Higher
Kingsbury extend deepest sympathy to them
failure of several years and four days of unin the death, April 3d, of their son Robert.
consciousness. The infirmities of age, slowly
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thayer are about to rebringing about the end of ai active useful
turn to their bom e after spending three years
life, at 90 and one-half years. Few of the
as overseers of
It ’8 rethe town farm.
older citizens of the village who are living do
ported that Mr. and Mrs. Billy Patterson of
not remember her tireless activity, kindliness
at bast the joint mutt be etiff.

_

!

_
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THE OVERCOAT

.

Knit-tex

"MS

“One of the Comforts ot Life”

1

The fabric that cannot crease or
wrinkle-that seldom needs pressing-that is light in weight and
beautiful in coloring, and that will
outwear two

|

The Knit-tex

of heart and readiness to assist all friends and
her long span of life.
Her
husband and two children preceeded her into
the spirit life, and never having ceased to
mourn them, the joy of her reunion will be
great. One daughter and husband, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank B. Jackson, have carefully cared
for her, •*adown the western slope/* knowing
that nothing necessaiy was denied. One granddaughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs, Edward I.
Littlefield, have also been in the home, their
little child giving her, before her great failure, much pleasure in watching. A married
daughter of her son the late Mr. Herbert
Staples, lives in Massachusetts. Mrs, Staples
was a daughter of the late Mr. Enoch Staples
and his first wife, Mrs. Cromwell of Morrill.
The funeral took place Monday afternoon from
her late home. Rev, A. A. Blair officiating.
The floral tributes were many and beautiful,
many friends sending their tokens of remembrance who could not attend the funeral, be
cause of the terrible spring travelling, following the severe snow storm of Sunday.

overcoats
coat is sold at

Harry W. Clark & Co’s,
The Main Street Clothiers

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Lizzie Closson is visiting in Rockland.

Miss

Carter of Chesuncook
guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Ellis,
street, last week.
Mr. Maurice

Barge Exeter sailed Saturday for Philadel-

phia.

Messrs. H. L.
Mrs. Abbie Dix is confined to her home with
Church street,
he grip.
j fast April 5th.
M. W. Dickey and family have moved to

the
Church

was

Hopkins and Alvah C. Treat,
were business callers in Bel-

PROSPECT FERRY.

Kimball of Brookline, Mass.,
Dale Harrison went to Bangor last week on
Rockland.
left April 4th after a week’s visit with her
business.
in
friends
visited
Bangor
Charles S. Shute
aunts, the Misses Simmons, School street.
Mrs. W. H. Harriman entertained the H. H.
the past week.
Capt. Elden S. Shute, Sylvan street, made a club April 6th.
Mrs. George P. Carter is visiting Mrs. Gould j
trip to New York last week by steamer Milli- j
W, D. Harriman and Mrs. G. W. Silver are
Flinton in Augusta.
improving slowly.
nocket, returning by her Monday morning.
Harry Nason of the steamer Millinocket was j
School began in this district last Monday,
Mrs. Harry S. Kearney, Sylvan street, visitin town Monday.
Everett Gross, teacher.
ed her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Stinson
Hooper,
Mrs. George F. Smith is confined to her in
School began at Mt. Heagan last Monday,
Bucksport last week, returning April 5th.
Miss Faustina Harding, teacher.
home with the grip.
Mr&. Edward I. Littlefield, Church street,
Miss Addie M. Ginn returned to her home in
Patrick Gill left Thursday for Somerville, after a
fortnight’s visit with Jackson relatives Worcester, Mass., last Friday.
Mass., to visit relatives.
in Belfast, arrived home Saturday
morning.
I. M. Cummings is on the sick list. He is
C. O. Sawyer went to Camden Friday to atMrs. Everett Staples, Church
street, was in attended by Dr. Small of Stockton.
Conference.
Maine
tend the East
Bangor several days last week, the guest of
Mr and Mis. W'. F. Bechelder arived home
Charles B. Deshon went to Belfast last week Mrs. G M. Houghton, returning
Friday after- last Friday from California where they spent
to visit Mr. and Mrs. John Dow.
the
winter.
noon.
Miss Frances

j

j

L. M. Sargent has been confined to his home
for the past two weekB with the grip.

Jack

home in

Ainslie

were

in

ence.

Clarence Gilkey of Bangor was in town last !
week visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs, P. L.
Rev. James Ainslee has been

reappointed

pastorate of the M. E. church
another term,

to

here for

the

Barge Oley arrived Saturday from Philadelwith 3,0(0 tons of coal to the P. C. <& W.
Co. at Mack's Point.
Rockland* R< ckport Lime Company's
barge No 1 arrived April 12th with 1,000 tons
of fertilizer for the A A. C. Co.
The

Stevens, who had

C. H.

is very much better.
of the Civil war and is

an

ill turn

Mr. Stevens is

nearly

82 }

last week,

ternoon

veteran

a

ears

street.

of age.

ensure a

goodly

buco.

Sullivan, April 11.

j

at-

Mrs. Daniel

and

Rockland.

Searsport, April 6. Sld, barge Exeter, Philadelphia; 7. ar, barge Boy'stun, Weymouth; 11,
ski, barge Oley, Philadelphia.
Stockton, April 5. Sld, tug Lenape, Port!
land; sch Clara B Kennard, Bar Harbor; 7, sld,
Enterprize, Bar Harbor; 8, sld, schs Livelihood, Stonington; Edith McIntyre, New Haven
10, ar, stm Millinocket, New York; 10, ar, sch
6ch

Sarah &

Lucy,

j

Barry, April 7.

Staples

block

social

on

o’clock.

room

Main street.

of the

served.

Ethel M. Nichols, who has been spending a two weeks’ vacation here and in Boston,
returned to Bangor Saturday to resume her
position as teacher of stenography in the Bangor High school,
Mi6s

|

thejn

George R, Wilson at his fish market is having
good sale of ,tilefish, many preferring it to
halibut to fry as it is not so dry. The fish are
caught 60 miles southeast of Sandy Hook on
the

edge

of the

gulfstream,

and

Elden H. Shute of South Sebec arrived Satto spend the week-end with his
mother,
Mrs. Elden S. Shute, Sylvan street, since her
return from a four months’ sea
voyage with
her husband. He returned Monday
morning.

urday

weigh from 8

pounds.

Mrs, W. H. Morison, Mr. and Mrs. B.
B. Sanborn and Mr. and Mrs. George C. FletchMr. and

Steamship Floridian, Capt. Joseph

t.

Nich-

ols, of the American-Hawaiian line, arrived at
Los

Angeles April

er,

San

a

Church street company, spent two
last week, taking in Dress

days in
Up Week
and a little spring recreation. They returned
Thursday.

New York and

4th from

Bangor

Francisco, where she
chartered to load for Yokohama, Shanghai
and Hong Kong.

pr oceeded to

is

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East Main
Capt. William E. Closson, manager of the
street, took train last Ihursday morning for
boarding house at the A. A. C. Co. at Mack’s South
Sebec to visit their daughter and husPoint, died Sunday after a long illness of a
band, Mr. and Mrs. Elden H. Shute, returning
complication of diseases, aged 52 years. He
Monday, Mr. F'landers on the morning train
is survived by his wife and five daughters, an
and Mrs. Flanders remaining in
Bangor for
aged mother and three brothers.
the day, coming home at night.
Steamers of the Eastern Steamship Co. beMrs. Harry D. Shute of Rockland spent two
gan their four trips a week Monday, leaving
days last ween with her mother, Mrs. Albert
Searsport for Boston Monday, Wednesday, C.
Colcord, East Main street, packing her
Thursday and Saturday, and arriving from furniture scattered
throughout the house, her
Boston Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Sathusband and herself having taken a rent in
urday. ihe Belfast was held at Bangor, and
the city for the present. She left Thursday
the Camden at Boston Monday on account of a
strike of the engineers of ihe steamers. They afternoon to
begin their housekeeping immeresumed the route Wednesday.
diately.
Edward ‘Lawr ence of Rockland, proprietor
There is more Catarrh in this section of the
country than all other diseases put together, of the contemplated new sardine factory at
for
and
years ir. was supposed to be incurable. Merrithew’s
point, was in town last Thursday
Doctors prescribed local remedies, and by conI
with the building committee recentstantly failing to cure with local treatment, consulting
pronounced it incurable. Catarrh is a local dis- ly electe d—M. R. LaF'urley, H, L. Hopkins, W.
ease, greatly influenced by constitutional conH. Morrison, L. A. Gardner and A. C. Treat—
ditions and therefore requires constitutional
the ccmptDy of gentlemen dining at the hotel,
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Lure, manufactured
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is a con- Mr. Lawrence left for home in the afternoon.
stitutional remedy, is taken internally and acts
thru the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the
One Hundred Dollars reward is offered tor any case that Hall’s Catarrh Cure fails
to cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

The Current Events Club (the ladies literary
of the village) will, after the traveling
has become settled, have the pleasure of listening to an address on “Preparedness,” by
Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Universalist pastor of
Belfast, a topic well worthy of attention in
these strenuous days. It will be given in some
hall and will be free to the public. Particulars
later.

Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

CENTEfe MON1VILLE.
going

to
her

South Hanmother.

visit
Mr. Louis Hackey, Maple street, met with a
Carney Shure will leave for Chelsea, Mass., | serious accident early last week while splitting
13th
to
visit
friends
and to be present at
April
wood, severing the left thumb two-thirds from
the Jewish Passover.
the hand at the second joint, and entirely sepIsaac Paul is building a stone foundation at
his turning mill on which to set his gasoline arating the bone—an ugly looking wound. Dr.
engine, and is to enlarge the mill by building G, A. Stevens carefully dressed the cut, sewon at the rear.
ing the t humb to the hand, placing splints m
Frank Luce bought two young pigs last the hollow of the hand to hold it and
hoping,
week and
them in their
put
pen. Soon after
he found them running about the dooryard
and had a hard chase to get them.

PRODUCE MARKET.

NOT ENOUGH CHILDREN

receive the proper balance of fovxl
to sufficiently nourish both body and
brain during the growing period when
nature’s demands are greater than in
mature life. This is shown in so many
pale faces, lean bodies, frequent colds,
and lack of ambition.
For all such children we say with
unmistakable earnestness: They need
Scott’s Emulsion, and need it now. It
possesses in concentrated form the very
food elements to enrich their blood. It
changes weakness to strength; it makes
them sturdy and strong. No alcohol.
Scott & Bowue, Bloomfield. N. J.
even

j
j
•

PAID

Apples,per bbl,1.00r.2.90
dried, per lb., 7
Beans, pea,
3 75a4 00
3 75
Beans, Y. E.,
Butter,

Hay.

Lamb

gl
76
8

Skins,

Mutton.
8£al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
8 Potatoes.
Beet,forequarters.
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
22 Straw,
Cheese,
28a30

Chicken,
Calf Skins,

18
18

Duck.

20!Veal,

Eggs,
Fowl,
Geese,

Wool, unwashed,
Wood, hard,
Wood, soft,

Corn,

Cracked Corn,
Corn Meal,

RETAIL

lb., 18a22 Oat Meal,
89 Onions,

84)Oil* kerosene,
84| Pollock,

Cheese,
CottonSeed,
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,

Clover Seed,

Flour,

6 57

a

24
2 0n
10
14
19
8 00

Pork,
Plaster,
Rye Meal,

1 10
5
4
13al4
9
15

1.13
5
1 45

Shorts,
Sugar,
Salt, T. I.,

Corporators

Belfast

*7
50

5

Elected at

12, 1916.

OFFICERS.

President, Janies II. Howes.
Treasurer, Wilmer J. Dorman.
Asst. Treas., Elon B. Gilchrest.
Trustees, James H. Howes, Arthur I. Brown,
Ben D. Field, Ralph M. Johnson, Orlando E.
Frost.
CORPORATORS.

Albert C. Burgess
Arthur I. Brown

Jas. H. Howes

FYed T. Chase
Robert P. Chase
Wilmer J. Dorman
Robert F. Dunton
Thos. B. Dinsmore
Ben B. Field
Chas. H. F'ield
Herbert T. F’ield
Chas. W. Frederick
Orlando E. F’rost
Elon B. Gilchrest
Virgil L. Hall
Asa A. Howes

Geo

Attest:-

Ralph

Penobscot
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BEAVER BOARD

rence.

In Augusta, April 4, to Mr. anc
Flinton
Mrs. Gould Flinton, a son, Maurice Carter.
Lord
In Washington, D. C.. April 5, tc
Lieut, and Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord of Rockland

WALLS O’

3
“«

CEILINGS

il*

Drinkwater. In Northport, April 10, to
Mr.‘and Mrs. Elmer Drinkwater, a son.
Ric hardson. In Moscow,
April 5, tc
Mr and Mrs. Arthur B. Richardson of RockButler.
a
Arthur
son.
land,
Sawyer.
In Bucksport, March 26, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph E. Sawyer, a son.
Seekins. In Belfast, April 4. to Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins, a son, Richard Hamilton.
Wood. In Belfast, April 8th, to Mr. an.t

Strong, Rigid Panels Made
of Pure-Wood-Fibre

Russia^

Mrs. Maurice Wood,

a

K?

crack or need

H

MARRIED.

oil

the

proposals addressed to the State Highway Commission, Augusta, Maine, for building
Sealed

ten sections of State highway in the towns of
Brunswick, 4.60 mi.; Greene, 1.80 mi.; Nobleboro, 2.67 mi.; Damariscotta, 3 22 mi.; Mechanic
F'alls. 2.60 mi.; Lincolnville, 3 50 mi.; Cherryfieid, 3.00 mi.: Edmunds, 2 00 mi.; F’airfield, 1.88
mi.; Hermon, 3.08 mi ; also for removing oid
steel bridge, filling four old spans with granite
and building a 48 ft. timber span at South
Thomasion; also for building a two span steel
bridge, total length 225 ft., at Boothbay Harbor; each endorsed with the name of the town,
will be received by the Commission at its office
in the State House, Augusta, Maine, until ten
o’clock a. rn., April 25, 1916, and at that tipie
and place publicly opened and read. The highway work will consist of building gravel roads,
except Greene, which is to be waterbound

macadam.

Each proposal must be made upon the blank
form provided by the Commission, for copy of
which a deposit of one dollar will be required,
and must be accompanied by a certified check
for 10 percent of the amount bid, payable to
the State Treasurer of Maine. The deposit
and the certified check will be returned to the
unsuccessful bidder unless forfeited under the
conditions stipulated.
A surety company bond satisfactory to the
Commission, of not less than one fourth nor
more than one-half of the amount of the contract will be required.
Plans may be seen and
form of specifications and contract may be
obtained at the office of the Commission, Au-

all

proposals.

PHILIP J. DEERING, Chairman,
WILLIAM M. AYER,
FRANK A. PEABODY.
State Highway Commission.
PAUL D. SARGENT. Chief Engineer.
Dated at Augusta, Me., April 11, 1916.
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AIKEN. In Ellsworth, April 4, Fr. d B. Aikep,
aged 80 years 4 months and 21 days.
Bean
In Camden, April 10, Mrs. Jennie
Prince Bean, aged 47 years. 9 months, 27 days.
Blood. In East Bucksport, April 9, Lewis
M. Blood, aged 49 years.
In Searsport, April 9, Capt. W. E.
Closson.
Closson, aged 52 years.
Crosby
In Orland. April 5, Joseph Crosby,

j
j aged 89 years.
I Crockett. In Winterport, April 6, Mrs.
j Emma Crockett, wife of Capt. Charles Crock-

ett, aged 68 years.
Chadwick. In Pleasant Point, March 30,
Sarah J. Cook, wife of John O. Chadwick, aged
74 years, 8 months and 14 days.
Cdsson.
In Searsport, William E. Closson,
aged 51 years, 11 months and 19 days.
Dickey. In Rockland, April 5, Miss Etta
Dickey, formerly of Northport. aged 60 years.
Ginn. In Sandypoint, April 7, Mark R. Ginn,
aged 82 years and 6 months.
Gray. In Castine, March 27, Mrs. Ida H.
Gray, aged 31 years, 4 months and 9 days.
Grindle. In Bluehill, March 28, Roscoe
Grindle. aged 63 years, 3 months and 25 days,
Hopkins
In Hampden Highlands. April 5,
Mrs. Louise M. Hopkins, aged 92 years.
Miller. In Searsmont, April 7, Samuel
Miller, aged 85 years.
Nickerson. In Brewer, April 8. Clara A.,
widow of Joseph Nickerson, aged 72 years and
3 months.
Philbrook.
In Bangor, April 9, Bernard
Rockford, 6on of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E, Philbrook, aged 6 years.
Smith
In Winterport, April 10, Mrs. Emma
D. A., widow of Allan Smith, aged 67 years.

Staples. In Stockton Springs, April 7, Jane,
widow of William Stap.es, aged 90 years and 6
months.
SUKEFOKTH. In Brooksville, March 24, Mrs.
Josephine C. Sukeforth, aged 71 years, 10
months and 24 days,
Sylvester. In Sedgwick, April 2, Arthur E.
Sylvester, aged 62 years, 11 months, 14 days.
Walker
In Frankfort, April 8, Mary, wife
of George Walker, aged 78 years.
Wardwell. In Penobscot, March 30, Fred
F. Wardwell, aged 64 years, 5 months, 21 days.

FOR YOUR SUNDAY DINNER

Spring

FROM THE FARM OF S. G.

Lamb
NORTON.
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^Successors to MASON &

*

HALL,

Dandelions, Spinach, Beet Greens, Sweet Potatoes, New
Onions, ^Tomatoes, Rhubarb, Green Peppers, Lettuce,
/
Celery, Cucumbers, Radishes and Strawberries.
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Distance to Nearest Body of Water.
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House Closes.
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Manager.

Ail of the above information will
be listed in nur Information Bureau files and also will be
printed FREE in The
Brooklyn Eagle's Annual Summer Kesort
Directory if received before May 1st.
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Condensed Statement
Millers’ .Mutual Fire Insurance
Harrisburg, Pa.
Assets December

EAGLE, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

City

Company,

31f l 915

Real estate.. ..$
0 00
Mortgage loans.
86.400 00
Collateral loans.
0 00
Stocks and bonds.
314,820 33
Cash in office and bank.
57,557 71
0 00
Agents' balances.
Bills receivable.
0 00
Interest and rents.
7,784 77
All other assets.*.
2,767 29
Gross assets.$ 469,330 10 !
admitted.
6,600 33 i

WATER GLASS! S
WATER GLASS
WILL KEEP EGGS

|

PERFECTLY FOR WINTER

I

50 cents per gallon

Deduct items not

t

Just Received.

Admitted

assets.$ 462,729 77
Liabilities December 31, 1915
Net unpaid losses.
15,200 00
Unearned premiums.
146,893 78
All other liabilities.
3,726 38
Cash capital.
0 00
Surplus over all liabilities.
296,909 61
Total

liabilities and surplus.$

462,729 77

ROSS L. STEVENS, Agent, Portland, Maine
3wl5

|

POOR’S DRUG SIOR
k_.

__

I
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Notice of foreclose
Luct'na J. McDermott
in the bounty of Wa
■state of Maine, by her mortgage <h
-he eighth day of December, 1914, ami
?d in Waldo County Registry of Deed
118, Page 242, conveyed to me, the unde:
certain lot or parcel of land with th<
ngs thereon, situate in said Winterport
westerly side of the county road leadir
Hampden to Winterport, bounded and ri.
as follows, viz:
Beginning at the sou
:orner of the farm formerly of Willi.
Jrath; thence northwesterly on said Me
jouthwesterly line to the Chadwick line:
south thirty-five degrees west (S, 3;> W
laid Chadwick line to the northerly cm
farm and homestead of the late Williv
Reed; thence southeasterly by said Ree.i
lo said road; thence by said road to th<
if beginning; containing one hundred
more or less; and whereas the condition
mortgage has been broken and still

WHEREAS,
terport,

United

Druggists’ Mutual Fire Insurance
Company, 141 Milk St., Boston, Mass.
Assets

VEGETABLES

$

FOR SALE BY

I

Ames-Ham. In Belfast, April 12. at the M.
E. parsonage, by Rev. Horace B. Sellers, Chas.

nail

Hampden.

J. DORMAN, Clerk.

or

paint

rd

g|

decorative strips.
V ou’U have walls and
ceilings that never

daughter.

Clements-Waltz. In Belfast, April 12, at
the M. E. pars< nage, by Rev. Horace B. Sellers. Eben L. Clements and Mrs. Margaret L.
Waltz, both of Belfast.
In Belfast, April 8, at the
Wheeler-Gray
residence of the officiating clergyman. Rev. .1
Wilbor Richardson. Ulyde A. Wheeler and
Miss Mabel G. Gray, both of Belfast.

cb<

Saw BEAVER BOARD like wood—
or over old lath

Pancls to studding
naiJ Poster—then
and

an,‘

Brown-Miller. In Pittsfield, April 3, by
Rev. N. R. Pearson, Orrin Brown and Miss
Eunice Miller, both of Pittsfield.
Clark-Rawley.
In Hampden, April 5. by
Rev. T. P. Humphrey, Frederick Tiffany ClarK
aid Miss Ethel Augusta Rawley, both of

M. Johnson
Wm. C. Libbey
Samuel M. R. Locke
Wm A. Mason
Clarence O. Poor
Thos. W. Pitcher
Israel W. Parker
Wm H Quirnby
Edward Sibley
Wm. B. Swan
Geo. C. Trussell
Leroy A. Webber.

gusta, Maine.
The right is reserved to reject any

—

Adams. In Bucksport, March 29, to Mr. anc
Mrs. Clifton X. Adams, a son.
C LOS SON. In Brooksville, March 24. to Mr
and M rs, Ernest Closson, a son, Donald Law

Thorndike.

State Highway Construction

{FRESH

sunlight ob-
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Notice to Contractors

Native

**

carbon

■

F. Ames of Belfast and Miss Hazel P. Ham of

H. Howes

E. Johnson

Ralph

W.

ordinary

a son.

Savings Bank, Belfast, Maine,
April

of the

COME IN TODAY AND LET Us

2
12al3
3
6.00
3.60

Sweet Po atoes,
151 Wheat Meal,

List of Officers and

3

it furnishes the nearest approach to
tainrbie from an incandescent lamp.

gives twice the light
lamp.

MARKET.

Lime,

18

It

10

7.00
26a3G

Turkey,

RETAIL PRICE.

Beef, ( orned,
Butter Salt, 14

5p
100

Tallow,

20
16
18

2

enough to withstand ordinary usage.

electricity wasted in your home.
lation to be a success.

06

Beef, sides,

It is strong

We carry all sizes to meet every condition. We will
tell you the proper size to buy, so that there will be no

PRODUCER.
10 001a4I

Hides.
Lamb.

^

society

System,

Miss Bethia Bates is
over, Mass., this week to

MISCELLANY,

April

j

a

to 40

Percy^Setzer

j

will be held in the upper

Relreshments will be

sch

The British steamship
10.
Dr. and Mrs. H. E. Small are
Chepstow Castle, from African ports by way
receiving con- of
brought here today Capt. O. M.
Baltimore,
gratulations upon the arrival of the “Old I
Gray ot South Brookfield, Me., and seven other
Stork 8 gift—a fine
10-pound boy—on Satur- ! members of the crew of the New York schoonday evening, April 8th, in their home—Wins- ; er Emma F. Angell, whicl was sunk in collision
with the Chepstow Castle off the Virginia
ton Henry by name.
Capes Friday night, According to Capt. Gray
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Hayes,
the accident occurred in clear weather. The
in
this
living
town for a year, have announced the arrival of schooner was bound without cargo from Providence for Norfolk, was struck amidships and
a little son since their return
to Boston March sank soon afterwards.
7th. Many friends wish
much joy in
this great happiness.

Congregational chureh
Thursday evening, April 20th, from 7.30 to 10

conference

Sld, sch Frederic A Duggan*

MARINE

Boston,

uURRNET.

PRICE

BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION.

Norfolk.
Rio Janeiro, April 3.
Sailed, schr Singleton
Palmer, Bowen, Philadelphia.
March
30.
Sailed
schr Emma S.
Havana,
Lord, Mobile.

■

penny

BELFAST

Providence.

Philadelphia.
Pernambuco, April 7, Ar,

Ma da Lamp

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

FOREIGN FORTS.

j

j

A

Ar. schs F C Pendleton,

j

from New

in the

fill the vacancies.

Annual Meeting of

Havana.

by Mrs. Albert C. Colcord, East Main
Good weather will

IN FAVOR OF THE

Tens of thousands of men are 1 osing their
hair daily and are ignoring the fact. Many a
man haB lost bis
job because he lost his hair.
Dust and dirt make dandruff and dandruff
makes heads bald and bald heads are the first
to go when business is poor.
Wash your hair at least once a week with
any pure soap and every other night apply
Parisian Mage rubbing it thoroughly into the
the scalp.
Parisian Sage will save your hair; it will remove every trace of dandruff and banish scalp
itch and make your head feel fine.
The cost of a large bottle is trifling but the
benefits are very great as every druggist well
knows.
A. A. Howes & Co. cheerfully guar
antee Parisian Sage to you.

Bayonne,

M. Nichols returned |
The Current Events Club will be
entertained
York, where they went to Wednesday
Saturday
afternoon, April 19th. by Mrs. Ruattend the funeral of their daughter, Mrs.
fus L, Mudgett,
Sylvan street. The topic tor j
Boyle.
study, selected by the hostess, will be Current
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Williams, who spent | Events.
several weeks at their cottage on Norris |
Miss Lillian A. Simmons, after a week’s
street, have returned to their home m Chelms- ! visit with her sister, Miss Mabel
F. Simmons,
ford, Mass.
School Btreet, left Saturday
morning to resume
Sidnev M. Webber is closing out his stock of ! her teaching duties in Boston after the
spring
boots, shoes and clothing and is going out of vacation.
;
j
a
with
business.having secured a fine position
Frank B. Jackson, Church
was in
street,
large business firm in Boston.
Bangor Saturday to consult Dr, E. M. Sanger i
Mrs. George Barks of Dexter has moved into
relative to the mouth trouble
upon vhichhe'
and
will
street
the Sullivan house on Leach
recently operated. His report was most favorable.
open an ice cream and confectionery business
Mr.

NEWS._

New

tendance.

to

Arguments

SAVEYOUR HAIR AND
KEEP YOUR JOB.

G. Seed,
Laro.

Mobile, April 5, Ar, sch Josephine, Trinidad; Georgia Gilkey, Ponce; 7, sld, sch W H
Sumner, Manzanillo
Eastport, April 5. Ar and sld, sch Andrew
by
daughter, Miss Muriel, West Main street, re- ! Nebinger (from St George, N B) Norwalk.
Jacksonville, April 4. Ar, sch Margaret
turned early last week from a
week’s visit i Thomas, Bermuda; 5, cld. sch Thelma, Boston.
with her aged
Norfolk, April 4. Ar, sch Charles H Klinck,
father, Mr. Baker, in Fort Fairfield.
| New York; cld, sch Mary F Barrett, Hayden,
Rio Janeiro; 5, ar, schs Gov Powers, Boston;
The Ladies’ Aid
Society of the Universalist ! stm Meteor, Searsport; 6. cld, stm Meteor.
parish will be entertained this, Thursday, af- I Searsport; 8, cld, sch Gov Powers, Pernam-

phia

are

H.

Team,

Mrs. Harry S. Kearney spent Saturday in Bangor, returning at night, and were
week-end guests of her brother and
wife, Mr.
and Mrs. Cleveland
Hooper, Church street.
Mrs. M. J. Goodere,
accompanied
her

of

stone.

York, April 7. bid, schs American
South Amboy for Rockland; Helen,
N J, for New Bedford; Charlotte T
Sibley, Port Reading for Islesboro; 8, ar, sch
James Slater, New Bedford.
Boston, April 7. Ar, schs Mary Langdon,
Rockport, Me; Morris and Cliff, do.
Philadelphia, April 5. Sld, 6.45 A M, tug
Swatara, towing barges Cocalico for Bangor,
and Moselem and Phoenix for Portland.
Baltimore, April 8. Sld, sch George E
Klinck, Searsport.
Pensacola. April 7. Sld, sch Blanche H
King, Key West; 8, sld, sch Edward H Blake,

Bucksport.

Mr. and

Augusta is visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Cochran, on
Union street.

Ingraham

Mrs. E. H.

Winterport

AMERICAN ruRTS.

Mrs. Julia (Staples) Treat of Boston reached Stockton by boat
Saturday morning, called
by the death of her last remaining sister, Mrs.
Jane Staples, Church street.

Gilkey.

on

and

SHIP

Little Miss Charlotte Ryder of
Bangor returned last Saturday after a week’s visit with
her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Charles O.
McMann, Middle street.

Camden
last week attending the East Maine ConferRev. and Mrs. James

employment

Mr. Matthew Hooper, who had been the
guest of his sister, Mrs. Harry S. Kearney,
Sylvan street, returned early in April to his

Wagner left Thursday for Lynn, Mass.,
he has employment in a rubber lactory.

Harding

W. C.

Albert C. Colcord will entertain the
Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist parish tomorrow, Friday, afternoon in her East Main
street home.

Dr. A. A. jackson is preparing to make an
extension on his buugalow at Pleasant Point.
where

Charles Hinckley went
to Hallowell last Saturday, where they have

Mrs.

Twelve inches of snow on the 10th day of
April is an unusual sight in this locality.

West

Three Good

neighbors, through

average

SEARSPORT.

I

December 31, 1915.

Mortgage loans.$ 4.500 00
Collateral loans.
2,500 00
Stocks and bonds. 198,643 63
Cash in office and bank.
30,573 15
Agents’ balances. 13,451 16
313 74
Bills receivable.
All other assets.
3,034 81
Grose assets...$253,071 49
Deduct items not admitted.
6,082 88
Admitted assets.$246,98861
Liabilities December 31, 1915.
Net unpaid losses.$ 9,750 58
Unearned premiums. 81,476 88
680 50
All other liabilities.
Cash capital. 100,000 00
all
liabilities.
65,081 65
Surplus over

|i iTotal.liabilities and surplus.$246,988
E.

C. CARLL, Agent. Augusta, Maine.
3wl5

61

1

iroken.

Now, therefore, by reason of the hrthe condition thereof I claim a foreclolaid mortgage.
Bangor, Maine, April 6, 1916,
PEKSINJA W. ci'l I
By MAYO & SNARE, her Attorneys.
3wl5
1

